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E-0068/09 (EN) by Urszula Gacek (PPE-DE) and Charles Tannock (PPE-DE) to the Commission (19 January 2009)
Subject: Purchases made in secure zone in European Airports
Answer from the Commission (27 February 2009)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (15 October 2010)

E-4649/09 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (5 October 2009)
Subject: Health and landscape protection, and the erection of mobile phone masts in Gaeta (Lazio)
Answer from the Commission (28 October 2009)

E-5242/09 (EN) by David Martin (S-D) to the Commission (26 October 2009)
Subject: Chambers publishers in Scotland
Preliminary answer from the Commission (11 December 2009)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (22 December 2010)

E-5707/09 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (24 November 2009)
Subject: Commission officials’ credit cards
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2009)

E-5708/09 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (20 November 2009)
Subject: Use of Commissioners’ credit cards
Joint answer from the Commission (23 December 2009)

E-6051/09 (EN) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) and Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (3 December 2009)
Subject: Piracy off the coast of Somalia
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)
E-6076/09 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (4 December 2009)
Subject: Arrest of persons suspected of piracy in the Horn of Africa
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-6078/09 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (4 December 2009)
Subject: Conditions under which Operation Atalanta is operating in Somalia
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-6080/09 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (4 December 2009)
Subject: Involvement of private security personnel in Operation Atalanta
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-6147/09 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (9 December 2009)
Subject: Illegal hunting of birds in Italy and southern Europe
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2010)

E-6183/09 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (10 December 2009)
Subject: Somali coastline — anti-piracy support measures
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-6206/09 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (11 December 2009)
Subject: Request for assessment of the Swedish judgment against the firm SmartWi
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (16 September 2010)

E-6261/09 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (15 December 2009)
Subject: The EU’s counter-piracy operation
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-6297/09 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (15 December 2009)
Subject: Property fraud
Answer from the Commission (27 January 2010)

E-6381/09 (EN) by Bas Eickhout (Verts/ALE) and Claude Turmes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission
(22 December 2009)
Subject: Action taken by the Commission to assess and minimise the emissions from indirect land use change caused by increased biofuel production
Joint answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-6408/09 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (22 December 2009)
Subject: Indirect land use change
Joint answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-6409/09 (EN) by Sirpa Pietikäinen (PPE) to the Commission (22 December 2009)
Subject: Commission’s activities to assess and minimise emissions resulting from indirect land use change caused by increased biofuels production
Joint answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)
E-6462/09 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (4 January 2010)
Subject: Portuguese Government purchase of computers without a public tender procedure
Joint answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-6660/09 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (13 January 2010)
Subject: Award of the Magalhães computer contract to JP Sá Couto
Joint answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-6667/09 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (13 January 2010)
Subject: Culture and heritage
Joint answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

P-0001/10 (RO) by Silvia-Adriana Țicău (S&D) to the Commission (11 January 2010)
Subject: EU development strategy up to 2020 and action plan for the next five years
Joint answer from the Commission (4 February 2010)

P-0002/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (11 January 2010)
Subject: Traffic accidents on Europe’s roads
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0003/10 (PL) by Małgorzata Handzlik (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of animal testing information on cosmetic product packaging.
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0004/10 (PL) by Małgorzata Handzlik (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Late provision of information on roaming charges by mobile phone providers
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0005/10 (PL) by Małgorzata Handzlik (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Large-scale withdrawal of children’s cots from the American market
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2010)

E-0006/10 (PL) by Czesław Adam Siekierski (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Support for tobacco farmers under Article 68
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0007/10 (EL) by Georgios Toussas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Recycling of industrial and commercial waste packaging
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0008/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: EU commitments on emission reductions following the Copenhagen Conference
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)
E-0009/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Application of Islamic sharia law in a region of Greece
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0010/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: The state of child protection in Romania
Joint answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0011/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Three strikes proposal on the ACTA negotiating table
Answer from the Commission (5 March 2010)

E-0012/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Lithium and alternatives
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0013/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Galileo and monitoring of carbon dioxide emissions
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0014/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Damages payments following road accidents
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0015/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Ergenekon trial — Part II
Answer from the Commission (5 March 2010)

E-0016/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Council (19 January 2010)
Subject: Member States’ public debt — impact on economic recovery
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

E-0017/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Member States’ public debt — impact on economic recovery
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

E-0018/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: ‘Magalhães’ computers — modification of legal framework
Joint answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0019/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Direct support regimes for farmers — deadline for administrative and on-the-spot checks —
Regulations (EC) Nos 1122/2009 and 73/2009
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)
**E-0020/10** (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Feeding of endangered or protected necrophagous birds in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

**E-0021/10** (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Unfair competition — treatment of European civil construction firms
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

**E-0022/10** (EL) by Charalampos Angourakis (GUE/NGL) to the Council (19 January 2010)
Subject: Opposition to the Polish authorities’ anti-communist campaign
Answer from the Council (15 February 2010)

**E-0023/10** (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Helping Somalia
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

**E-0024/10** (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Impact of bad weather in the Madeira Autonomous Region
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

**E-0025/10** (EN) by Nigel Farage (EFD) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: EU pensions
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

**E-0026/10** (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Consumer protection in relation to gift vouchers
Answer from the Commission (1 February 2010)

**E-0027/10** (EN) by Sajjad Karim (ECR) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Institutions in Romania
Joint answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

**E-0028/10** (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Council (20 January 2010)
Subject: Dismantling and safe disposal of old nuclear submarines in Scotland — follow-up to the European Commission’s answer to Questions E-5431/09 to E-5434/09
Joint answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

**E-0029/10** (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Council (20 January 2010)
Subject: Dismantling and safe disposal of old nuclear submarines in Scotland — follow-up to the European Commission’s answer to Questions E-5431/09 to E-5434/09
Joint answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

**E-0030/10** (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Council (20 January 2010)
Subject: Dismantling and safe disposal of old nuclear submarines in Scotland — follow-up to the European Commission’s answer to Questions E-5431/09 to E-5434/09
Joint answer from the Council (15 March 2010)
E-0031/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Council (20 January 2010)
Subject: Dismantling and safe disposal of old nuclear submarines in Scotland — follow-up to the European Commission's answer to Questions E-5431/09 to E-5434/09
Joint answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0032/10 (DE) by Jens Geier (S&D) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Directive 2006/25/EC on artificial optical radiation
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0033/10 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: FIFA's rules of transfer and the protection of minors
Answer from the Commission (5 March 2010)

E-0034/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Veterinary health professions and the 'services' Directive
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0035/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Problems with Eurostar
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0036/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Problems with Eurostar
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0037/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Umbilical cord blood banks
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0038/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Enforcement of passengers' rights under Regulation (EC) No 261/2004
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0039/10 (DE) by Nadja Hirsch (ALDE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Particulate pollution in Germany
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)

P-0040/10 (IT) by Debora Serracchiani (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Freedom of thought and to demonstrate
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

P-0041/10 (FI) by Timo Soini (EFD) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Transposition of Article 4(1) and Annex III, Stage 1, of Directive 92/43 and comparison of interpretations of the siliceous rocky slope habitat type
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)
E-0042/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Concerns about language practice at the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0043/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Clarification of assessment of CO₂ in Directive 98/101/EC
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0044/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Clarification regarding Croatian Regulation No 90/04
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0045/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (18 January 2010)
Subject: Large quantities of swine flu vaccine
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

P-0046/10 (NL) by Derk Jan Eppink (ECR) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Code of Conduct for Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (5 March 2010)

E-0047/10 (SV) by Isabella Lövin (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Recovery plans
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0048/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Deadline for the response from Civil Society on the 2020 strategy
Joint answer from the Commission (4 February 2010)

E-0049/10 (PL) by Paweł Robert Kowal (ECR) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Meetings between EU and Member State representatives and representatives of the opposition in Belarus
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

P-0050/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Romanian children's homes
Joint answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0051/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: ME
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

E-0052/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Vehicle Registration Tax in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)
E-0053/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: The EU should take action to protect the Coptic Christians in Egypt
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-0054/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Massacre of Coptic Christians in Egypt
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0055/10 (PL) by Tomasz Piotr Poręba (ECR) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Information regarding the uptake of structural and cohesion funding
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

P-0056/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (14 January 2010)
Subject: European development aid to Congo
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0059/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Chatham House
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0060/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Transparency of Commission expert groups
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2010)

E-0061/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Cost of expert groups
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

E-0062/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Cost of comitology groups
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0063/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Entry into force of Lisbon Treaty
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0064/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Closure by the French State of the four Catalan public TV channels in Perpignan and other municipalities on the Roussillon plain and lower Vallespir
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2010)

E-0065/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Situation in Iran in the light of the latest clashes
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)
E-0066/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (20 January 2010)
Subject: Criminal convictions of European officials
Answer from the Council (10 March 2010)

E-0067/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Criminal convictions of European officials
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0068/10 (NL) by Said El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Agreements between Israel and the European Union
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0069/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: NSRF — statements by the president of the Portuguese Agency for Investment and External Trade
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0070/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Fees charged by Portuguese banks on international transfers: possible violation of consumer rights
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

P-0071/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Agriculture: funds not utilised by Portugal in 2009
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0072/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Russian restrictions on certain imports from the US
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0073/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree planting
Joint answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0074/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree planting
Joint answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0075/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree planting
Joint answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0076/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree planting
Joint answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
E-0077/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree planting
Joint answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0078/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree planting
Joint answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0079/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree pest species
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0080/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree pest species
Joint answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0081/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Tree pest species
Joint answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0082/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Endemic species
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0083/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Endemic species
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0084/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Rubble walls
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

P-0085/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Environmental and public health risks posed by an overhead power line (Unión de la línea Aragón-Frontera Francesa con la línea Sentmenat-Sallente)
Answer from the Commission (22 February 2010)

P-0086/10 (DA) by Jens Rohde (ALDE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Green public procurement
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2010)

P-0087/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Compensation for private copying
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2010)
P-0088/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Compliance with Article 7.3 on the implementation of the Code of Conduct for CRS
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2010)

P-0090/10 (EN) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: The ACTA negotiations
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0091/10 (EN) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Council (21 January 2010)
Subject: The ACTA negotiations
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0092/10 (EN) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Rights of persons with disabilities and persons with reduced mobility
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0093/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Imprisonment of Birtukan Midekssa
Joint answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0094/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Alleged persecution of homosexuals in Malawi
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0095/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Fire safety
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

E-0096/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Problems with the use of the European Health Insurance Card in the case of posted workers
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0097/10 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE) and Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: New airline security measures
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0098/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Tropical diseases
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0099/10 (FI) by Hannu Takkula (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Improving the safety of young drivers
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)
E-0100/10 (FI) by Hannu Takkula (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Increasing the use of timber in construction
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

P-0101/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: The EU-Israel Conformity Assessment and Acceptance of Industrial Products (ACCA) agreement
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

P-0102/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Support for recovery in the areas affected by severe weather in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0103/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Spanish Government’s ban on international flights to Barcelona to strengthen Madrid’s airport monopoly — a clear distortion of the principle of fair competition
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0104/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Tackling the growing problem of non-biodegradable plastic waste in our oceans
Joint answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0105/10 (DA) by Anne E. Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Trade in GBL
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0106/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Registering the ‘bogus self-employed’ and combating this phenomenon
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0107/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Increase in the number of counterfeit banknotes in the eurozone
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)

E-0108/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Safety of Monsanto genetically modified varieties of maize and gaps in the relevant European legislation and implementation thereof
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)

E-0109/10 (FR) by François Alfonsi (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Literary translations in France’s regional languages
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0110/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Cost of Commission delegation to the Copenhagen climate conference
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
E-0111/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Official travel by European Commissioners in 2009
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0112/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Lead pollution and lead poisoning in Bourg Fidèle (France) and environs
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0113/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Support for the management of fish resources (collection of basic data)
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0114/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Research in the field of fisheries and aquaculture
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0115/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Management plan for southern hake
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0116/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Support for temporary cessation of fishing
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0117/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: EU proposal for reclassifying ‘less-favoured areas’
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

P-0118/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Motorway project in Poland — award of the contract to a Chinese consortium
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0119/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Council (21 January 2010)
Subject: Violations by Turkish fighters of Athens FIR on religious festivals
Answer from the Council (10 March 2010)

E-0120/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Violations by Turkish fighters of Athens FIR on religious festivals
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

E-0121/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Supervision of media pluralism in the EU
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)
E-0122/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: State aid and advertising on public TV channels
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0123/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: TV stations in EU countries
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

E-0124/10 (EN) by Anne E. Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Personal liability for authorising officers
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0125/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: European management of measures to combat H1N1 influenza
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0126/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Installation of body scanners at European airports
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0127/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Frontex and joint return flights
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2010)

E-0128/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Reception and recruitment centre in Mali
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0129/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: European dissuasion campaign in Africa
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0130/10 (RO) by Iosif Matula (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Development of the Bologna Process up to and after 2020 and the role to be played by the Commission
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

P-0131/10 (IT) by Erminia Mazzoni (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Article 32(3) of Regulation (EC) No 1260/1999
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

P-0132/10 (PT) by Nuno Teixeira (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Assessing the impact of the conclusion of the ‘Geneva Agreement on Trade in Bananas’ in the autonomous region of Madeira
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)
P-0133/10 (PT) by Maria do Céu Patrão Neves (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Execution of the rural development programme in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

E-0134/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Earthquake in Haiti
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0135/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (21 January 2010)
Subject: Environmental monstrosity in Salerno
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0136/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Rare diseases
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0137/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Environmental impact study on the Spanish Balboa refinery project
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0138/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Aid for the construction of logistic centres in the Oporto district (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0139/10 (FR) by Françoise Grossetête (PPE) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Nutrition and health claims
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2010)

E-0140/10 (FR) by Françoise Grossetête (PPE) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products (EMEA)
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

P-0141/10 (EL) by Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the Services Directive
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

P-0142/10 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (ECR) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Tobacco sales
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

P-0143/10 (FR) by Claude Turmes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Relocation of the Diekirch brewery
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)
E-0144/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: EU anti-pirate operations in Somalia
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-0145/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Construction of a motorway on Fuerteventura
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0146/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Authors’ lending rights in Malta
Answer from the Commission (9 February 2010)

E-0147/10 (EN) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA)
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0148/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Access for the disabled in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0149/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Rights for the indigenous people of Peru
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0150/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: 2020 Innovation Strategy
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0151/10 (EN) by Struan Stevenson (ECR) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Cobalt salt levels in animal feed
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

P-0152/10 (LT) by Justas Vincas Paleckis (S&D) to the Council (21 January 2010)
Subject: Foreign policy on energy
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

P-0153/10 (NL) by Daniël van der Stoep (NI) to the Council (21 January 2010)
Subject: 26th Dutch seat in the European Parliament
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

P-0154/10 (PT) by Luis Manuel Capoulas Santos (S&D) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Agricultural disasters and the Solidarity Fund
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)
P-0155/10 (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Frontex
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

P-0156/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to the Council (21 January 2010)
Subject: Lack of coordination of Member States' measures against the AH1N1 flu epidemic
Answer from the Council (10 March 2010)

E-0157/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: 220 kV double power line (overhead line and buried cable) connecting the 220 kV Jijona-El Cantalar line, in Alicante, to the Montebello substation, in La Nucía (Alicante, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0158/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Drop in agricultural income
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0159/10 (EL) by Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: The Schengen Area and Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0160/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Controls on food hygiene in Greece
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0161/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) regimes and the WTO
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0162/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Responsible lending policy and consumer protection
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0163/10 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Closure of the Ignalina Nuclear Power Plant
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

E-0164/10 (FR) by Dominique Baudis (PPE) to the Commission (1 February 2010)
Subject: Eurostar breakdowns December 2009
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0167/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: REACH: problems in connection with importation
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
E-0168/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Destruction of animals, vaccination and European funding in connection with Q fever
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0169/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) and Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Average CO\textsubscript{2} emissions of passenger vehicles
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0170/10 (EN) by Anne Delvaux (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Written question concerning the loss of biodiversity
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0171/10 (IT) by Rosario Crocetta (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Villa Bellini
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0172/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Council (2 February 2010)
Subject: Reports concerning the Spanish proposal for European economic governance
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0173/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Reports concerning the Spanish proposal for European economic governance
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0174/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Restrictions on itinerant sales activities in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0175/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (3 February 2010)
Subject: Future Commission measures in the field of taxation — companies and SMEs
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0176/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Future Commission measures in the field of taxation — reduction of administrative barriers
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0177/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Future Commission measures concerning competition policy and the economic crisis
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)
E-0179/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Support for minority languages
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0180/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Council (2 February 2010)
Subject: Conclusions of the Copenhagen Conference (COP15) and position of the EU
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0181/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Poverty and access to energy in the EU
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0182/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Energy costs for micro, small, and medium enterprises
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0183/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Biofuels and electricity generation from solid organic waste
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-0184/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Uncoordinated Member State action to combat AH1N1 flu
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

P-0185/10 (EN) by János Áder (PPE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Cyanide mining
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2010)

P-0186/10 (EN) by Roger Helmer (ECR) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Wind turbine noise limit regulation
Answer from the Commission (8 February 2010)

E-0187/10 (EN) by Linda McAvan (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Hunting in the Evros Delta
Answer from the Commission (5 March 2010)

E-0188/10 (EN) by Roger Helmer (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: The Argentine Central Bank
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0189/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Absence of an ombudsman in Italy
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)
E-0190/10 (IT) by Rosario Crocetta (S&D) to the Commission (3 February 2010)
Subject: Breach of fundamental human rights in Rosarno (Italy)
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0191/10 (PL) by Bogusław Sonik (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Rome I — contractual undertakings and insurance contracts
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-0192/10 (PL) by Ryszard Antoni Legutko (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: EU cohesion policy after 2013
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0193/10 (PL) by Ryszard Antoni Legutko (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Repression of Christians in Vietnam
Joint answer from the Commission (19 July 2010)

E-0194/10 (PL) by Pawel Robert Kowal (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Situation in Vietnam
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0195/10 (PL) by Pawel Robert Kowal (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Lifting the visa requirement for Ukrainian citizens
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0196/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Consequences of the change in the status of the outermost regions and their removal from the scope of the Structural Fund Convergence objective
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

P-0197/10 (SV) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: Wolf hunt in Sweden
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2010)

E-0198/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Asylum: reception centres
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0199/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Removal of border controls and crime in border areas
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0201/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Council (2 February 2010)
Subject: Compensation for victims of sexual violence during the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)
E-0202/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Compensation for victims of sexual violence during the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0203/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Need for European legislation to protect pedestrians' rights
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0204/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) and Kriton Arsenis (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Calculation of total energy efficiency of the combined system of biological dehydration and SRF combustion in waste treatment
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-0205/10 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Banning short-hop flights
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0206/10 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Harmonisation of sales periods in the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0207/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Spina bifida
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

P-0208/10 (EN) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (19 January 2010)
Subject: European Observatory for Families
Answer from the Commission (3 February 2010)

P-0209/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: Conditions relating to energy recovery through waste incineration
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

P-0210/10 (ES) by María Muñiz De Urquiza (S&D) to the Commission (22 January 2010)
Subject: EU strategy for the Atlantic Arc
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0211/10 (DA) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Health risk from wireless networks
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0212/10 (EN) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: HSL noise problems
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)
E-0213/10 (CS) by Jan Březina (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Application for protected designation of origin for Chelčicko-Lhenicko Fruit
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

E-0214/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Theft of religious artefacts
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0215/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: WEEE Directive in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0216/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Human rights of Sikhs in India
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0217/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement talks
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0218/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Measures to combat excessive alcohol consumption
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0219/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Status of the Euromed project
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0220/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of Al-Shabaab on EU list of terrorist organisations
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0221/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: International phone calls from Athens
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0222/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Production of hazelnuts in the province of Viterbo
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0223/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Ensuring that payment is actually made when a firm from one Member State is fined or ordered to pay compensation in another Member State
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)
P-0224/10 (IT) by Giommaria Uggias (ALDE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Resumption of production at the Vinyls Italia Sardinia factories
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2010)

E-0225/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Consumer protection on the Greek electricity market in the context of its compliance with Community legislation and its operation under competitive conditions
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

P-0226/10 (CS) by Zuzana Roithová (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Incompatibility of public aid with EU common market regulations in the privatisation of OKD flats in the Czech Republic
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

P-0227/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Disruption to traffic on Athens-Thessaloniki motorway
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0229/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Planning permission for the Mequinenza thermal power station (Saragossa): failure to respect the right of interested parties to be heard
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0230/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Safety and certification of electronic cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0231/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Consistency of car insurance
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0232/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Professor Davinderpal Singh Bhullar
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-0233/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: EU Directive 1999/44/EC and commercial products
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0234/10 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Body scanners for use in airports
Joint answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0235/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Measures to combat violence against women
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)
E-0236/10 (RO) by Corina Creţu (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Solutions to the problem of immigrants in Italy
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0237/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: The purchase of health insurance outside one’s country of birth and residence
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0238/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Requests for foreign missions to visit Gaza
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0239/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: 600 million euro fund for cycling
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0240/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: ‘Ancient city status’
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0241/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: European alert system
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0242/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Human rights in Russia
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0243/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Persecution of religious and ethnic minorities by Turkey
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0244/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Hate speech
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0245/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Failure of Irish Government to implement Environmental Impact Assessment Directive
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0246/10 (PL) by Małgorzata Handzlik (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Indigenous Innovation Product Accreditation in China
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
E-0247/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Answer from the Council (22 February 2010)

E-0248/10 (EN) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Civil Protection and the European Forest Fire Tactical Reserve
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

P-0249/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Review of the sale of the Greek Telecommunications Organisation (OTE) to Deutsche Telekom (DT)
Answer from the Commission (4 February 2010)

P-0250/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Unfair conditions contained in banking products
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2010)

P-0251/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Information on the uptake of EU funds by the Lazio Region
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0252/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Trafficking in falsified medicinal products in the EU
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0253/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Flooding in Northern Albania
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0254/10 (EN) by Michael Cashman (S&D) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Imprisonment of Birtukan Mideska
Joint answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0255/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Demolition of homes in the Almanzora Valley (Almeria, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0256/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Tackling violations of the employment rights of workers in outsourced public sector employment
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0257/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Volume of advertisements on television
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)
E-0258/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Pollution of the river Kalamas
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0259/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Demolition of homes in the Almanzora Valley (Almeria, Spain)
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

P-0260/10 (ES) by Esther Herranz García (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: 'Viñedos de España' (Spanish vineyards) as a geographical indication
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0261/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Request for help for Saiwa
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0262/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) and Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Easier access to medicines and intellectual property rights
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0263/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Possibility of funding for a school project in Cisterna di Latina (province of Latina)
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0264/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Possible funding to implement a local government computerisation and digitisation project in the municipality of Anzio (Province of Rome)
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0265/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Development of the Galileo programme
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

E-0266/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Earthquake in Haiti
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0267/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: 'Sofa hunters' who shoot birds in France
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0268/10 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (ECR) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Rejection of the Polish Government's application for support for tobacco-producing regions
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)
P-0269/10 (EN) by Richard Ashworth (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Pension rights in pre-accession Greece
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

E-0270/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Poor water quality in the river Tagus in Portugal
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0271/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Late completion of the Porto to Vigo high-speed rail line
Answer from the Council (1 March 2010)

E-0272/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Changes to the ERDF and Cohesion Fund regulations in Portugal
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0273/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Shortage of nurses in Portugal
Answer from the Council (1 March 2010)

E-0274/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Statistics on the spread of type A flu in the EU
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0275/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Massacre in Guinea
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0276/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Mutation of type A flu virus
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0277/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Parameters used to define unemployment
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0278/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Price of ‘own brand’ milk in Portuguese supermarkets
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0279/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Return of killer mines in Angola
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)
E-0280/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL), Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL), Sabine Lösing (GUE/NGL) and Jürgen Klute (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Less cooperation aid for Nicaragua
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-0281/10 (EN) by Vilija Blinkevičiūtė (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Quality framework for public and social services
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0282/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Public consultation on EU 2020 Strategy
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0283/10 (EN) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) and Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: EPIC/Body Scanners
Joint answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0284/10 (EN) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) and Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: EPIC/Body Scanners
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0285/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: The Hellenic Telecommunication Operator’s (OTE) voluntary early retirement scheme (VRS)
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0286/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Building of a poultry slaughterhouse in the municipality of Wietze (Celle district, Lower Saxony)
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0287/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Measures to combat poverty and promote social integration
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0288/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Ban on the international trade in bluefin tuna
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

P-0289/10 (FR) by Harlem Désir (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: EU workers who fall victim to fatal accidents while at work in another Member State
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

P-0290/10 (EN) by Louis Grech (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Black dust
Answer from the Commission (23 February 2010)
P-0292/10 (EN) by Ian Hudghton (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Problems associated with the use of Vioxx
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

P-0293/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of wild animals in captivity in the action plan on the Protection and Welfare of Animals and other initiatives
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0294/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Appropriateness of EU funding of holidays for children of Members and staff
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0295/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Digital registration of property
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0296/10 (EN) by John Stuart Agnew (EFD) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Conditions in Romanian orphanages and mental institutions
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0297/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: EU prohibition on imports of GM maize causes animal feed prices to increase dramatically; the biggest losers will be European livestock farmers and consumers
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0298/10 (EN) by Lambert van Nistelrooij (PPE) and Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (15 February 2010)
Subject: Irregularities and conflicts of interest in tendering procedures
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0299/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (15 February 2010)
Subject: Waste incineration Directive
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0300/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Spanish property tax
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

E-0301/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Prohibition of trans fats
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0302/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: \( \text{CO}_2 \) capture-ready status of new combustion plants
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)
E-0303/10 (IT) by Potito Salatto (PPE), Carlo Fidanza (PPE) and Antonio Cancian (PPE) to the
Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Information concerning the application of Article 43 of the EC Treaty (freedom of establishment)
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0304/10 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Violations of religious freedoms of Christians in Malaysia
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0305/10 (PT) by Edite Estrela (S&D) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Review of the regulation establishing the European Union Solidarity Fund
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

E-0306/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Enlargement of the Torre de la Horadada marina (Pilar de la Horadada, Alicante, Spain)
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0307/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Enlargement of the Torre de la Horadada marina (Pilar de la Horadada, Alicante, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0308/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Use by the FBI of a picture of the Spanish MP Gaspar Llamazares in an identikit picture of Osama
Bin Laden
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0309/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Use by the FBI of a picture of the Spanish MP Gaspar Llamazares in an identikit picture of Osama
Bin Laden
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0310/10 (ES) by Luis Yáñez-Barnuevo García (S&D) and Teresa Riera Madurell (S&D) to the Council
(8 February 2010)
Subject: Situation of the Airbus A400M military aircraft
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

E-0311/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Discrimination against undocumented immigrants in Vic
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-0312/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Killing of hibernating bears in Russia
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0313/10 (EN) by Zuzana Roithová (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Merger control case Oracle/Sun and the standard for remedies
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)
E-0314/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Article 3 of the conclusions of the 12th EU-China summit
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0315/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: The Inogate Programme of the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-0316/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Need for a European agricultural insurance market
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

P-0317/10 (EN) by Franziska Keller (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: FTA between the EU and the Republic of Korea
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0318/10 (EN) by Milan Cabrnoch (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Nutrition and health claims made on foods
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0319/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Rural Environment Protection Scheme
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0320/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Irish Government Afforestation Grant
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0321/10 (LT) by Zigmantas Balčytis (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Application of EU competition rules to the selling of sports media rights
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0322/10 (LT) by Zigmantas Balčytis (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Additional funding for security on the EU’s eastern border
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0323/10 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Violation of religious freedoms of Catholics in Vietnam
Joint answer from the Commission (19 July 2010)

P-0324/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Council (2 February 2010)
Subject: Equality of men and women
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)
**E-0325/10** (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Equality between men and women
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

**P-0326/10** (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Environmental zone in Hanover
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

**P-0327/10** (FR) by Frédéric Daerden (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Cooperation between the Commission and Belgium for the Shanghai Expo
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

**P-0328/10** (EN) by Gabriele Zimmer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Ensuring the right to education and training for workers in Milan in accordance with the Lisbon Treaty and in compliance with the judgment issued by the Administrative Court
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)

**P-0329/10** (IT) by David-Maria Sassoli (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Audiovisual Media Services Directive 2007/65/EC
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

**P-0330/10** (BG) by Iliana Ivanova (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Blockading of the Bulgarian-Greek border — violation of Community law
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

**P-0332/10** (PL) by Jacek Olgierd Kurski (ECR) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Global warming
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

**P-0333/10** (PL) by Adam Gierek (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: The EU’s political objective in the field of energy for 2020 and competitiveness
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

**E-0334/10** (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: ‘eCall’ automatic emergency call system
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

**E-0335/10** (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Health risk from trafficking in counterfeit cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

**E-0336/10** (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Security of mobile phone calls
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)
E-0337/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Absence of funding for programmes for the reintegration of the mentally ill in society
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0338/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: The imprisonment of minors and the inadequate therapeutic system in Greece
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0339/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) and Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission
(8 February 2010)
Subject: Galileo, the European satellite navigation system
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0340/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Use of Public Sector Information (PSI)
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0341/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Distribution of government advertising in the Greek press
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0342/10 (EN) by Robert Sturdy (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Romanian care homes
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0343/10 (EN) by Robert Sturdy (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Banned EU drivers
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0344/10 (EN) by Karin Kadenbach (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Greenhouse-gas emissions caused by the indirect land use change
Joint answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0345/10 (EN) by Marta Andreasen (EFD) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: NGOs receiving EU support — figures for 2004 to 2009
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0346/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Cyanide-leaching installation in the city of Kardjali, Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (2 March 2010)

E-0347/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Planned gold mine at Ada Tepe near Krumovgrad, Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
E-0348/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Pollution of the Chepelarska river in Bulgaria by the firm Gorubso-Laki
Joint answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0349/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Pollution of the Medetska river in Bulgaria
Joint answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0350/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Pollution of the Topolniza River in Bulgaria by the firm Chelopech Mining
Joint answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0351/10 (EN) by Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE), Sonia Alfano (ALDE), Gianni Vattimo (ALDE) and Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Principle of equality and lack of recognition of same-sex relationships in some EU Member States
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0352/10 (EN) by Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE), Sonia Alfano (ALDE), Gianni Vattimo (ALDE) and Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Principle of equality and lack of recognition of same-sex relationships in some EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0353/10 (EN) by Renate Weber (ALDE), Sonia Alfano (ALDE), Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE), Sophia in’t Veld (ALDE), Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) and Nadja Hirsch (ALDE) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Failed Slovak civil aviation security test and compatibility with EC law
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0354/10 (EN) by Renate Weber (ALDE), Sonia Alfano (ALDE), Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE), Sophia in’t Veld (ALDE), Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) and Nadja Hirsch (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Failed Slovak civil aviation security test and compatibility with EC law
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

E-0355/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Slaughter of wolves in Sweden
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0356/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Murder of eight Copts in Egypt
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0357/10 (IT) by Gabriele Albertini (PPE), Mario Mauro (PPE), David-Maria Sassoli (S&D) and Gianni Pittella (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Argentine pressure to make Telecom Italia withdraw its investment in Telecom Argentina
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)
E-0358/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Doubling of emergency stock of American arms in Israel
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0359/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Doubling of emergency stock of American arms in Israel
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0360/10 (PL) by Jacek Olgierd Kurski (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Consumer rights in the new European Commission
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

E-0361/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: European Union industrial policy
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0362/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Stage reached on the ‘European economic recovery plan’
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-0363/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Controversy surrounding influenza A and the pharmaceutical industry
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0364/10 (RO) by Corina Creţu (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Possible Commission involvement in encouraging and supporting the reform of the public pension system in the EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0365/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Rights of seasonal workers
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

P-0366/10 (FR) by Véronique De Keyser (S&D) to the Council (2 February 2010)
Subject: Trade in fruit and vegetables from Israeli settlements built illegally on Palestinian territory, sold under the label ‘Made in Israel’
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0367/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Waste dump at Las Cañadas in the district of Elda (Alicante, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0368/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Slots for airlines
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)
E-0369/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: AGW
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0370/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: TERI
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0371/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Climate
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0372/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Bilderberg conference
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0373/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Bilderberg conference
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0374/10 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: National Asset Management Agency
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0375/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Air travel: passengers with weight problems to be charged extra
Joint answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0376/10 (EN) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Promotion of the whistleblowing mechanisms in the EU
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0377/10 (EN) by Kay Swinburne (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: The size and role of fines levied for breaches of competition rules
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)

E-0378/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Environmental risks of pharmaceutical products
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0379/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Toxicity tests and environmental quality standards (EQS)
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)
E-0380/10 (NL) by Cornelis de Jong (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: KLM-Air France: new policy on obese passengers
Joint answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0381/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Commission’s inadequate answer to question concerning ‘ECHA list of chemicals and why this is considered incomplete’
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-0382/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Galicia’s participation in the Council of Fisheries Ministers
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0383/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Wastewater treatment in Spain
Answer from the Council (15 March 2010)

E-0384/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: European plan to protect the rivers of Galicia
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0385/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Complaint concerning the environmental impact on the Sierra do Cando SCI, part of the Natura 2000 network
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0386/10 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Recognition of professional qualifications, particularly in the field of medicine
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-0387/10 (IT) by Giovanni La Via (PPE), Barbara Matera (PPE) and Sergio Paolo Frances Silvestris (PPE) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Measures in support of ‘Mediterranean’ agricultural sectors other than the dairy sector
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

P-0388/10 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Growth of retail outlets selling so-called legal highs
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)

P-0389/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Recording of plots
Answer from the Commission (3 March 2010)

E-0390/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Israeli refusal to grant work permits to members of NGOs
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)
E-0391/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Israeli refusal to grant work permits to members of NGOs
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0392/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (8 February 2010)
Subject: Solitary confinement of seven Sahrawi human rights defenders facing trial in a military court
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0393/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Solitary confinement of seven Sahrawi human rights defenders facing trial in a military court
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-0394/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Study on the harmfulness to health of three Monsanto genetically modified maize varieties
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0395/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Pollution of the river Peiros
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0397/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Rail procurement EU/Japan
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0398/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Credit card charges by transport operators
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0399/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Environmental and human rights standards in trade agreements with third countries
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0400/10 (DA) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Energy consumption of electrical appliances on standby
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0401/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Food waste and surpluses
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0402/10 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 2008/8/EC to relax the rules on the right to a VAT refund
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)
E-0403/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Minimum standards for the protection of pigs
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0404/10 (PL) by Joanna Katarzyna Skrzydlewska (PPE), Artur Zasada (PPE), Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE), Piotr Borys (PPE) and Sławomir Witold Nitrzas (PPE) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Unequal treatment of Poles in competitions organised by the European Personnel Selection Office (EPSO)
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0405/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Expulsion of immigrants
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0406/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Right to Valencian language education in nursery and primary schools in the Community of Valencia and the need to guarantee multilingualism
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0407/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Financial aid and support for the purchasing power of lower income groups
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0408/10 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Prohibited liquids on board aircraft
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0409/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Revised car registration tax system in Malta
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0410/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Bhopal
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0411/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Information on technical adjustments in the proposal to amend Directive 2006/112/EC as regards reduced rates of value added tax
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0412/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (11 February 2010)
Subject: Production conditions for imported farmed fish
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-0413/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) and Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Council (19 February 2010)
Subject: Proposals for legislative acts through citizens’ initiative under the Lisbon Treaty
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)
E-0414/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) and Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Proposals for legislative acts through a citizen’s initiative under the Treaty of Lisbon
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0417/10 (FR) by Nathalie Griesbeck (ALDE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Upholding multilingualism
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0418/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Further clarification — Written Question E-4963/09
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0419/10 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Sexual health of girls and boys
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0420/10 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Call for tenders for management of occupational pension schemes
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0421/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: EU-Colombia free-trade agreement
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0422/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Support for reafforestation in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0423/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Study and guidelines on hazard and risk mapping
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0424/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Community instruments to support disaster prevention
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0425/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Inventory of sources of information on disasters
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0426/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Substances posing a high risk to public health
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)
E-0427/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: North American multinationals in the banana sector
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0428/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Situation facing workers at the Tekel company in Ankara
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0429/10 (EL) by Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Turkish press report about attempts to stoke Greek-Turkish tension in the Aegean so as to provoke a coup d'état
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0430/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Catastrophes
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0431/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Catastrophes
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0432/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Catastrophes
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0433/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Traineeship schemes
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0434/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Traineeship schemes
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0435/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Traineeship schemes
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0436/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Regeneration
Joint answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0437/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Regeneration
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
E-0438/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Regeneration
Joint answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0439/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Regeneration
Joint answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0440/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Council (12 February 2010)
Subject: Turkey's application
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

E-0441/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Council (12 February 2010)
Subject: Turkey's application
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0442/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Council (12 February 2010)
Subject: Geneva Agreement and Honduras
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

P-0443/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Use of piezo-nuclear reactions in connection with the development of clean nuclear technologies and the disposal of radioactive waste
Answer from the Commission (25 February 2010)

E-0445/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Dismissal of at least 504 workers employed by the multinational Roca S.A. in Spain
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0446/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Centralised temporary nuclear waste storage facility in Spain
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0447/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Harmonisation of gas bottles or gas bottle connections for use when camping, sailing, etc.
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0448/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Buying a PC without Microsoft Windows
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0449/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Report by the European Court of Auditors: humanitarian assistance implemented via UN organisations
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)
E-0450/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Illegal trade in natural resources in the Democratic Republic of the Congo
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0451/10 (PL) by Artur Zasada (PPE), Sławomir Witold Nitrzas (PPE), Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE), Joanna Katarzyna Skrzydlewska (PPE) and Piotr Borys (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Ways to protect the health of persons who have undergone laryngectomy
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0452/10 (PL) by Artur Zasada (PPE), Sławomir Witold Nitrzas (PPE), Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE), Joanna Katarzyna Skrzydlewska (PPE) and Piotr Borys (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Setting up of a European maritime training centre
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

P-0453/10 (EN) by Andrew Duff (ALDE) to the Council (2 February 2010)
Subject: Parliamentary questions to the European Council
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

E-0455/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Cross-sectoral cooperation in the fish farming industry at the expense of consumers
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0456/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: The welfare of animals reared for meat
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0457/10 (EN) by Johannes Cornelis van Baalen (ALDE) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Taiwan Straits
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0458/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Treatment for chronic myeloid leukaemia
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0459/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Unpasteurised raw-milk cheeses in the EU
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0460/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: EU grant for SME
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0461/10 (FR) by Stéphane Le Foll (S&D) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Agriculture: High Level Group on Milk
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)
E-0462/10 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE), Potito Salatto (PPE), Roberta Angelilli (PPE) and Vito Bonsignore (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Definition of cement, lime and plaster companies
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0463/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Compliance with Article 9a of Directive 2001/80/EC in connection with the granting of a permit for a power station in Baden-Württemberg (D)
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-0464/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Energy drinks and their impact on health
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0465/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Wind energy in the North Sea
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0466/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Parallel import and export of medicines
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0467/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Influenza A — statements by the Chair of the Subcommittee on Health of the Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)

E-0468/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Non-availability of cancer drugs in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0469/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (12 February 2010)
Subject: Excessive delays in testing medicines intended exclusively for hospital use (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0470/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Use of credit cards without PIN numbers
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0471/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Wave farm at Aguçadoura, near Póvoa de Varzim (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0472/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: European Union funding process for the clean-up of the Lis, Ribeira dos Milagres and Ribeira de Seiça river basins (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
E-0473/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Delays in agri-forestry support measures in Natura 2000 network areas
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0474/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Environmental and social balance sheet of EU policy on biofuels
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0476/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Measures to counteract risk factors leading to obesity
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0477/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Access for suppliers of medicines in one Member State to medicinal products authorised in another Member State or not authorised at European level
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0478/10 (SV) by Marita Ulvskog (S&D) and Åsa Westlund (S&D) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: EU funding of advertising campaigns in the Member States
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0479/10 (SV) by Marita Ulvskog (S&D) and Åsa Westlund (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: EU funding of advertising campaigns in the Member States
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

P-0480/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Somalia aid
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0481/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Distortion of competition by climate protection measures
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0482/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: South Stream pipeline
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0483/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Adoptions from Haiti
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-0484/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Use of body scanners — protection of personal rights
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)
E-0485/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Use of body scanners — health concerns
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0486/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Writing off Haiti’s debts
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

P-0487/10 (EN) by Claude Moraes (S&D) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: European Citizen’s Initiative
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

P-0488/10 (IT) by Lara Comi (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Definition of ‘pencil cases’ — products containing writing and drawing instruments for use in schools
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

P-0489/10 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Restructuring of GM/Opel: avoiding distortion of the market as a result of improperly awarded state aid
Answer from the Commission (26 February 2010)

E-0490/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Commission programme for victims of terrorism
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0491/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Situation of the mink in Europe and its use in the fur trade
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-0492/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Representation of the decentralised agencies in Brussels
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0493/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Access of SMEs to public procurement contracts
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0494/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cross-border access to public procurement markets
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0495/10 (EN) by Claude Moraes (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: EU public procurement rules
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)
E-0496/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Accountability in the use of EU funding to Palestinians
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0497/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Transparency and level of corruption in the Palestinian Authority
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0498/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Scientific consensus on global warming
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0499/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Canada
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0500/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Chile
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0501/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Belarus
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-0502/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Cambodia
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0503/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Cameroon
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0504/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Democratic Republic of Congo
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0505/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Costa Rica
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0506/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement China
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
E-0507/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Bolivia
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0508/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement Côte d’Ivoire
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0509/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: e-Borders: tighter UK border controls
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0510/10 (EL) by Chrysoula Paliadeli (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: ‘Youth in Action’ in FYROM
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0511/10 (NL) by Daniël van der Stoep (NL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Loan of EUR 1 000 million to Romania
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0512/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Polish House in Ivyanets
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

P-0513/10 (FI) by Sari Essayah (PPE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Hunting for birds in Malta
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

P-0514/10 (FR) by Charles Goerens (ALDE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Credibility of the fight against terrorism
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0515/10 (IT) by Debora Serracchiani (S&D), Antonio Cancian (PPE) and Jörg Leichtfried (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cabotage for East European carriers
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

P-0517/10 (EN) by Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) to the Commission (2 February 2010)
Subject: Digital Strategy in Europe
Answer from the Commission (24 February 2010)

E-0518/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Google Street View
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
E-0519/10 (DE) by Jan Philipp Albrecht (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: European Citizens' Initiative
Joint answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0520/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Adoption of stray animals from Greece in other countries
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0521/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Protection of personal data and online betting
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0522/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: European policy for small-scale and urban wetlands
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-0523/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Earthquake in Haiti
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-0524/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Cost of adapting the Spanish gauge to the 'European' gauge for the Mediterranean corridor,
compared with the cost of building the long-distance tunnel associated with Priority Project 16
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0525/10 (EN) by Morten Lokkegaard (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the Services Directive
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0526/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Violation of human rights in Zimbabwe
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0527/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Violation of human rights in Zimbabwe
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0528/10 (NL) by Gerben-Jan Gerbrandy (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Subsidies for the use or production of fossil fuels, including fuels on which no VAT is levied, and
planned schedule for phasing out any subsidies
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0529/10 (PL) by Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Effectiveness and coordination of aid given to Ukraine during the 2009/2010 flu epidemic
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)
E-0530/10 (PL) by Tomasz Piotr Poręba (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Withholding of restructuring aid for tobacco-growing farms in Poland
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0531/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Equality plans
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0532/10 (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Legal systems and the independence of the judiciary
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

E-0533/10 (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Legal systems and the independence of the judiciary
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0534/10 (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Biometric passports
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0535/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Support for regional products — classification, certification and designation of origin
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0536/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Support for production and access to markets in the most remote regions and the interisland market in Macaronesia
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0537/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Social dimension of the reform of the tobacco sector
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

P-0538/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (4 February 2010)
Subject: Ban on the production and marketing of dimethyl fumarate
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

P-0539/10 (PT) by Mário David (PPE) to the Commission (4 February 2010)
Subject: Information Society Fund — Portugal
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0540/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cleaning up the Flix reservoir
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)
E-0541/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Interlinking the town and the countryside in the field of cohesion policy
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0542/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Territorial cohesion
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0543/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Cohesion objectives and equal involvement in innovation of disadvantaged regions
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0544/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Multilevel governance and Cohesion Policy
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0545/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cohesion Policy and synergies with programmes in the field of innovation
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0546/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cohesion Policy and rural development
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0547/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Cohesion Policy within the framework of EU 2020 strategy
Answer from the Commission (5 March 2010)

E-0548/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Aid for the reconstruction of the educational system in Haiti
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0549/10 (FR) by Astrid Lulling (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: The EU’s policy on China
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-0550/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Procedure for re-evaluating the undesirable effects of medicinal products containing ketoprofen
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0551/10 (NL) by Laurence J.A.J. Stassen (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Takeover of Saab by Spyker
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
E-0552/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Spending of European money in Belgium in 2008
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0553/10 (PL) by Paweł Robert Kowal (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Persecution of Copts in Egypt
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0554/10 (PT) by Maria Da Graça Carvalho (PPE) and José Manuel Fernandes (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Public supply contracts — ‘Magalhães’ computers
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0555/10 (RO) by Ioan Enciu (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Removing restrictions on the free movement of Romanian and Bulgarian citizens and workers in the EU
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0556/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) and Sabine Lösing (GUE/NGL) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Criminalisation and repression of human rights defenders in Chiapas (Mexico)
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0557/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) and Sabine Lösing (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Criminalisation and repression of human rights defenders in Chiapas (Mexico)
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0558/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Wastewater treatment plant in Vigo (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0559/10 (DE) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Procedures and Conditions relating to the European Citizens’ Initiative
Joint answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0560/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Public procurement contracts in the health sector
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0561/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: ‘Points of single contact’ for enterprises providing cross-border services
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0562/10 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Member States’ net contributions to the EU budget
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)
E-0563/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Funding prospects for a research project aimed at promoting local cultural identity
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0564/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Funding prospects for a project in the municipality of Lariano (Rome Province) aimed at giving
women a greater role as active members of society
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0565/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Positive list for animals
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-0566/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Consultation of European works councils on restructuring of financial institutions
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

P-0567/10 (DE) by Richard Seeber (PPE) to the Commission (4 February 2010)
Subject: Article 6a of the standard consumption levy law (‘Normverbrauchsabgabengesetz’)
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

E-0568/10 (DE) by Richard Seeber (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cyanide leaching of gold in the context of Directive 2006/21/EC
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0569/10 (DE) by Evelyne Gebhardt (S&D) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Free movement in the internal market, double taxation in connection with the registration tax
on passenger cars
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0570/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Study showing adverse health effects of three GMO varieties available for consumption on the EU
market
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

P-0571/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (4 February 2010)
Subject: Clashes in Rosarno: enforcement of Community law on the exploitation of non-EU workers and
the fight against organised crime
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0572/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Violent scenes in Rosarno: implementation of Community legislation on the exploitation of
non-EU workers and combating organised crime
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0573/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: The case of Sergei Magnitsky
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)
E-0574/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Age of criminal responsibility
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0575/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Age of criminal responsibility
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0576/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: IPCC and melting of Himalayan glaciers
Joint answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0577/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: IPCC’s working methods in the light of the Himalaya and ‘climategate’ scandals
Joint answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0578/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0579/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Joint answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

P-0581/10 (ES) by Gabriel Mato Adrover (PPE) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Association agreement with Morocco
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

P-0582/10 (EN) by Vicky Ford (ECR) to the Commission (8 February 2010)
Subject: Recognition of medical disqualifications
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

P-0583/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Council (5 February 2010)
Subject: Property in Spain
Answer from the Council (22 March 2010)

E-0584/10 (DE) by Ernst Strasser (PPE) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Policy towards the USA on the matter of the Anti-Personnel Landmines Convention
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0585/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Ariel University in the West Bank
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)
E-0586/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: The Commission's plans for a CCCTB
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

P-0587/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Opel's restructuring plans
Answer from the Commission (1 March 2010)

P-0588/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: The situation on Dan Brennan's farm
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

P-0589/10 (EN) by Godfrey Bloom (EFD) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: IPCC Assessment Reports
Joint answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0590/10 (EL) by Georgios Toussas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Mobilisation of farmers in Greece against the CAP
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0591/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Obstructing the flow of the river Kiliaris in Crete
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0592/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Red alert for animals and biodiversity in Greece
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0593/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Council (24 February 2010)
Subject: The High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy raising the issue of refusals to allow entry into Gaza
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0594/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Council (25 February 2010)
Subject: The importance of a visit by the High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy to Gaza
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0595/10 (EN) by Arlene McCarthy (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Tackling tobacco smuggling: the tracing of tobacco products
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

E-0596/10 (EN) by Arlene McCarthy (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Competition law and social housing
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)
E-0597/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Commission’s position on UN Resolution on the African Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone Treaty
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0598/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Trade liberalisation and the economic crisis
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-0599/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Climate financing
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0600/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: China: online censorship to prevent the decline of the Communist regime
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0601/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cross-border distribution of regional TV channels
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0602/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Use made of European funding in Belgium in 2008 in the field of ‘freedom, security and justice’
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0603/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Use made of European funding in Belgium in 2008 in the field of ‘citizenship’
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0604/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Judgments against Turkey given by the European Court of Human Rights
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0605/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Use of cereals to produce biofuels
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0606/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Regulatory framework for players’ agents
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0607/10 (EN) by Vicky Ford (ECR) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Internal Market Information System
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)
E-0608/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Ukrainian human rights issue
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0609/10 (EN) by Edward Scicluna (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Extension of Terminal 1 at Malta Freeport in Birzebbuga
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

E-0610/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Member States’ contribution to relenting the European economy
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0611/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Gender equality in the workplace
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0612/10 (DE) by Richard Seeber (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: European Strategy for the Danube Region
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0613/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Illegal practices of debt collection agencies contrary to consumer protection principles
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0614/10 (EN) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Status of approval of ‘Stevia rebaudiana’ as a novel food or a food additive
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0615/10 (EN) by Struan Stevenson (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Higher education
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0616/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Human rights and freedom of expression in Ethiopia
Answer from the Commission (9 March 2010)

E-0617/10 (EN) by Godfrey Bloom (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: European Union climate policies reviewed
Joint answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0618/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Reducing the financial reporting burden on micro-entities
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)
E-0619/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Union for the Mediterranean
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0620/10 (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Expansion of a gas storage facility in a protected nature reserve
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

P-0621/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Possible application of Article 122, paragraph 2, of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

P-0622/10 (EN) by Bas Eickhout (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (5 February 2010)
Subject: Establishment of EU position at international agreements (specifically CITES)
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0623/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Advertisements for vacancies in Commission agencies
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-0625/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: European Development Cooperation and the Commission’s new institutional structure
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0627/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: European Development Cooperation and the Commission’s new institutional structure
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-0628/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: The Lisbon Treaty and the new arrangements for European Development Cooperation
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-0629/10 (EL) by Maria Eleni Koppa (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Preservation of the cultural heritage
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0630/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Gender equality in the performing arts
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-0631/10 (EN) by Judith Sargentini (Verts/ALE) and Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: ‘No scan no flight’ policy at Heathrow and Manchester airports
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)
E-0632/10 (EN) by Wolf Klinz (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Funding of consumer organisations
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-0633/10 (EN) by Struan Stevenson (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Vietnamese pangasius
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0634/10 (FR) by Jean-Pierre Audy (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Application of Article 15(6)(d) of the Treaty on European Union: Failure by the President of the European Council to present a report on the European Council meeting of 10 and 11 December 2009
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0635/10 (HU) by János Áder (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Marketing of food supplements on the basis of the regulation on Mutual Recognition
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0636/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Request to repatriate Hamid Ghassemi Shall
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0637/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Pilot fatigue and the Moebus report
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0638/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Damage caused by the war in Gaza: consequences for aid and repayment of damage caused by the war in Gaza
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0639/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Damage caused by the war in Gaza: consequences for aid and repayment of damage caused by the war in Gaza
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-0640/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Sentencing of Vietnamese dissidents
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-0641/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Demonstrations in Russia
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

P-0642/10 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (9 February 2010)
Subject: Possible breach of procurement rules
Answer from the Commission (16 July 2010)
P-0643/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (9 February 2010)
Subject: Cost of awareness-raising campaigns
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0644/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Nuclear waste storage facility
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0645/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Functioning of the food supply chain
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0646/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Indicators and statistics on equality
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0647/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Gender equality and European elections
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0648/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Women managers in the private sector
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0649/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) and Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Problems affecting the tobacco sector in the Canary Islands
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0650/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Danish Ministry of Health’s interpretation of Euratom Directive and Danish Regulation 975 on X-ray examinations
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0651/10 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Subsidies for sheep and goat rearing
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0652/10 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE) and Thomas Ulmer (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Expropriation and use of EU funds in Segur de Calafell (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0653/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Appointment of school psychologists and combating violence in schools
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)
E-0654/10 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Commercial guarantees in proposal for a directive on consumer rights
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0655/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Secret detention of suspected terrorists
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0656/10 (EN) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: WIPO — blind people’s access to reading
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0657/10 (EN) by Struan Stevenson (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Reconstruction of Iraq
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0658/10 (EN) by Thijs Berman (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: European Commission patronage of a commercial event promoting food products in Kyoto
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0659/10 (EN) by Bas Eickhout (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Use of navigation systems during long-distance transport of live animals
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0660/10 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Spanish ‘Land Grab’
Joint answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0661/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Mosul: the targeted execution of Christians continues, in media and government silence
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0662/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Signed, undated resignation letters for new Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0663/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Coffee and Fair Trade labelling in public procurement
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-0664/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Council (24 February 2010)
Subject: Human rights situation in Ethiopia
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)
E-0665/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Human rights situation in Ethiopia
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0666/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cost of Eurobarometers
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0667/10 (NL) by Louis Bontes (NI) to the Council (24 February 2010)
Subject: Demonisation of Jews on Palestinian television (PA TV)
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0668/10 (NL) by Louis Bontes (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Demonisation of Jews on Palestinian television (PA TV)
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0669/10 (PL) by Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: End-of-waste specific criteria for aggregates, paper, glass, plastics, metal, tyres and textiles
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0670/10 (PL) by Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Progress in the negotiations on setting up a free trade zone between the EU and Ukraine
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

P-0671/10 (BG) by Iliana Malinova Iotova (S&D) to the Commission (9 February 2010)
Subject: Sanctions procedure against Bulgaria in connection with genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and harmonisation of national legislation on GMOs with the relevant EU provisions
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0672/10 (EN) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: State monopoly on Ukrainian electricity exports
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-0674/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Women tricked into marriage under Islamic law
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0675/10 (IT) by Rui Tavares (GUE/NGL), Cornelia Ernst (GUE/NGL) and Marie-Christine Vergiat (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Violation of the right of asylum in Palermo
Joint answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0676/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Upgrading women’s work
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
E-0677/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission
(16 February 2010)
Subject: Patent pool for HIV drugs proposed by Unitaid
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0678/10 (PL) by Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE), Joanna Katarzyna Skrzydlewska (PPE), Artur
Zasada (PPE) and Piotr Borys (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Management of medical waste
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0679/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Restructuring of Opel
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0680/10 (NL) by Judith Sargentini (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Emergency aid for women and girls after the earthquake in Haiti
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

P-0681/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (9 February 2010)
Subject: Rebuilding society in Haiti
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

P-0682/10 (SV) by Marita Ulvskog (S&D) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Sweden’s implementation of Directive 1999/70/EC concerning the framework agreement on
fixed-term work concluded by ETUC, UNICE and CEEP
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

P-0683/10 (FR) by Françoise Castex (S&D) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-0684/10 (FR) by Françoise Castex (S&D) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0685/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Hosting by the Commission of a delegation from Porfirio Lobo Sosa’s government
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-0686/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: WTO and the common fisheries policy
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

P-0687/10 (EN) by Jarosław Kalinowski (PPE) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Security of supplies indispensable for farmers
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
P-0688/10 (EN) by Ashley Fox (ECR) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: EU monies given to the Ministry of Forestry in Indonesia
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

P-0689/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: New EU ETS arrangements
Answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

P-0690/10 (NL) by Marije Cornelissen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: State pension offset in Netherlands pension schemes
Answer from the Commission (8 March 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

P-0691/10 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Control and certification of organic cotton
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0692/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Living conditions for migrants in reception centres
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0693/10 (EN) by Kay Swinburne (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Posting of Workers Directive
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0694/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Global warming emissions from palm oil biodiesel
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0695/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Decline in EU eel population
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0696/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Population growth and EU aid to developing nations
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0697/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Humanitarian aid for Tamil civilians in Sri Lanka
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0698/10 (FR) by Sophie Briard Auconie (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: ‘Erasmus’ programme for elected officials
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)
E-0699/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: US-EU summit: absence of President Obama
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

E-0700/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Greek budget deficit
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0701/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Perfluorates damage human and animal health
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0702/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis: a multifactorial disease
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0703/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Possible funding in support of the ‘Loup Garoux’ film production company
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0704/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Arranged marriages for foreign girls
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0705/10 (PT) by Elisa Ferreira (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Transport, cohesion and public finances
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0706/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Denial of women workers’ rights
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0707/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Support for research projects and researchers
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0708/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: The impact of climate change on jobs
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0709/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: The cost of implementing EU climate change policy
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
E-0710/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Tackling carbon leakage by internalising costs linked to greenhouse gas emissions
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0711/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Publication of taxpayers’ data on the Internet
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

P-0712/10 (IT) by Rita Borsellino (S&D) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Violation of refugees’ rights concerning reception
Joint answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

P-0713/10 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (S&D) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Incommunicado detention
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-0714/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Nitrox equipment
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0715/10 (EN) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (16 February 2010)
Subject: Objections to a free trade agreement with Colombia on account of the high incidence of assassinations of trade unionists there
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0717/10 (EN) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Catches under the Morocco Fisheries Partnership Agreement
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0718/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Structural Funds 2007-13 at risk for Italian regions
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0719/10 (NL) by Louis Bontes (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Police raid on Bosnian Muslim village
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0720/10 (RO) by George Sabin Cutaş (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Measures the Commission intends to take to boost the Nabucco project
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0721/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Unfair competition by third-country manufacturers in European public procurement
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)
E-0722/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Cuba — failure of the European policy
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

P-0723/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Application in Greece of Regulation (EEC) No 3577/92 on maritime cabotage
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)

P-0725/10 (IT) by Herbert Dorfmann (PPE) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Free movement of persons — protection of minorities
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0726/10 (EN) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE), Eva Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE), Christian Engström (Verts/ALE), Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE), Daniel Caspary (PPE), Syed Kamall (ECR), David Martin (S&D), Helmut Scholz (GUE/NGL), Bernd Lange (S&D) and Robert Sturdy (ECR) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA)
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-0727/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: China’s recourse to the WTO following European trade protection measures (footwear)
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0728/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Easyjet flights
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0729/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Competitiveness in the pharmaceutical industry
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0730/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Deforestation in Indonesia
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0731/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Industry in Latvia
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0732/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Workplace adjustments for disabled workers
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0733/10 (IT) by Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: 2009 World Swimming Championships — Ostia Swimming Centre (Rome)
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)
E-0734/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Criminal investigation against Kurdish party in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0735/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Forced marriages in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0736/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Christianophobia
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0737/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Aid for producers’ associations in the fisheries sector
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0738/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: National aids to fisheries
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0739/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Secondary education — mobility schemes and grants
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0740/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Situation in Afghanistan
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-0741/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Incomes in the fisheries sector
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0742/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Preliminary answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-0743/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Changes to the ERDF and Cohesion Fund II regulations
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

P-0746/10 (EN) by Isabella Lövin (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Western Sahara and Morocco fisheries agreement
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)
P-0747/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: Reorganisation of the new Commission and subsequent sharing of responsibilities with regard to
development policies
Joint answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0748/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Shipbuilding in Galicia — Navantia-Fene shipyards
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0749/10 (CS) by Zuzana Roithová (PPE) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Citizens’ access to EU documents
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-0750/10 (DE) by Burkhard Balz (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Future customs agreement between the European Union and Australia
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-0751/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Involvement of Facebook in suicide of 17-year-old
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-0752/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Use of personal data by social networking sites
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0753/10 (EN) by Zuzana Roithová (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Nutrition and health claims
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0754/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Route of the new Tarragona-Montblanc motorway (A27), transport of dangerous goods in the
area and the Seveso Directive
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0755/10 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Application of emissions trading scheme to historic aircraft
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0756/10 (FR) by Anna Záborská (PPE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Incorporating provisions on paternity leave into the directive amending Directive 92/85/EEC
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0757/10 (FR) by Anna Záborská (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Incorporating provisions on paternity leave into the directive amending Directive 92/85/EEC
Answer from the Commission (10 March 2010)
E-0758/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Environmental dangers stemming from the failure to recycle used batteries
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-0759/10 (IT) by Gianluca Susta (S&D), Gianni Pittella (S&D), David-Maria Sassoli (S&D) and Luigi Berlinguer (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Copyright: inadequacy of the determination of compensation for private copying in Italy
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-0760/10 (PL) by Lidia Joanna Geringer de Oedenberg (S&D) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: e-Justice Portal
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-0761/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) and Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Executions and murders in Honduras
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0762/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: UK interpretation and implementation of the end-of-waste concept
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0763/10 (EN) by Martin Häusling (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Unauthorised GMO content in feed imports
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0764/10 (PL) by Sławomir Witold Nitras (PPE), Piotr Borys (PPE), Joanna Katarzyna Skrzydlewska (PPE), Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE) and Artur Zasada (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: State aid for the chemical plant in Police, Poland
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0765/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Link between opening times of clubs and discotheques and the number of young victims of road accidents
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0766/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Murder of human rights defenders opposed to Unión Fenosa's activities in Guatemala
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0767/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Murder of human rights defenders opposed to Unión Fenosa's activities in Guatemala
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)
P-0768/10 (LT) by Justas Vincas Paleckis (S&D) to the Commission (10 February 2010)
Subject: European Commission food aid for the most deprived citizens of EU countries
Answer from the Commission (12 March 2010)

E-0769/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Castration of piglets
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0770/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Consequences of the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0771/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: ITER nuclear research reactor
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-0772/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: European citizens’ initiative
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0773/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Housing construction in Vienna
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-0774/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Winter holidays for children of EU officials
Joint answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

E-0775/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Interim assessment of the ‘fruit for schoolchildren’ programme
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0776/10 (EL) by Anni Podimata (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Chemical compound for production of cheap energy
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0777/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with El Salvador
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-0778/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Ethiopia
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
E-0779/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Infringement of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union with regard to trade union freedom and freedom of information and expression
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0780/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Sources of funding: adjustments following the adoption of the Treaty of Lisbon
Joint answer from the Commission (4 March 2010)

E-0781/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Changes to financial management and control
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0782/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Transition from Commission delegations to EU delegations
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-0783/10 (PT) by Nuno Teixeira (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Community funding in the outermost regions of Madeira, the Azores, and the Canary Islands and its impact on their regional GDP trends
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0785/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Protection of insured people and employees when insurance companies cease trading
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0786/10 (EN) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Reply received from the Commission to Question E-5893/09 on aeroplane prices
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0788/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Potato farming in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0789/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: European Social Fund
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0790/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (24 February 2010)
Subject: Redundant workers at SR Technics in Dublin
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0791/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: The European citizens’ initiative
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)
E-0792/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Freedom of information in Europe  
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0793/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Homelessness in Newbridge, County Kildare  
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0794/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Banning of HGVs on Irish roads  
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0795/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Equivalence of qualifications between Member States  
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0796/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Translation and interpreting services for victims in court proceedings  
Joint answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0797/10 (IT) by Carlo Fidanza (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Political exploitation of refugees and asylum-seekers  
Joint answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0798/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Motorways of the sea, a means of promoting a sustainable economy  
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0799/10 (EN) by James Elles (ECR) to the Council (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Association and Cooperation Councils  
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-0800/10 (EN) by James Elles (ECR) to the Commission (25 February 2010)  
Subject: Association and cooperation agreements  
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0802/10 (EN) by John Stuart Agnew (EFD) to the Commission (22 February 2010)  
Subject: Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) talks in Guadalajara, Mexico — January 2010  
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

P-0803/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)  
Subject: Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base  
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)
E-0804/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Future of the single farm payment
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

P-0805/10 (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Greek Stability and Growth Programme
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0806/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) and Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Delays with plans for the construction of the Greek-Bulgarian oil pipeline between Burgas and Alexandroupolis
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0807/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Visa restrictions on NGO workers
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0808/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Visa restrictions on NGO workers
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0809/10 (EN) by Arlene McCarthy (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Rights to translation services for victims in the justice system
Joint answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0810/10 (LT) by Zigmantas Balčytis (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: EU support aimed at keeping production and jobs in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0811/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Aviation: maintenance of aircraft and unsafe scheduled flights
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

P-0812/10 (DE) by Heide Rühle (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Setting up of a public-private company for the purpose of acquiring a licence to operate an electricity grid
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

P-0813/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Polish House in Iwieniec
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0814/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)
E-0815/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-0816/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Consultation on a European Citizens' Initiative
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-0817/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Consultation on a European Citizens' Initiative
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0818/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Consultation on a European Citizens' Initiative
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0819/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Lobby register
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0820/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Emission rights trading schemes and the WTO
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0821/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Programmes to produce electricity in space
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0822/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Collection and treatment of waste water in Greece
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-0823/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Rights of conscientious objectors in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0824/10 (EN) by Gerben-Jan Gerbrandy (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Definition of 'continuously forested area', environmental concerns regarding palm oil plantations
Preliminary answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-0825/10 (EN) by Gerben-Jan Gerbrandy (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Plastic waste patch in the North Pacific Gyre
Joint answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)
E-0826/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Europe should not abandon Campania
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0827/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Google Street View
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0828/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Solar radiation management
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0829/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Polish House in Iwieniec
Joint answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-0830/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Discrimination against the Polish minority in Belarus
Joint answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-0831/10 (EL) by Stavros Lambrinidis (S&D), Kriton Arsenis (S&D) and Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Installation of body scanners in European airports
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

P-0832/10 (DE) by Othmar Karas (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Transparency in the fuel market
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0833/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Imports of organic products from third countries
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0834/10 (EN) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: ‘Comfort women’
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0835/10 (EN) by Bairbre de Brún (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Foreign lecturers in Italian universities
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0836/10 (IT) by Debora Serracchiani (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Airport security in Rome
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)
E-0837/10 (IT) by Crescenzio Rivellini (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Overuse syndrome
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0838/10 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Prior prudential control of life insurance contracts
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0839/10 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Internal market and the supervision of competition
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

P-0840/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: EU assistance for potato and root crop farmers
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0841/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) and Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Commission
(22 February 2010)
Subject: CITES and auctions of African elephant ivory
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

P-0842/10 (EN) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Follow-up to ECJ ruling of 23 April 2009, and other prohibitions under Belgian law that
undermine the work of retail operators
Preliminary answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (17 December 2010)

E-0843/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Energy and environmental cost of international maritime freight transport from Asia to the top
15 European TEU ports in the context of the review process of the TEN-T
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-0844/10 (EN) by Daniel Hannan (ECR) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Member States’ net contributions to the EU budget
Answer from the Council (29 March 2010)

P-0845/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Problems on the internal market regarding beverages such as Irish Cream
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)

E-0846/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Problems on the internal market regarding beverages such as Irish Cream
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0847/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Typology of piracy in the Indian Ocean
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)
E-0848/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Statistics on the arrest of pirates in the Indian Ocean
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-0849/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Current security situation in the Indian Ocean
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-0850/10 (DE) by Mathieu Grosch (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Midterm review of NAIADES
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-0851/10 (EN) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) and Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: EU action on the ban on the upcoming 2010 LGBT parade in Moscow and persistent violation of freedom of assembly in Russia
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0852/10 (EN) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) and Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: EU action on the ban on the upcoming 2010 LGBT parade in Moscow and persistent violation of freedom of assembly in Russia
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0853/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: European Commission’s proposals for OTC derivatives reform
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0854/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: European Schools
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0855/10 (FR) by François Alfonsi (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Health problem in Corsica: the chestnut gall wasp
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0856/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: The Haiti earthquake disaster and profiteering
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0857/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Privacy endangered by social networking
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0858/10 (IT) by Amalia Sartori (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Checks on the design, production, import and certification of implantable Class III medical devices (artificial heart valves in particular)
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)
E-0859/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: European certificate for operators of pleasure craft
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0860/10 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Supervision of the budget deficit in Greece
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0861/10 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Supervision of the budget deficit in Greece
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0862/10 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Harmful effects on human health of energy-saving light bulbs and economic and environmental aspects of their use and production
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-0863/10 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Discrimination against Polish parents by the Austrian Jugendamt (youth welfare office)
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0864/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Obesity
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

P-0866/10 (IT) by Matteo Salvini (EFD) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Workers of the Carrefour group
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

P-0867/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Greek Government bill concerning the granting of citizenship
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

P-0868/10 (SL) by Romana Jordan Cizelj (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Situation concerning ethnic minorities in Europe
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0870/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Protection of fishermen in the Indian Ocean
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0871/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Statistics on piracy in the Indian Ocean
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)
E-0872/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Victims of piracy in the Indian Ocean
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-0873/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: The image of the European fishing industry
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-0875/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Increasing incidence of cyber bullying
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0876/10 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Flemish employment income tax deduction ('jobkorting')
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0877/10 (PL) by Joanna Senyszyn (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Personal data protection for apostates
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0878/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Question on credit rating agencies
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-0879/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Question on credit rating agencies
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0880/10 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Food supplements — maximum permitted levels
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-0881/10 (EN) by Michael Cashman (S&D), Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE), Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Rui Tavares (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Proposed anti-discrimination law in the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0882/10 (NL) by Barry Madlener (NI) and Laurence J.A.J. Stassen (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Honour crimes in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (9 August 2010)

E-0883/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Shooting of birds in Italy
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
P-0884/10 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Fisheries — bluefin tuna
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

P-0885/10 (FR) by Kader Arif (S&D) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Airbus-Boeing dispute before the WTO
Answer from the Commission (16 March 2010)

P-0886/10 (NL) by Daniël van der Stoep (NI) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: Expenses claims at the Commission
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0887/10 (BG) by Evgeni Kirilov (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Implementation of projects grant-aided under ISPA and the Cohesion Fund in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0888/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Continual pollution of the estuary of O Burgo in La Coruña (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0889/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Shipbuilding in Galicia-Navantia-Fene
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0890/10 (EN) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Diabetes: a major healthcare issue for Europe
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0891/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Illegal detention of voluntary workers by Israel in the Palestinian territories
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0892/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Illegal detention of voluntary workers by Israel in the Palestinian territories
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0893/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Degradation of a geological site of international importance in Greece
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-0894/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Degradation of habitat of the sea turtle Caretta Caretta on Rethymnon beach
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
E-0895/10 (IT) by Luigi Berlinguer (S&D) and Sergio Gaetano Cofferati (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Protection of children's rights
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0896/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Threat of pension cuts for Portuguese workers in Germany
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0897/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Breast cancer
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-0898/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-0899/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Threat to the environment of SCI Serra d’En Galceran (ES5223055)
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0900/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Threat to the SCI Serra d’Irta
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-0901/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Violation of a site of Community interest at ‘Marjal de Peñíscola’ — Peñíscola (Castellón)
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-0902/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Nitrox equipment — DIN M26 standard
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-0903/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: NGOs
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0904/10 (EN) by Jean Lambert (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: EU-India Free Trade Agreement and access to medicines
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0905/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Natura 2000 in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)
E-0906/10 (FR) by Kader Arif (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Extension of TRIPS Article 23 protection
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0907/10 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Allocation of EU solidarity funding following Hurricane Klaus
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0908/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: The Hague Convention and the role of the Jugendamt (German Child Welfare Office)
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0909/10 (IT) by Clemente Mastella (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Financial crisis in Greece and possible repercussions for the eurozone
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0910/10 (NL) by Laurence J.A.J. Stassen (NI) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Unacceptable forms of transport of horses
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0911/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Google tax
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0912/10 (RO) by Corina Creţu (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: What measures will the new Commission take to coordinate the fight against poverty and narrow the serious social gaps that are fragmenting the EU?
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

P-0913/10 (EN) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE) to the Commission (16 February 2010)
Subject: IPCC mistake on melting Himalaya glaciers
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0914/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Complementary written question as a follow-up to Question E-5389/09 on the issue of the Valencian Autonomous Government blocking Public Catalan Television (TV3) signals
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0915/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Poultry meat exports to Russia
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0916/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Selling dual use equipment to Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps firms
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)
E-0918/10 (RO) by Rareș-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) and Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Evaluation of Initium-based fungicides in accordance with Directive 91/414/EEC
Joint answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0919/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Freezing of the assets of Iranian banks
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0920/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Involvement of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps in Iran’s oil industry
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0921/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: Denial of visas to US performers by the Hong Kong SAR
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0922/10 (DA) by Anna Rosbach (EFD) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Lower priority given by Germany to infrastructure for the prospective Fehmarn Belt link
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-0924/10 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Capital requirements for banks and their impact on residential mortgage lending — revision of Directive 2006/48/EC
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

P-0925/10 (EN) by Vicky Ford (ECR) to the Commission (19 February 2010)
Subject: Energy labelling on electronics
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0926/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: Europeana: need for language versions in co-official Member State languages
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0927/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Europeana: need for language versions in co-official Member State languages
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0928/10 (EN) by José Ignacio Salafranca Sánchez-Neyra (PPE), Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE), Jo Leinen (S&D), Graham Watson (ALDE), Charles Tannock (ECR) and Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: The role of India in the reconstruction and development of Afghanistan
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)
E-0929/10 (EN) by José Ignacio Salafranca Sánchez-Neyra (PPE), Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE), Jo Leinen (S&D), Graham Watson (ALDE), Charles Tannock (ECR) and Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: The role of India in the reconstruction and development of Afghanistan
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0930/10 (EN) by Vicky Ford (ECR) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Cloud computing
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0931/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Application of prescription charges for medical card holders
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-0932/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Access to technical study concerning the Portuguese National Plan for Dams (PNBEPH)
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-0933/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Casus belli invoked against Greece by the Turkish Grand National Assembly
Answer from the Commission (18 October 2010)

E-0934/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Security of energy supplies
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-0935/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Common immigration policy
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-0936/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Illegal immigration
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-0937/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: The Nabucco pipeline
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-0938/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Stabilisation of the euro
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
E-0939/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Violations of Greek airspace by Turkish planes
Joint answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-0940/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Combating organised crime
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-0941/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Economic cooperation
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

E-0942/10 (EN) by José Ignacio Salafranca Sánchez-Neyra (PPE), Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE), Graham Watson (ALDE), Charles Tannock (ECR) and Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Concerns about rogue elements of Pakistani intelligence sponsoring terrorist attacks against India
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0943/10 (EN) by José Ignacio Salafranca Sánchez-Neyra (PPE), Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE), Graham Watson (ALDE), Charles Tannock (ECR) and Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: Concerns about rogue elements of Pakistani intelligence sponsoring terrorist attacks against India
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-0944/10 (EN) by José Ignacio Salafranca Sánchez-Neyra (PPE), Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE), Jo Leinen (S&D), Graham Watson (ALDE), Charles Tannock (ECR) and Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: India as a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0945/10 (EN) by José Ignacio Salafranca Sánchez-Neyra (PPE), Ioannis Kasoulides (PPE), Jo Leinen (S&D), Graham Watson (ALDE), Charles Tannock (ECR) and Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: India as a permanent member of the United Nations Security Council
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0946/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: 112 emergency number
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-0947/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: The European Parliament’s seat in Strasbourg
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
P-0948/10 (DE) by Barbara Lochbihler (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 February 2010)
Subject: Habitat type 91T0, Central European lichen pine forests, under the Habitats Directive
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

P-0949/10 (EN) by Claude Turmes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 February 2010)
Subject: Voluntary industry agreements
Answer from the Commission (17 March 2010)

E-0950/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: EU initiatives for missing children
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0952/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Keratea landfill site
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0953/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: Trade policy with Israel
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0954/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Expenses of the new Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0955/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Cancer screening in the EU
Answer from the Commission (24 March 2010)

E-0956/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: The introduction of body scanners
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-0957/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Article 174 of the Lisbon Treaty
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0958/10 (DE) by Holger Krahmer (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Treatment of industrial power stations pursuant to Directive 2009/29/EC (Community greenhouse gas emission allowance trading scheme — ETS)
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0959/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Working Time Directive
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)
**E-0960/10** (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Smart-metering and energy efficiency
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

**E-0961/10** (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: The Natura network and the need to ensure the protection of biodiversity in Europe
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

**E-0962/10** (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: The Natura network and the need to ensure the protection of biodiversity: the case of Galicia
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

**E-0963/10** (EL) by Rodi Kratsa-Tsagaropoulou (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Initiatives to strengthen the territorial integrity of the EU
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

**E-0964/10** (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: The 116000 phone number for missing children
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

**P-0965/10** (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (19 February 2010)
Subject: EU Solidarity Fund
Joint answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

**E-0966/10** (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Procedural rights for accused persons
Answer from the Commission (11 March 2010)

**E-0967/10** (DE) by Andreas Mülzer (NI) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Gambling addiction
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

**E-0968/10** (DE) by Andreas Mülzer (NI) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Banning of Kurdish Democratic Society Party (DTP)
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

**E-0969/10** (DE) by Andreas Mülzer (NI) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Harmful substances in fibre-tipped pens
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

**E-0970/10** (EN) by Lena Kolarska-Bobińska (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Nabucco pipeline
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)
E-0971/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: EU Solidarity Fund
Joint answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0972/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: EU-Taiwan relations
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-0973/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Means of compensating for the decrease in agricultural workers' real incomes
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0974/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Eligibility of expenditure on the construction of housing for doctors and teachers in rural areas
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

P-0976/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (19 February 2010)
Subject: Non-Eurozone and potential rescue package for Greece
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

E-0977/10 (EN) by Catherine Greze (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Negotiations on the EU-Central America Association Agreement and IPR
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-0978/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: EU bonds
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-0979/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Delays on the rail service between Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasbourg
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0980/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Delays on Benelux rail services
Joint answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-0981/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Delays on the Thalys rail service between Paris, Brussels and Amsterdam
Joint answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

P-0982/10 (EN) by Catherine Greze (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: The major social and environmental risks created by the Belo Monte mega-dam project in Brazil
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)
P-0983/10 (FR) by Philippe Juvin (PPE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: The Commissions' position on the ban of speculative activities in commercial banking and its plans regarding market regulation
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-0984/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: ‘Ground interest rate protection clause’ applied by Spanish banks
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-0985/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Constituent’s question: possible EU funding for building intergenerational housing
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-0986/10 (GA) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Human rights and the relationship between the European Union and Turkmenistan
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-0987/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: Arrest and detention of Mohammad Othman by Israeli authorities
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-0988/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Lynx Cargo Project in Shannon
Answer from the Commission (23 March 2010)

E-0989/10 (FR) by Dominique Baudis (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Non-application of bilateral agreements on retirement pensions
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-0990/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: 3D glasses without the CE mark
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-0991/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Health and body scanners
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

P-0992/10 (ES) by Ramón Jáuregui Atondo (S&D) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Serious implications for a number of Spanish NGOs of the Commission’s rejection of the management and control systems for the ESF-financed Operational Anti-Discrimination Programme
Answer from the Commission (18 March 2010)

P-0993/10 (EN) by Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) to the Commission (22 February 2010)
Subject: Copyright in a digital single market
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
P-0994/10 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Council (22 February 2010)
Subject: President van Rompuy’s salary
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-0995/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Mercure Valley power station in the Pollino national park: flouting of Community environmental legislation?
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-0996/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Increasing incidence of ‘insolvency suicides’ among businessmen
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-0997/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Directive 2006/123/EC and the free exercise of a service activity within Member States
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-0998/10 (EN) by Giles Chichester (ECR) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: UK legislation fails to implement EU Waste Framework Directive
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-0999/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Common Food Labelling Policy
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1000/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: High-speed train line construction works underneath the Sagrada Família church
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1001/10 (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Ban on using pesticides with a view to groundwater protection in residential areas
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-1002/10 (DE) by Ismail Ertug (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Current state of affairs with regard to state aid C16/2009 (ex N254/2009) — BayernLB, Germany, and Hypo Group Alpe Adria, Austria
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1003/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Videoconferencing as a cost-effective alternative to missions
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1004/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Data protection and the ‘Indect’ research project
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)
**E-1005/10** (FR) by Kader Arif (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Reorganisation plan of the pharmaceutical group Sanofi-Aventis
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

**E-1006/10** (FR) by Charles Goerens (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Private remittances by migrant workers
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

**E-1008/10** (DE) by Astrid Lulling (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Supplementing of implementing provisions relating to Regulation (EC) No 834/2007 with regard to the production of organic wine
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

**E-1010/10** (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: European impasse: the crisis needs to be overcome
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

**P-1012/10** (SV) by Åsa Westlund (S&D) to the Council (23 February 2010)
Subject: EU-Morocco summit — Morocco’s violations of human rights: Western Sahara
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

**P-1013/10** (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Damage caused by River Evros bursting its banks
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

**P-1014/10** (EN) by Catherine Bearder (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Biodiversity and the subjugation of environmental priorities to commercial interests
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

**P-1015/10** (DE) by Silvana Koch-Mehrin (ALDE) to the Commission (23 February 2010)
Subject: Offer by public broadcaster
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

**E-1016/10** (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: Murder and torture of members of the Frente Nacional de Resistencia in Honduras
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

**E-1017/10** (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Murder and torture of members of the Frente Nacional de Resistencia in Honduras
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

**E-1018/10** (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Inappropriate use of antipsychotic medication
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)
E-1019/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: New treatment for multiple sclerosis?  
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-1020/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Electrabel  
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-1021/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Creative accounting in Greece  
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1022/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Devastating floods in the prefecture of Evros  
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-1023/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Overflowing of River Evros and Community action on water policy  
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1024/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Renewable sources of energy  
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1025/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Regulations on artificial feeding  
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1026/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Prato: interference of the Chinese authorities in Italy's fight against the counterfeiting and piracy trade  
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1027/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Multilingualism for emergency number 112  
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1028/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Bird-hunting in Malta  
Joint answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1029/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)  
Subject: Inland shipping  
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)
P-1030/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Cancellation of Thalys and Eurostar services following the rail accident in Buizingen (Halle) on 15 February 2010
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

P-1031/10 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Compensating passengers for delayed flights
Answer from the Commission (31 March 2010)

P-1032/10 (FI) by Anneli Jäätteenmäki (ALDE) to the Council (8 March 2010)
Subject: Geographical balance and equality of Member States in planning and establishing the External Action Service
Answer from the Council (15 September 2010)

E-1033/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Hunting with illegal parany traps in the Community of Valencia and Catalonia
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1034/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Violations of environmental legislation in Integrated Tourist Development Areas (ITDA) in South West Messinia
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1035/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: ‘Tax race to the bottom’ between Member States
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1036/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Economic support measures for Greek and European farmers
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1037/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Delays in waste water management projects in Kynouria (the Peloponnese)
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1038/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Agriculture in the Viseu district of Portugal
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1039/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: EU participation in the campaign against female genital mutilation (FGM)
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1040/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Construction of 480 housing units on the Aieri marshland (Ondarroa, Vizcaya, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)
E-1041/10 (EN) by Seán Kelly (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Travel pass for OAPs
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1042/10 (FR) by Patrick Le Hyaric (GUE/NGL) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: Powers of consultation and supervision for works councils and group works councils
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1043/10 (FR) by Patrick Le Hyaric (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Powers of consultation and supervision for works councils and group works councils
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1044/10 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: 2010 progress report on the implementation of the ‘Education & Training 2010 work programme’
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1045/10 (EN) by Anne E. Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Harmonisation of environmental zones
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-1046/10 (IT) by Vincenzo Iovine (ALDE), Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) and Gianni Pittella (S&D) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Failure to employ people who have passed the competition for recruitment to the Ministry of Defence
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-1047/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Swift: EU-US dispute
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1048/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Rating agencies: placing the economy at risk?
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1049/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Remembrance day for the victims of the foibe massacres
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1050/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Rail safety in European Union countries
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1051/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 February 2010)
Subject: Tourism policy following the Lisbon Treaty
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)
E-1052/10 (PL) by Jaroslaw Kalinowski (PPE) to the Council (26 February 2010)
Subject: 18 new observers and Members in the EP
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

P-1053/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Impact of including bluefin tuna in CITES Appendix I
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

P-1054/10 (EN) by Claude Moraes (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Gay rights in Africa
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

P-1055/10 (EN) by John Bufton (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Possible moratorium on penalising farmers for non-implementation of sheep electronic
identification (EID) in Wales and the rest of the UK
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-1056/10 (EN) by Yannick Jadot (Verts/ALE) and Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission
(26 February 2010)
Subject: State aid to coal
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

P-1057/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Procedures for monitoring Greek statistics
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1058/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: Smoking by minors in Greece
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1059/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Council (2 March 2010)
Subject: Promotion of marine archaeology
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1060/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: New Greek tax law and collection of receipts from EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1061/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: Mental health at the workplace
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1062/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: Funding of ‘phantom’ NGOs
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)
E-1063/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: Outdoor advertising and road accidents in Greece
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1064/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: Mass automobile recalls
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1065/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: European measures for transition to sustainable industry
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1066/10 (NL) by Barry Madlener (NI) to the Council (2 March 2010)
Subject: Libya refuses to admit Dutch citizens
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1067/10 (NL) by Barry Madlener (NI) to the Commission (2 March 2010)
Subject: Libya refuses to admit Dutch citizens
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1068/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Censorship of Internet pages in Turkey
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1069/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Banking secrecy — CD with details of tax evaders
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1070/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Ban on wearing of the burka in the EU
Answer from the Commission (29 April 2010)

E-1071/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Eurozone — budget tricks
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1072/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Eurozone — Greece’s creditworthiness — ratings
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-1073/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Eurozone — taboo subject of exclusion
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)
E-1074/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Eurozone — preventing a Greek precedent
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-1075/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU development aid policy
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1076/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Human rights abuses in North Korea
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-1077/10 (EN) by Claude Moraes (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Rail travel in Europe
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1078/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1079/10 (IT) by Patrizia Toia (S&D), Amalia Sartori (PPE), David-Maria Sassoli (S&D) and Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Institute of Technology — winning KICs
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1080/10 (IT) by Rita Borsellino (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Insularity
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1081/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Enforcement in the digital sector
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1082/10 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Smoking and blindness
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

P-1083/10 (ES) by Pilar Ayuso (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Incinerator for specific risk material in Molinicos (Albacete)
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-1084/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Abandoned children in Romania
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)
E-1085/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Use of the V-Flex instrument to tackle the effects of the economic crisis in the ACP countries
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1086/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Sharing of competences between the Commission and the European External Action Service
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1087/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Unfair competition between Brussels and Charleroi airports
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1088/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Maritime transport in Vigo bay (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1089/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Failure of US President to honour his commitment to close Guantánamo Bay
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1090/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Greenhouse gases and soil management
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1091/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Protecting the euro against speculation
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1092/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: The European Union and the ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1093/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: The European Union and the ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1094/10 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (ECR), Adam Bielan (ECR), Tadeusz Cymański (ECR), Ryszard Czarnecki (ECR), Paweł Robert Kowal (ECR), Jacek Olgięrd Kurski (ECR), Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR), Tomasz Piotr Pętfha (ECR), Mirosław Piotrowski (ECR), Konrad Szymański (ECR), Jacek Włosowicz (ECR) and Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Compliance of Polish law on genetically modified organisms with EC law
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)
E-1095/10 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (ECR), Adam Bielan (ECR), Tadeusz Cymański (ECR), Ryszard Czarnecki (ECR), Pawel Robert Kowal (ECR), Jacek Olgierd Kurski (ECR), Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR), Tomasz Piotr Poręba (ECR), Mirosław Piotrowski (ECR), Konrad Szymański (ECR), Jacek Włosowicz (ECR) and Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Possible withdrawal of authorisation to grow genetically modified maize variety MON 810
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1096/10 (RO) by Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Infrastructure investment through the cohesion policy
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1097/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Packaging and labelling of bread
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1098/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Poor Irish attention to STIs
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-1099/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: New revelations of symphysiotomy in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1100/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Environmental enforcement in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-1101/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: 2007 Green Paper on market-based instruments for environment and related policy purposes
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1102/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative in relation to Turkmenistan
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1103/10 (EN) by Nicole Sinclaire (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Aid to Burkina Faso — women’s healthcare issues
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1104/10 (IT) by Gianni Vattimo (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Request for action in the light of the Court of Justice (Section VIII) decision of 17 December 2009 on the question referred for a preliminary ruling in Case C-586/08
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1106/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Legalisation of drugs in the Czech Republic
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)
**E-1108/10** (NL) by Gerben-Jan Gerbrandy (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Schengen declaration for medicines
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

**E-1109/10** (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Cost of printing and distributing book
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

**E-1110/10** (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Emergency assistance for the Autonomous Region of Madeira and the disaster-stricken populations there
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

**E-1111/10** (EN) by Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Climate change
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

**P-1112/10** (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: EU register of practising doctors who have received cautions
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

**P-1113/10** (DE) by Elisabeth Köstinger (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Impact of the EU-South Korea free trade agreement on the European shipbuilding supply industry
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

**E-1114/10** (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Modifying the objectives of the Júcar-Vinalopó water transfer scheme
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

**E-1116/10** (EL) by Anni Podimata (S&D) and Stavros Lambrinidis (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Newspaper articles on Wall Street practices leading to artificial reduction in public debts
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

**E-1117/10** (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Impact of reform on the sugar sector
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

**E-1118/10** (EL) by Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Measures to boost the European fleet
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

**E-1119/10** (EN) by Edward Scicluna (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Statistical governance in the EU
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
P-1120/10 (EN) by Richard Ashworth (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: EU funds in South East England
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1121/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Deforestation in Indonesia
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

P-1122/10 (IT) by Debora Serracchiani (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Operation of customs officers in Gorizia
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

P-1123/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Initium fungicide
Joint answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-1124/10 (EL) by Kriton Arsenis (S&D), Spyros Danellis (S&D) and Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Flooding in the Prefecture of Evros
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1125/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Swine flu
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)

E-1126/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: The sugar protocol
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1127/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Review of the ACP-EU partnership agreement article on migration
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1128/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Biofuels in Latin America
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1129/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Colombia and GSP+
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

P-1130/10 (EN) by Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Aid to Haiti
Answer from the Commission (15 March 2010)
E-1131/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU Observer article of 22 February 2010
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1132/10 (EN) by Giles Chichester (ECR) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Spanish property laws
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1133/10 (EN) by Giles Chichester (ECR) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: British Civil Partnership in France
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1135/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Deforestation in Indonesia
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1136/10 (EN) by Vicky Ford (ECR) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Late payment by the European Commission
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1137/10 (EN) by Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Safety tonnage
Joint answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1138/10 (EN) by Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Safety tonnage
Joint answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1139/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) and Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Risk of an accident or ‘major incident’ caused by illegal Turkish activities in the Aegean
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1140/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) and Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Risk of an accident or ‘major incident’ caused by illegal Turkish activities in the Aegean
Joint answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-1141/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Agreement on banking data transfers for the purpose of fighting terrorism (SWIFT)
Answer from the Commission (26 March 2010)

E-1142/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Return of cultural assets
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)
E-1143/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation by Greece of Directive 2007/60/EC
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

P-1144/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Safety at work: new Legislative Decree No 106/09 amending Legislative Decree No 81/08
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-1145/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Institutional balance aspects of the new financial supervision structure
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1146/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Promotion of an integrated Community policy to prevent and combat diabetes mellitus
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1147/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Possible application of Article 122(2) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1148/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Access to essential medicines
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1149/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Protection of children who have disappeared in Haiti
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1150/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Payment of a private copying levy on a wide range of technological products
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1151/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Greater assistance for ALS patients
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1152/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Deaths at work and the total lack of safety in the Italian workplace
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-1153/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Waste disposal
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)
(IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Prevention of street crime in urban areas calls for professional officers and not mere volunteers
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

(ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Disproportionate administrative burdens on micro-companies in Spain
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

(EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Right to compensation of the family of a crime victim
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

(EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Illegal bird hunting in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

(EN) by Reinhard Bütikofer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Unconventional natural gas (shale gas) in Europe
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

(EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Eritrea
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

(EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement East Timor
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

(EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Ecuador
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

(EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Egypt
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

(EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Chad
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

(EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Fiji
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
E-1165/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Grenada
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1166/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Gabon
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1167/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Gambia
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1168/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Ghana
Joint answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1169/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Trade Agreement Georgia
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1170/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Purchase of ETS certificates in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1171/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Procurement: hearing- AIDS
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-1172/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Tick-borne diseases: mandatory notification and uniform standards within the EU
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1173/10 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Introduction of a CO\textsubscript{2} label as part of the Community strategy to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from cars
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1174/10 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the Community strategy to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from cars and of Regulation (EC) No 443/2009
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1175/10 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Pharmaceutical legislation on homeopathic and anthroposophic medicines
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
E-1176/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Unregulated sale of psychoactive substances in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1177/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Effects of the economic crisis on world trade
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1178/10 (IT) by Luigi Berlinguer (S&D), Sergio Gaetano Cofferati (S&D), Salvatore Caronna (S&D),
Vittorio Prodi (S&D), Debora Serracchiani (S&D), Leonardo Domenici (S&D), Patrizia Toia (S&D), Silvia
Costa (S&D), Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) and Amalia Sartori (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Closure of Glaxo factories in Verona
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1179/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Rules on company transfers laid down in Directive 2001/23/EC
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1180/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Exempting 'heavy occupations' from the pension age increase
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

E-1181/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Infringement of Community legislation in the Corcubión estuary (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

P-1182/10 (DE) by Jutta Steinruck (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Job relocation within the EU with the assistance of the structural funds
Answer from the Commission (29 April 2010)

P-1183/10 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Principles of European insurance contract law
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1184/10 (DE) by Evelyn Regner (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Social Fund
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1185/10 (DE) by Evelyn Regner (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: The European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1186/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: State aid for Renault for the production of electric vehicles
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1187/10 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Regulation (EC) No 1371/2007 on rail passengers’ rights
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1188/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Credit rating agencies
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1189/10 (EN) by Godfrey Bloom (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Afiliatys
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1190/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Patriarch Abune Antonios
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1191/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Inappropriate or substandard instruction manuals for imported goods
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1192/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Commission grants to climate change NGOs
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1193/10 (FR) by Anne Delvaux (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Access to medicines in developing countries
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1194/10 (FR) by Anne Delvaux (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-1195/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Elections in Togo on 4 March 2010
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-1196/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL), Patrick Le Hyaric (GUE/NGL), Jürgen Klute (GUE/NGL), Sabine Lösging (GUE/NGL), Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL), Sabine Wils (GUE/NGL) and Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Support for Ecuador’s Yasuni-ITT project
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-1197/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Announcement inciting racial intolerance posted in trains in the French Republic
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)
E-1198/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Common European bank guarantee scheme
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1199/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Taiwan and WHO cooperation
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1200/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Flexibility clause
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1201/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Lifting visa requirement for travellers from Taiwan
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1202/10 (EN) by Derek Roland Clark (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1203/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Purchase of a French warship by Russia
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1204/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Council (4 March 2010)
Subject: Consequences of the lifting of the visa requirements for Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1205/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Consequences of the lifting of the visa requirements for Macedonia, Serbia and Montenegro
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1206/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Actions by the new Commission on children’s rights
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1207/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: The role of women in EU crisis management policy
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1208/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Web 2.0 Suicide Machine
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)
E-1209/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Potential safety risks of quiet vehicles
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1210/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Electronic transactions with non-euro Member States
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1211/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: A European policy on electronic waste
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1212/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU Commission officials and Bilderberg Group meetings
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1213/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Bilderberg Group and Commission working groups
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1214/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Commissioners holding Bilderberg positions
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1215/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: List of attendance at Bilderberg Group meeting in 2009
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1216/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Purpose of Bilderberg Group meeting in November 2009
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1217/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU representation on the Arctic Council
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1218/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU funding Palestinian hate propaganda
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1219/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Greenland in Lisbon Treaty
Answer from the Commission (19 March 2010)
E-1220/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU and Mano River Union
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1221/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU amicus curiae briefs in death penalty cases in the USA
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1222/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Nord Stream pipeline and Russian naval patrols
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1223/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Lisbon Treaty and immigration
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1224/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Lisbon Treaty amendment procedure
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1225/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: EU funding and Islamic extremist terrorism in India
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1226/10 (ES) by Miguel Portas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1227/10 (ES) by Miguel Portas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1228/10 (ES) by Miguel Portas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1229/10 (ES) by Miguel Portas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1230/10 (ES) by Miguel Portas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
E-1231/10 (ES) by Miguel Portas (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-1232/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Commission funding of Bilderberg Group
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1233/10 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Guaranteeing of a fair trial for Rizana Nafeek
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1234/10 (NL) by Ria Oomen-Ruijten (PPE) to the Commission (4 March 2010)
Subject: Encouraging supermarkets to fit magnifying lenses on trolleys for better readability of information on products
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1235/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Commission activities relating to the implementation of the declaration on EU-Ukraine cooperation in modernising Ukraine's gas transit system
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1236/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Commission investigation of the High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

P-1237/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Tenders for the ITER fusion reactor
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

P-1238/10 (EL) by Antigoni Papadopoulou (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Controls on the instrument of financial support for the Turkish Cypriot community
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

P-1239/10 (EN) by Louis Grech (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Health and the environment in South of Malta
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

P-1240/10 (PL) by Tomasz Piotr Poreba (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Infringement of parental rights of EU citizens by German and Austrian youth welfare services (‘Jugendamt’)
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

P-1241/10 (FR) by Nicole Kiil-Nielsen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Repression in Vietnam
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)
E-1242/10 (DE) by Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE) to the Council (1 March 2010)
Subject: Ecological and social risks of the Belo Monte mega-dam project
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1243/10 (DE) by Ernst Strasser (PPE), Elmar Brok (PPE), Herbert Dorfmann (PPE), Christian Ehler (PPE), Monika Hohlmeier (PPE), Axel Voss (PPE) and Manfred Weber (PPE) to the Council (8 March 2010)
Subject: German as a working language of the European External Action Service
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1244/10 (EN) by Michael Cashman (S&D), Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE), Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE), Sirpa Pietikäinen (PPE), Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) and Rui Tavares (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of sexual orientation and gender identity issues in the 2010 European Neighbourhood Policy progress reports
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1246/10 (EN) by Michael Cashman (S&D), Richard Howitt (S&D) and Glenis Willmott (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Communal violence in Orissa, India
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1247/10 (EN) by Sandrine Bélier (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of Natura 2000 network in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1248/10 (FR) by Nicole Kiil-Nielsen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: The right to water for Palestinians
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1249/10 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Protecting consumers against the dangers of sunbeds
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1250/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE), Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) and Maria Badia i Cutchet (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: On 31 July the Commission will replace its only Catalan translator with a Castilian Spanish translator: does this not run counter to its policy of protecting cultural diversity?
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1251/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Pay rise for Commissioners
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1252/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Recycling of end-of-life vehicles
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)
E-1253/10 (EL) by Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Safety of national rail networks  
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1254/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Mediterranean diet — Cretan food culture  
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-1255/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Speed limits — road accidents  
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1256/10 (EN) by Karin Kadenbach (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: DG Climate Action taking action on bioenergy  
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1257/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Funds given to the Ministry of Forestry in Indonesia  
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1258/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Sri Lanka and GSP  
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1259/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Disclosure  
Joint answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

E-1260/10 (EN) by Lambert van Nistelrooij (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Unwanted premium SMS services subscriptions  
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-1261/10 (EN) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Body of European Regulators for Electronic Communications (BEREC)  
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1262/10 (EN) by Antigoni Papadopoulou (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Turkish Cypriots’ so-called ‘isolation’  
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1263/10 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Implications of new social security rules for migrant workers on the waterway transport sector  
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)
E-1264/10 (IT) by Crescenzio Rivellini (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Swordfish and albacore fishing  
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-1265/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: The EU should draw up a list of countries at risk of religious persecution  
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-1266/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Blatant inconsistency on the part of the Commission regarding GM and Opel  
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1267/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: ACTA negotiations  
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1268/10 (PL) by Artur Zasada (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Polish drivers charged double excise duty in Germany  
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1269/10 (PL) by Bogusław Sonik (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Italian regulations restricting the freedom to provide services  
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1270/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Assistance for farmers in areas where opencast mining is carried out  
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-1271/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Council (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Support for envoys of the Dalai Lama in talks with the Chinese Government  
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1272/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Unjustifiable restrictions on foreigners' employment and residence in Mozambique  
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1273/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Proper compensation of miners' work  
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1274/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)  
Subject: Development aid to Angola  
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1275/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Benin
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1276/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Botswana
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1277/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Burkina Faso
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1278/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Burundi
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1279/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to the Central African Republic
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1280/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to the Comoros
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1281/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Congo
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1282/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Djibouti
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1283/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Equatorial Guinea
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1284/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Eritrea
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1285/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Ethiopia
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1286/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Gabon
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1287/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Gambia
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1288/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Ghana
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1289/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Guinea-Bissau
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1290/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Guinea
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1291/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Côte d'Ivoire
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1292/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Cape Verde
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1293/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Cameroon
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1294/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Kenya
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1295/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Lesotho
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1296/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Liberia
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1297/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Madagascar
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1298/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Malawi
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1299/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Mali
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1300/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Mauritania
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1301/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Mauritius
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1302/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Mozambique
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1303/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Namibia
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1304/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Niger
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1305/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Nigeria
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1306/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Rwanda
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1307/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to the Solomon Islands
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1308/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Sao Tomé and Príncipe
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1309/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Senegal
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1310/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to the Seychelles
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1311/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Sierra Leone
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1312/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Sudan
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1313/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Somalia
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1314/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Swaziland
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1315/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Tanzania
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1316/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Togo
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1317/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Chad
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1318/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Uganda
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1319/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Zambia
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1320/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to Zimbabwe
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1321/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Development aid to South Africa
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1322/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Aid to the Palestinian Authority
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

P-1323/10 (DE) by Wolf Klinz (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Taxation of dividend payments abroad
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

P-1324/10 (EN) by Andrew Duff (ALDE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Engagements of Vice-President/High Representative
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-1325/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Measures to combat the online sale of counterfeit medicines
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1326/10 (DA) by Søren Bo Søndergaard (GUE/NGL) and Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Work-related cancer
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1327/10 (DE) by Elisabeth Jeggle (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Consultation by the Commission on developments to the digital tachograph
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1328/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Regulatory agencies
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1330/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: The German language in the European External Action Service
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)
E-1331/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Cheese scandal — EU food safety checks — early warning system
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1332/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Data protection violation by the Indect project
Joint answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

P-1333/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: IP infringement criteria — transit of generic medicine
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1334/10 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: European financial security
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1335/10 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: European financial security
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1336/10 (DA) by Anna Rosbach (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Lorry drivers’ administrative burdens
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1337/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Consequences of the single payment scheme in agriculture
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1338/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: State support for the farming sector
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1339/10 (EN) by Jacek Saryusz-Wolski (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1340/10 (EN) by Jacek Saryusz-Wolski (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1341/10 (EN) by Jacek Saryusz-Wolski (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: European Neighbourhood Policy
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)
E-1342/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Member States fund Commission
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1343/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Council (8 March 2010)
Subject: Council notification to Parliament of Bilderberg Group meeting details
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1344/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Proposed alliance between American Airlines and British Airways
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1345/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Electricity in Gaza
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1346/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Vitamin D supplements
Answer from the Commission (22 March 2010)

E-1347/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Luminosity of motor vehicle light bulbs
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1348/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: City of London
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1350/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Olaf
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-1351/10 (EN) by László Surján (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: European Institute of Innovation and Technology
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-1352/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Council (8 March 2010)
Subject: Intelligence and Security
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1353/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Massive staff cuts by Carrefour in Belgium
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)
E-1354/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE), Marco Scurria (PPE) and Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Safety of sports facilities in the EU
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1355/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Kids' Spas
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1356/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Purchasing tickets for musical and sports events within the EU
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1357/10 (IT) by Raffaele Baldassarre (PPE), Salvatore Tatarella (PPE), Sergio Paolo Frances Silvestris (PPE) and Barbara Materia (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Issuing of public notices concerning the awarding of educational grants by the Puglia Region, published in Notices No 4/2009 and 18/2009
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1358/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: The EU should take action with regard to the environmental disaster in the Po valley
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1359/10 (LT) by Justas Vincas Paleckis (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Safe social networking principles
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1360/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Offshore wind farms in relation to shipping routes
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1361/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Spare parts for repairs in the automotive sector
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-1362/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Situation at the Delphi company and relocation by multinationals
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-1363/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Possible creation of an Erasmus scheme for young farmers
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1364/10 (RO) by Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Cohesion policy
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)
E-1365/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Institute for Prospective Technological Studies in Seville
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1366/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Joint Research Centre in Ispra and results achieved
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1367/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: How the EU equates various types of xenophobia
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1368/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) and Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Enquiry into whether other Member States have made use of one-off market swap operations
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1369/10 (EN) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Khalistani terrorist groups
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-1370/10 (EN) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Extremist madrassas in Pakistan
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1371/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Lack of standards in residential institutes for people living with a disability in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-1372/10 (EN) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Thresholds in the European Citizens’ Initiative
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1373/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Fighting late payments in Spain, respect of the implementation of Directive 2000/35/EC by the Spanish Government
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1374/10 (EN) by David Campbell Bannerman (EFD) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Commission notification to European Parliament of Bilderberg Group meeting details
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1375/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Thermal imaging equipment designed for airport security
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
E-1376/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: EU legislation on ship dismantling
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1377/10 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (ECR), Tadeusz Cymański (ECR), Jacek Olgiert Kurski (ECR) and Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Scope of exclusions from the possibility to deduct VAT in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1378/10 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (ECR), Tadeusz Cymański (ECR), Jacek Olgiert Kurski (ECR) and Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Right of MEPs to intervene on behalf of citizens
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1379/10 (RO) by Corina Crețu (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Commission involvement in coordination of specific policies to avoid a domino effect of social collapse in the Union
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

P-1380/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Theft of EU citizens’ identities by those involved in the extra-judicial killing of Mr Mahmoud al-Mabhouh in Dubai
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

P-1381/10 (FR) by Estelle Grelier (S&D) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Offshore wind turbines on Natura 2000 sites
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

P-1382/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Protecting the health and well-being of people living near railway lines and the structural integrity of their homes
Answer from the Commission (30 March 2010)

P-1383/10 (RO) by Elena Băsescu (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Organisation of the European External Action Service
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1384/10 (RO) by Elena Băsescu (PPE) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Organisation of the European External Action Service
Answer from the Council (25 May 2010)

E-1385/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Indect — citizen surveillance
Joint answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1386/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: The EU’s Eurogendfor special intervention force
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)
E-1387/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Dispute between Libya and Switzerland
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1388/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Hamas assassination — Israel
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1389/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Bee mortality caused by neonicotinoid seed treatments
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1390/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Eurozone — key interest rates
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1391/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: ACTA anti-counterfeiting agreement — data and consumer protection
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1392/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Economic crisis and variations in competitiveness within the eurozone
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1393/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Directive 2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of flood risks
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-1394/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Aid for trade
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1395/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Preservation and enhancement of European cultural monuments in countries outside the EU
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1396/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: European registration system and legal framework for the protection of multicultural monuments
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1397/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Generalised system of preferences
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)
E-1398/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Environmental pollution by antibiotics producing resistance
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1399/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Use of titanium dioxide nanoparticles in food and cosmetics
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1400/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Use of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) in mobile air conditioning systems
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1401/10 (FR) by Kader Arif (S&D) and Patrice Tirolien (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: International agreement on bananas
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-1402/10 (IT) by Paolo Bartolozzi (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Management and classification of chemical products
Answer from the Commission (9 May 2010)

E-1403/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Equitable and realistic implementation of rules on driving hours and rest periods (Regulation (EC) No 561/2006) — Part I
Joint answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1404/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Equitable and realistic implementation of rules on driving hours and rest periods (Regulation (EC) No 561/2006) — Part II
Joint answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1405/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Political prisoners in Belarus
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1406/10 (RO) by Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Assistance in the form of advance payments from the EU Solidarity Fund
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1407/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Dialogue between the Republic of Moldova and the European Union concerning visa requirements.
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1408/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Importance of digital competence in training young people
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)
P-1409/10 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the Habitats Directive in connection with road building
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

P-1410/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (8 March 2010)
Subject: Expulsion of students from Belarusian universities
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1411/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Murder and torture of Claudia Brizuela, member of the Frente Nacional de Resistencia Popular (FNRP) in Honduras
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1412/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Murder and torture of Claudia Brizuela, member of the Frente Nacional de Resistencia Popular (FNRP) in Honduras
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1413/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Adoption by Generaitat Valenciana of a Natural Resources Management Programme (NRMP) for the South Alicante Wetlands System (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1414/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Misleading advertising in Europe — infringement of Directive 2006/114/EC
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1415/10 (ES) by Carmen Fraga Estévez (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Economic Partnership Agreements with the Pacific states: effects on the Community Canning Industry
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1416/10 (ES) by Carmen Fraga Estévez (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Current EU trade negotiations and their impact on the Community fishing industry and its processing sector
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1417/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Move by former Commissioners into business
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1418/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Iceland’s external debt
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1419/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Free trade agreement with Colombia
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)
E-1420/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Official cars
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1421/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Greek state bankruptcy
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1422/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Reform of the Court of Auditors
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1423/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Hijacking of VAT numbers
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1424/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Partnership For Peace funding of Conflicts Forum
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1425/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: EU funding and the recommendations of the Transparency Palestine report
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1426/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Assassinations connected to the Spanish company Unión Fenosa
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1427/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Massacre in Colombia’s Peace Community of San José de Apartadó
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1429/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Dunfermline Building Society
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

E-1430/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: TSE roadmap
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1431/10 (FR) by Damien Abad (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Access to insurance by small, medium and craft enterprises in the building sector to stimulate innovation and the promotion of eco-technologies in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)
E-1433/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Graffiti artists and damage to public finances
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1434/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Execution of European arrest warrants
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1435/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: ACTA (Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement) negotiations
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1436/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Outgoing Commissioners’ entitlements
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1437/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Rating agencies
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1438/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Cross-currency swaps
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1439/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Flooding in Stratoni (Halkidiki) connected with mining operations and possible consequences
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1440/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Freedom of the Internet and international trade
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1441/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Heightening public awareness regarding civil protection
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1442/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Civil Protection Financial Instrument
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1443/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Adequate support for haemophilia sufferers
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)
E-1444/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Control of airbrushing
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1445/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Lessons learned from Copenhagen Conference
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1446/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Rural broadband
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1447/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: The support of carers
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1448/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Conclusion of free-trade agreements between the EU and Peru and fast-track negotiations towards other agreements in the run-up to the Madrid summit in May 2010
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1449/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Possible financing for the production of medicinal herbs
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1450/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Possible financing for the setting-up of a goldsmith’s school for children with mental health problems
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1451/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Funding the switch to a green economy
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1452/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: EU investments in electric cars
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1453/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Deportations and registered asylum applications in 2010
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1454/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Use of EU funds under the ‘Infrastructure and environment’ operational programme and the Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) programme
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)
**E-1455/10** (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Carrying out financial transactions for debudgetisation and failure to comply with European rules
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

**E-1456/10** (SK) by Sergej Kozlík (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Effective application of Community competition law by national courts — problems in practical application
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

**P-1457/10** (EN) by Claude Moraes (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Equal treatment of non-Italian university lecturers in Italy
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

**E-1458/10** (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Frequent flyers — follow-up to Question E‑6207/09
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

**E-1459/10** (FR) by Sophie Briard Auconie (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: EU funding for sport
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

**E-1460/10** (FR) by Sophie Briard Auconie (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Developing an EU policy on sport
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

**E-1461/10** (PT) by Carlos Coelho (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Transeuropean networks
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

**P-1462/10** (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: HGV blind spots
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

**E-1463/10** (EN) by Lambert van Nistelrooij (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Privacy concerns regarding social networking websites
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

**E-1464/10** (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of the disabled in the workplace in EU-27
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

**E-1465/10** (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Expressions of discrimination against Down syndrome children on a social network
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)
E-1466/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Natural disasters
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

E-1467/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Support for urban regeneration
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1468/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Freedom of the press in Portugal
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1469/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Stability and Growth Programme
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-1470/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Compliance by EU Commissioner with code of conduct
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-1471/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: TFTP (SWIFT) agreement on banking data transfers
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)

E-1472/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Degree of security in Europe following the demise of the TFTP (SWIFT) agreement
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1473/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: European charter of rights for victims of terrorism
Answer from the Council (19 April 2010)

E-1474/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: European charter of rights for victims of terrorism
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1475/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Body scanners
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1476/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Internet access for Europe’s rural population
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
**E-1477/10** (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Animal traps
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

**E-1478/10** (EN) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: European Progress Microfinance Facility
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

**E-1479/10** (EN) by Lena Ek (ALDE), Diana Wallis (ALDE) and Teresa Riera Madurell (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: The Commission’s plan for gender-specific medical data
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

**E-1480/10** (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Cooperation between Member States and third countries to prevent the circulation via the Internet of material which is libellous or defamatory or encourages discrimination on social grounds
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

**E-1481/10** (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Cooperation between Member States and third countries to prevent the circulation via the Internet of material which is libellous or defamatory or encourages discrimination on social grounds
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

**E-1482/10** (FI) by Satu Hassi (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Consumer protection in connection with compact fluorescent lamps
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

**P-1483/10** (EN) by Nigel Farage (EFD) to the Council (10 March 2010)
Subject: Support by the Council for the right to self-determination of the people of the Falkland Islands
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

**E-1484/10** (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Water supplies for Iraklion and Agios Nikolaos from the Aposelemi reservoir in Crete
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

**E-1485/10** (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Entitlements of new members of the Commission
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

**E-1486/10** (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Total outlay for travel expenses
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

**E-1487/10** (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Council (11 March 2010)
Subject: Total outlay for travel expenses
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)
P-1488/10 (EN) by Bairbre de Brún (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Lough Neagh eels
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1489/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Contract agriculture in the EU
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1490/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of Directive 2007/60/EC on the assessment and management of flood risks
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1491/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: IMF involvement in excessive deficit procedures
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1492/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Spending of the European Social Fund in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1493/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Electronic tagging for cattle
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1494/10 (NL) by Marianne Thyssen (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Resale rights in the art sector
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1495/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Missing children’s helpline
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1496/10 (EN) by Jill Evans (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Relocation funding
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

P-1497/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Application for changes to the regional aid map in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

E-1498/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Internal Market — improving communication with Member States to prevent infringements
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)
E-1499/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Need to distinguish between solid biofuels according to their use for household or industrial purposes
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1500/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Refunds of VAT paid abroad
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)

E-1501/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: The Greek debt and Goldman Sachs
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

P-1502/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: EU School fruit scheme
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

P-1503/10 (EN) by Miroslav Ouzký (ECR) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Article 13 of Regulation (EC) No 1924/2006
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

P-1505/10 (EN) by Anne E. Jensen (ALDE) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Assessing farmers’ costs of compliance with EU legislation
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

P-1506/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: New procedure for refund of foreign VAT
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

P-1507/10 (PL) by Ryszard Czarnecki (ECR) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Threat to financial stability in Poland and the EU
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1508/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Trade barriers to the marketing of drinks and food
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1509/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Protecting the interests of the Defendini staff
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1510/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Economic freedom and media ownership
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)
E-1511/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Credit default swaps
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-1512/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Safety concerns over children and transport
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1513/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Turkey
Joint answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1514/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Ukraine
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-1515/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Cuba: consequences of the death of Orlando Zapata
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1516/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: International Day of Victims of Terrorism
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1517/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Venezuela — Government collaboration with ETA and the FARC
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1518/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: People-trafficking routes
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1519/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Development of European electricity networks
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1520/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Recruitment of young asylum-seekers as criminals
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1521/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Listeria infection
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
E-1522/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: Eurozone: dispute between Greece and Germany
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1523/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Bulgaria
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1524/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Estonia
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1525/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Finland
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1526/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — France
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1527/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Greece
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1528/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Italy
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1529/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Latvia
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1530/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Lithuania
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1531/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Poland
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1532/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Portugal
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)
E-1533/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Romania
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1534/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Slovakia
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1535/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Slovenia
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1536/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (11 March 2010)
Subject: External border controls — Spain
Joint answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1537/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: False portrayal of cultural monuments
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1538/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Irresponsible advertising
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1539/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Online public services in Greece
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1540/10 (EL) by Kriton Arsenis (S&D) and Anni Podimata (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Products of Turkish aquaculture and the EU-Turkey customs union
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1541/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (17 March 2010)
Subject: Violence against Christian communities in India
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)

E-1542/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Violence against Christian communities in India
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1543/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Rules governing working hours and/or driving hours and rest periods for railway workers
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)
E-1544/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: CO₂ emissions from arable land
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-1545/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Amflora GM potato
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1546/10 (EN) by Judith A. Merkies (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Enhancing EU participation in international cooperation on GMP inspections
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1547/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Bird harvesting in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1548/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Serious waste of Community funding for the rehabilitation of the former industrial site in Bagnoli
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1549/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Earthquake in Chile
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-1550/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Political freedom of the Polish minority in Belarus
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1551/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Letter from Belarusian citizens with Polish nationality
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-1552/10 (RO) by Sebastian Valentin Bodu (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Establishment of a court specialising in intellectual property
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

P-1553/10 (FR) by Michèle Rivasi (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Internal market for electricity and small isolated systems: application of European legislation in France
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1554/10 (EL) by Chrysoula Paliadeli (S&D) to the Council (17 March 2010)
Subject: New university-business partnership arrangements
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)
E-1555/10 (EL) by Chrysoula Paliadeli (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: New university-business partnership arrangements
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1556/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Retrofitting of heavy duty vehicles
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1557/10 (DE) by Martin Kastler (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Social services of general interest
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1558/10 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Financial compensation from Israel for the destruction of buildings financed by the European Union
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1559/10 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Turkey: strike action by Tekel workers
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1560/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of the Polish minority in Germany
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-1561/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Prejudice suffered by farmers in the Póvoa de Varzim and Vila Nova de Famalicão area
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1562/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Disaster in the Madeira Autonomous Region
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-1563/10 (RO) by Petru Constantin Luhan (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Importance of infrastructural investment with a view to EU 2020
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1564/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Directive 2003/30/EC on biofuels
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1565/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Rise in alcoholism in Europe
Answer from the Commission (13 April 2010)
E-1566/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Uncontrolled sales of surveillance equipment on the Internet  
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1567/10 (EN) by Bairbre de Brún (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: The application of Directive 2000/78/EC  
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1568/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Croatia-Montenegro border dispute  
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1569/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Croatia-Montenegro border dispute  
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1570/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Membership of the WTO for Montenegro  
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1571/10 (FI) by Satu Hassi (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Conversion of Talvivaara mine into a uranium mine  
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1573/10 (NL) by Lambert van Nistelrooij (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Standardisation of charging stations for electric cars  
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-1574/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Abolition by Turkey of the visa requirement for Libya, Syria and other countries  
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-1575/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (17 March 2010)  
Subject: The Turkish Prime Minister’s comments against freedom of the press  
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1576/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Council (17 March 2010)  
Subject: Abolition by Turkey of the visa requirement for Libya, Syria and other countries  
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)

P-1577/10 (ES) by Francisco José Millán Mon (PPE) to the Council (10 March 2010)  
Subject: EU-US joint declaration of 28 January on Nigeria  
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)
P-1578/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Tsunami early warning system in the Mediterranean basin
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

P-1579/10 (EL) by Anni Podimata (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Progress on the Southstream pipeline
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

P-1580/10 (EN) by Emine Bozkurt (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Homophobic law entered into force in Lithuania
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1581/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Joint answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1582/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Joint answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1583/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Joint answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1584/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Joint answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1585/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1586/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1587/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)
E-1588/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1589/10 (ES) by Francisco Sosa Wagner (NI) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Noise pollution from mopeds
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1590/10 (EL) by Antigoni Papadopoulou (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Financial support for Turkish Cypriots and accusations of non-transparency
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1591/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Compensation payment by Israel
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1592/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: CO₂ emissions from light-duty vehicles
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1593/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE), David-Maria Sassoli (S&D), Mario Mauro (PPE), Francesco Enrico Speroni (EDF), Carlo Fidanza (PPE), Sergio Berlato (PPE), Sergio Paolo Frances Silvestris (PPE), Licia Ronzulli (PPE), Mario Borghezio (EDF), Clemente Mastella (PPE), Lara Comi (PPE), Francesco De Angelis (S&D), Iva Zanichchi (PPE), Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE), Cristiana Muscardini (PPE), Giovanni La Via (PPE), Giommaria Uggias (ALDE), Vito Bonsignore (PPE), Silvia Costa (S&D), Salvatore Iacolino (PPE), Debora Serracchiani (S&D), Barbara Matera (PPE), Luigi Berlinguer (S&D), Raffaele Baldassarre (PPE), Aldo Patriciello (PPE), Elisabetta Gardini (PPE), Amalia Sartori (PPE), Gabriele Albertini (PPE), Patrizia Toia (S&D), Giovanni Collino (PPE), Potito Salatto (PPE), Marco Scurria (PPE), Paolo Bartolozz (PPE) and Erminia Mazzoni (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Lyondell Basell: suspected breach of legislation to protect workers and employment levels in the case of factory closures
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1594/10 (IT) by Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Jugendamt
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1595/10 (IT) by Salvatore Iacolino (PPE) and Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Housing intervention for all European regions that fall under the Convergence objective
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1596/10 (LT) by Zigmantas Balčytis (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: The repercussions of different energy purchase prices for consumers and businesses
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
E-1597/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: European External Action Service — criticism of alleged UK predominance and European world languages
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

P-1598/10 (CS) by Jan Březina (PPE) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Olomoucké tvarůžky
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

P-1599/10 (EN) by Richard Howitt (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Proposed EU-Columbia Free Trade Agreement
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

P-1600/10 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Compliance by airlines with recent Court of Justice rulings in favour of consumers
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

P-1601/10 (FR) by Anne Delvaux (PPE) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Commission authorisation for marketing of the BASF group’s genetically modified potato
Answer from the Commission (12 April 2010)

E-1602/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Council (17 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of Catalan
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1603/10 (ES) by Luis de Grandes Pascual (PPE) and Rosa Estaràs Ferragut (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Social tourism
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1604/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: European Emission Allowance Trading Scheme: danger of carbon leakage and the geographical distance criterion
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-1605/10 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Abortion in the EU
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1606/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: The possibility of reclassifying jellyfish as a foodstuff
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1607/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Human rights in Vietnam and a free trade agreement
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)
**E-1608/10 (EN)** by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Religious rights in Vietnam and a free trade agreement
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

**E-1609/10 (EN)** by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Vietnam and a free trade agreement
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

**E-1610/10 (EN)** by Jan Březina (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Answer from the Commission (2 April 2010)

**E-1611/10 (FR)** by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Commission decision on GM crops
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

**E-1612/10 (FR)** by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Variations in bank charges across the EU
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

**E-1613/10 (FR)** by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Buying medication online
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

**E-1614/10 (HU)** by Ádám Kósa (PPE) and Csaba Őry (PPE) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Employment of people with disabilities during the crisis — follow-up to the reports drawn up and submitted by the Member States in accordance with Commission Communication 2009/C83/01
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

**E-1615/10 (PL)** by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (17 March 2010)
Subject: Activities connected with the Caspian Development Corporation project
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

**E-1616/10 (CS)** by Ivo Strejček (ECR) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Police checks on Czech citizens immediately after they have crossed the border into Germany
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

**P-1617/10 (EL)** by Kriton Arsenis (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Authorisation for the cultivation of the genetically modified Amflora potato variety
Answer from the Commission (29 March 2010)

**P-1618/10 (EN)** by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Council (10 March 2010)
Subject: Disabled children’s rights
Answer from the Council (25 May 2010)
P-1619/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the Third Postal Directive
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

P-1620/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (10 March 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-1621/10 (EN) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE), Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE), Alexander Alvaro (ALDE), Nadja Hirsch (ALDE), Renate Weber (ALDE), Nathalie Griesbeck (ALDE), Sonia Alfano (ALDE) and Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Council (18 March 2010)
Subject: Google indictment in Italy
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1622/10 (EN) by Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE), Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE), Alexander Alvaro (ALDE), Nadja Hirsch (ALDE), Renate Weber (ALDE), Nathalie Griesbeck (ALDE), Sonia Alfano (ALDE) and Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Google indictment in Italy
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-1623/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Illegal builds in Spain
Answer from the Commission (25 March 2010)

E-1624/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Access to free healthcare in other EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1625/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Contractual workers in Germany
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1626/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of professional qualifications
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1627/10 (EN) by Seán Kelly (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: EU SME help centres in Asia
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-1628/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: European Court of Justice (ECR) ruling in relation to air passenger rights
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1629/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Health endangered by GMOs
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
E-1630/10 (EN) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: EU preparatory actions in the field of sport
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1631/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Death of fishermen in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1633/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Europe 2020 strategy
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1634/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Authorisation to cultivate Amflora transgenic potatoes
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1635/10 (PT) by Marisa Matias (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Extraction of bituminous sands for energy production
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-1636/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Sabor River dam
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-1637/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) and Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Extending the period of eligibility of expenditure co-financed through the ex-ISPA programme
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1638/10 (RO) by Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Cohesion policy and population in the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

P-1639/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Road standards in the EU
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-1640/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Viewing TV3 in the north of Catalonia
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1641/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Prevention of obesity
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)
E-1642/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: First sightings of Portuguese Men o’ War on the coast of Gibraltar
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1643/10 (DE) by Anja Weisgerber (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Collective selling of media rights/application of cartel law
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-1644/10 (DE) by Rebecca Harms (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Fire in Dukovany nuclear power station on 17 February 2010
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1645/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Organic farming in the EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1646/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: ‘School for parents’
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1647/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Restrictions affecting diesel vehicles in Greece
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1648/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Increased child mortality in Africa and human rights violations
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1649/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Conservation of mining heritage building of architectural merit on the island of Thassos
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1650/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: European Microfinance Facility in Latvia
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1651/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Checkpoint procedures in Slovenia
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1652/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: ‘Battery’ cow farms in Europe
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)
E-1653/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Mobile telephone chargers
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1654/10 (FI) by Eija-Riitta Korhola (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Emissions trading: benchmarks for lime production
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1655/10 (FR) by Patrick Le Hyaric (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Commission action to encourage respect for human rights by the Israeli Government
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1656/10 (FR) by Patrick Le Hyaric (GUE/NGL) to the Council (18 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the recommendations of the Goldstone report
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1657/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Third-party liability for heating systems
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-1658/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Subsidies to EU-Turkey Monitor
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1659/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Dozens of military officers in Turkey arrested and charged
Joint answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1660/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Uptake of appropriations under the TEN-E budget
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1661/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Construction of an industrial waste management plant at Megalopoli
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1662/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Agri-environmental indicators
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1663/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: European financial architecture
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)
E-1664/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (19 March 2010)
Subject: Spanish Government’s ban on international flights to Barcelona to strengthen Madrid’s airport monopoly
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1665/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Further question on the Spanish Government’s ban on international flights to Barcelona to strengthen Madrid’s airport monopoly
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1666/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Monitoring of forest health
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1667/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Council (19 March 2010)
Subject: Tony Blair — Quartet Special Envoy to the Middle East
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1668/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Import of Israeli goods from Jewish settlements
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

P-1669/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Destruction of cold-water coral reefs
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1670/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Funding of the Palestinian Authority by the EU
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1672/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Issue of the best exit strategy following the crisis
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1674/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Questionable ruling against the Campania region (Italy)
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-1675/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Enforcement of judgments on the confiscation of assets
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1676/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Ship repair
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
E-1677/10 (SV) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Clarification of the substance of negotiations on the ACTA agreement
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1678/10 (SV) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Free trade agreement with Georgia
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

P-1679/10 (DA) by Søren Bo Søndergaard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Promotion measures for cut tulips
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

P-1680/10 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Trade unionists in Guatemala
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1681/10 (ES) by Iratxe García Pérez (S&D) and Paolo De Castro (S&D) to the Commission
(19 March 2010)
Subject: Report on implementation of measures in the apiculture sector
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-1683/10 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Duties on imports of products not manufactured in the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-1684/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Crops of genetically modified organisms in the EU
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1685/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Frontex European regional office
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

P-1686/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Review of National Strategic Reference Framework
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

P-1687/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of non-EU nationals on municipal population registers and Directive 2008/115/EC
Answer from the Commission (7 April 2010)

P-1688/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Wearing of burqas and niqabs in public
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)
E-1689/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Establishment of anti-money laundering network by Member States' police services
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1690/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Revision of Deposit-Guarantee Schemes Directive
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1691/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (19 March 2010)
Subject: Part-Time Work Directive (97/81/EC)
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1692/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Council (22 March 2010)
Subject: Minurso and human rights monitoring
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)

E-1693/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Minurso and human rights monitoring
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-1694/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Asbestos in private dwelling complaint
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-1695/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Eviction of San people from Central Kalahari Game Reserve in Botswana
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1696/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Working conditions in the aviation sector
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1697/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Situation for foreign language teachers in Italy
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1698/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Group of Directors-General for Industrial Relations
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1699/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Council (22 March 2010)
Subject: Neurodegenerative diseases
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)
E-1700/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Neurodegenerative diseases
Answer from the Commission (14 April 2010)

E-1701/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Upward-only rent review clauses in commercial leases
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1702/10 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (S&D) to the Council (22 March 2010)
Subject: Use of funds pledged for the reconstruction of Gaza
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)

E-1703/10 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Use of funds pledged for the reconstruction of Gaza
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-1704/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Council (22 March 2010)
Subject: Abnormal increase asylum applications from certain Balkan countries exempt from EU entry visa requirements
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1705/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Abnormal increase in asylum applications from certain Balkan countries exempt from EU entry visa requirements
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1706/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of adult education action plan
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1707/10 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: State aid control proceedings by the Commission in connection with the airline Deutsche Lufthansa AG and publicly subsidised airports
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1708/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Promoting sports among people with disabilities
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

E-1709/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Commission’s investigation in transmission charging methodology in the UK
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1710/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Insolvency Regulation
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1711/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Epilepsy and EU Driving Licences
**Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)**

E-1712/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Parental leave for parents of children with special needs
**Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)**

E-1713/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Difficulties for NGOs in applying for EU-funds
**Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)**

E-1714/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** ESF Funding in Dublin 2007-13
**Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)**

E-1715/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Water conservation
**Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)**

E-1717/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Budgetary cuts to community development projects in Ireland
**Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)**

E-1718/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Working time of self-employed drivers
**Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)**

E-1719/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** EU and sports
**Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)**

E-1720/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Equal pay for men and women
**Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)**

E-1722/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Workers and emergency support measures to stabilise market conditions
**Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)**

E-1723/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
**Subject:** Israeli involvement in SESAR
**Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)**
E-1724/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Pathways Project in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1725/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Charging for visas and Directive 2004/38/EC
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1726/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Past treatment of children in state residential institutions and the European Forum on the Rights of the Child
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1727/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Drugs prices
Answer from the Commission (6 April 2010)

E-1728/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: NGOs working with children with disabilities in Moldova
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1729/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Cross-border fraud and Directive 2004/80/EC
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1731/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Airport Departure Tax
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-1732/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: JESSICA initiative in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1733/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Cross-border implications of the legal protection of adults
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1734/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: ‘Boiler-room’ fraud
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1735/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Access to water in Occupied Palestinian Territories
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)
E-1736/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Guardianship rights of unmarried fathers
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1737/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Cycling in urban areas
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1738/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Draft directive on trafficking in human beings
Joint answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1739/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Draft directive on combating sexual abuse, sexual exploitation of children and child pornography
Joint answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1740/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Family Reunification Green Paper
Answer from the Commission (29 April 2010)

E-1741/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Recognition of teaching experience
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1742/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Measures to promote the integration of the Roma into the labour market
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-1744/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Lending to Coillte (Irish forestry management authority)
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1745/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Funding of forestry management
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1746/10 (EN) by Edward Scicluna (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Use of derivatives to mask public debts
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1747/10 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Legal recognition of non-gendered persons
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
E-1748/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: EU funding for Turkey
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1750/10 (EL) by Takis Hadjigeorgiou (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: EU missions
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1751/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: The uncovering of a mass grave in La Macarena (Colombia)
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

P-1752/10 (FR) by Patrick Le Hyaric (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Mobilisation of the European Solidarity Fund and development of European extreme weather prevention and adaptation capacity
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1753/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Tree-felling in the El Túria nature reserve (Spain)
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-1754/10 (EN) by Renate Weber (ALDE) to the Council (22 March 2010)
Subject: Sentencing of human rights defenders in Italy because of their humanitarian work
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

E-1755/10 (EN) by Renate Weber (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Sentencing of human rights defenders in Italy because of their humanitarian work
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1756/10 (FR) by Catherine Greze (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Extension of Hondarribia-San Sebastián airport
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-1757/10 (NL) by Louis Bontes (NI) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: No income requirement for family reunification
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1758/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) and Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Fisheries agreement with Morocco and the inalienable rights of the Saharan people
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1759/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) and Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: European Union regulatory framework for evaluating the risk to health of substances with endocrine-disrupting potential
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)
E-1760/10 (RO) by Iosif Matula (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Relations between private and public universities
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

P-1761/10 (FR) by Gaston Franco (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Integration of national environmental research programmes on the Mediterranean Sea, on the model of the BONUS-169 Programme for the Baltic Sea
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

P-1763/10 (PT) by José Manuel Fernandes (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Safety at work for fishermen
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1764/10 (DA) by Jens Rohde (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Protection of legal certainty, freedom of expression and freedom of the press
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1765/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Illegal billing of consumers — responsibility of telephone companies
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1766/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Regulation of the market in financial derivatives
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1767/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Refusal by Greece to authorise organic products for the protection of palm plantations from the red palm weevil (Rhynchophorus ferrugineus)
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1768/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Use of Lebaycid, a prohibited plant protection product, in Greece
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

E-1769/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Production standards to be met by European and imported agricultural products
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1770/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Promotion of European agricultural products
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1771/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Responsibility of EU political representatives
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)
E-1772/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Illegal trade in domestic animals in Greece  
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1773/10 (EN) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE), Alexander Alvaro (ALDE), Cecilia Wikström (ALDE), Sophia in ‘t Veld (ALDE) and Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Council (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Is the Council pushing to share healthcare records with the US?  
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1774/10 (FR) by Anne Delvaux (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Workers’ protection and social rights in relation to adoption leave  
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1775/10 (FR) by Françoise Castex (S&D) and Thijs Berman (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Social housing  
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1776/10 (IT) by Clemente Mastella (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Urgent measures to support the tobacco sector in Europe  
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1777/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Genetically modified organisms (GMOs)  
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1778/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Advertising of prostitution in the European media  
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1779/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (25 March 2010)  
Subject: Advertising of prostitution in the European media  
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1780/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Setting-up of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)  
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-1781/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)  
Subject: Setting-up of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT)  
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1782/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)  
Subject: The EU’s role in contributing to Chile’s sustainable infrastructure  
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)
E-1783/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Unlawful phone call arbitrage
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1784/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Companies owning sensitive technologies with security implications
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

P-1785/10 (EN) by Olle Schmidt (ALDE) to the Council (18 March 2010)
Subject: Criminalisation of the drug khat within the EU
Answer from the Council (26 April 2010)

P-1786/10 (DE) by Othmar Karas (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: CEBS draft implementation guidelines regarding instruments referred to in Article 57(a) of Directive 2006/48/EC recast
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

P-1787/10 (EN) by Gerard Batten (EFD) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Possible breach of Directive 2004/18/EC on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works contracts, public supply contracts and public service contracts
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)

P-1788/10 (EN) by Michael Cashman (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Spring hunting in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

P-1789/10 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Working in another Member State — forms
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

P-1790/10 (IT) by Salvatore Iacolino (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Equating engineers and architects with mere service suppliers
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1792/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Statements by Baroness Ashton on piracy in the Indian Ocean
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-1793/10 (DE) by Othmar Karas (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Macroeconomic study of the impact on the real economy of the Basel Committee’s planned capital and liquidity measures
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1794/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Labelling of products from animals reared on genetically modified feed
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
E-1795/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Mobile telephone viruses
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1796/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Protection of consumers from illicit SMS charges
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1797/10 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Food supplements
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1798/10 (EN) by Robert Sturdy (ECR) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Methyl bromide
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-1800/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Regeneration capacity for waste oils in the EU
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1801/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Chinese mitten crabs and other alien species in the River Thames
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1802/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: The EU’s eel recovery plan
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1803/10 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Orphanages in Romania
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-1804/10 (EN) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Promotion of companies active in food industries in Bulgaria with EU funds
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2010)

E-1805/10 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Discriminatory treatment of EU citizens by France
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1806/10 (FR) by Véronique De Keyser (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Dialogue — freely maintained or mandatory?
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
E-1807/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Criminal act in the former Lombarda Petroli refinery
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1808/10 (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: President Barroso should make his correspondence public
Answer from the Commission (15 April 2010)

E-1809/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: UK e-Borders Programme — follow up
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1810/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Situation in the MacVila and MacTrading companies (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1811/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Situation of shipyards in Vila do Conde (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1812/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Shipwrecks and deaths of fishermen in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1813/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Prejudicial effects of failure to use cod quota
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1814/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Aid to the management of areas of major value for environmental and conservation purposes, close to urban centres
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-1815/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Community support for traditional shipyards (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1816/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Resumption of international negotiations on climate change after Copenhagen
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1817/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Consequences of the European Emissions Trading Scheme
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)
E-1818/10 (PT) by Ildá Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Taxation of financial transactions
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1819/10 (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (ECR), Marek Józef Gróbarczyk (ECR), Paweł Robert Kowal (ECR), Jacek Olgięrd Kurski (ECR), Tomasz Piotr Poręba (ECR), Jacek Włosowicz (ECR) and Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Prevention by the Member States of calls for the mass expulsion of foreigners
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

P-1820/10 (DE) by Jutta Steinruck (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: State aid: change to the Dutch subsidised housing system (Decisions Nos E 2/2005 and N 642/2009)
Answer from the Commission (8 April 2010)

E-1821/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD), Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (22 March 2010)
Subject: Massacre of Christians in the village of Dogo Nahawa and security of the Catholic minority in Nigeria
Joint answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-1822/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD), Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Massacre of Christians in the village of Dogo Nahawa and security of the Catholic minority in Nigeria
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1823/10 (EN) by Luigi Berlinguer (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: EMETT Project: European Master for European Teacher Training
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1824/10 (IT) by Giommaria Uggias (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Content of the guarantee from Alcoa
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1825/10 (IT) by Giommaria Uggias (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Use of the guarantee deposit from Alcoa as co-financing share for EU funding
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1826/10 (IT) by Giommaria Uggias (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Use of the guarantee deposit from Alcoa for the clean-up of the Sulcis area (Sardinia)
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1827/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Climategate: the climate change swindle
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1828/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Commission and Parliament at odds over the CAP
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)
E-1829/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Universities and business: the need for a stronger dialogue
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1830/10 (RO) by Sebastian Valentin Bodu (PPE) to the Council (22 March 2010)
Subject: Creation of a specialised court for patents
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-1831/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Labelling of eggs
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-1832/10 (LT) by Vilija Blinkevičiūtė (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Reinforcing citizens’ right of initiative in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

P-1833/10 (FR) by Damien Abad (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Using OLAF external investigations in the implementation of Community funds
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

P-1834/10 (PL) by Małgorzata Handzlik (PPE) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Evaluation and authorisation of nutritional and health claims by the EFSA
Answer from the Commission (9 April 2010)

E-1835/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Infrastructures in south-east Europe
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1836/10 (PL) by Joanna Katarzyna Skrzyczewska (PPE), Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE) and Artur Zasada (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Discrimination against the Polish minority in Lithuania
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1837/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Support for the construction of a health centre
Answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-1838/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Support for the rehabilitation of railway lines
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1839/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Help to improve safety on the EN 312 national road
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1840/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Assessing the efficiency of investment in higher education
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1841/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Damage caused by restoration work in Serra do Courel (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-1842/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Landfill site in the region of Grammatiko in Attica
Joint answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1843/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE), Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) and Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Increased risk of poverty for large families
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-1844/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Judicial proceedings concerning Lake Koroneia
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1845/10 (EN) by Claudio Morganti (EFD), Cristiana Muscardini (PPE), Gianluca Susta (S&D) and Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Textile products imported into the EU
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1846/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Provision of water resources in Palestine
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1847/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Computer viruses and spyware
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1848/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE), Gianluca Susta (S&D), Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) and Claudio Morganti (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Access to third-country markets — Chinese safety technical code for textile products
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1849/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Terrorism
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1850/10 (PL) by Małgorzata Handzlik (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Withdrawal of traditional light bulbs from the market
Answer from the Commission (13 June 2010)
P-1851/10 (FR) by Vincent Peillon (S&D) to the Council (18 March 2010)
Subject: Visit to Israel and the Palestinian territories by the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy and Vice-President of the Commission
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)

E-1852/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Illegal waste dump in the Chacorche ravine (Igueste de Candelaria, Tenerife)
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1853/10 (ES) by Josefa Andrés Barea (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Regulation on technical management measures for the sustainable exploitation of fishery resources in the Mediterranean Sea
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-1854/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Authorisation of the genetically-modified potato variety ‘Amflora’
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1855/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Expansion of nuclear power generation
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1856/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Bloody violence between Christians and Muslims in Nigeria
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1857/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: EUFOR operations abroad
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1858/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Genocide against the Armenians in Turkey
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1859/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Copts in Egypt
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1861/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Presence of cotton produced using child labour in Euro notes
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-1862/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Bioenergy electricity plant
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)
E-1863/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Fluoride in Irish water
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1864/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Introduction of screening for mental health
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1865/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: The misuse of tropical Asian forests
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-1866/10 (EN) by Jill Evans (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Hamburger Sparkasse AG
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

P-1867/10 (IT) by Andrea Cozzolino (S&D) to the Commission (18 March 2010)
Subject: Use of EU Solidarity Fund resources for the earthquake in Abruzzo
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

P-1868/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Audiovisual Media Services Directive
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1869/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Support for rail modernisation in Portugal
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1870/10 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Sharps injuries
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1871/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Compliance with the Services Directive 2006/123/EC as regards maintaining the requirement in Spain for experts to be members of a professional association
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-1872/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Cross-border regional railway services
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1873/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: EU-South Korea free trade agreement and trade in agricultural products
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)
E-1874/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Depopulation of rural Greece
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1875/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Imported sun-dried tomatoes causing hepatitis A
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1876/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Promotion of the use of biogas in Europe
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1877/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: CAP — High Nature Value systems
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1878/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Medical complications resulting from silicone implants
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1879/10 (EN) by Csaba Sándor Tabajdi (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Problems with the PDO/PGI registration in the E-Bacchus register
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1880/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Missing children hotline — 116000
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1881/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Rights of persons with disabilities within the EU
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-1882/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Possible link between sunscreen and excess levels of zinc in the blood
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-1883/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Turkish ambassador to Sweden protests against vote on resolution on Armenian genocide
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1884/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Euronews broadcasts in Turkish
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
E-1885/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Council (26 March 2010)
Subject: Increase in the number of European summits
Answer from the Council (10 May 2010)

E-1886/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD), Giancarlo Scottà (EFD), Matteo Salvini (EFD) and Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Risks for human consumption of the Solanum Tuberosum L. potato recently placed on the market and the activity of the EFSA
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1887/10 (RO) by Rareș-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Technical procedures concerning the operation of the European Microfinance Facility Progress
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

P-1888/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Consequences of the latest progress report for Bulgaria and Romania
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1889/10 (ES) by Iratxe García Pérez (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Implementation of crisis management measures for fruit and vegetables
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1890/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: IPCC and the Oregon Petition Project
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1891/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Unfair competition in the transport sector
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-1892/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Maximising potential of SMEs
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-1893/10 (FR) by Rareș-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) and Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Marketing of products containing perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA)
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1894/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Parental responsibility
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1895/10 (IT) by Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Controlled ship dismantling
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)
E-1896/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) and Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Measures to reduce or exterminate exogenous invasive species
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1897/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) and Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Specific Community financial support for organic farming
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

P-1898/10 (EN) by Monica Luisa Macovei (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Combating corruption through the Stockholm Programme
Answer from the Commission (21 April 2010)

E-1899/10 (EN) by John Attard-Montalto (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Consumer protection: prices of medicines in Malta
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1900/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Derogations from the Working Time Directive for workers in the press, radio, TV and film production
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1901/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Religious freedom
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-1902/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Energy saving
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1903/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Admission to the Bar
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-1904/10 (DE) by Markus Ferber (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: International Women’s Day 2010 — activities of the EU delegation to Kazakhstan
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

P-1905/10 (DA) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Answer from the Commission (16 April 2010)

P-1906/10 (EL) by Georgios Kousmoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Use of the so-called ‘constitutional name’ of the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia by the Commissioner for Enlargement, Mr Stefan Fule
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
P-1907/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Italian tanning industry
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

P-1908/10 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Attacks on the Christian minority in Mosul, Iraq
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1909/10 (EL) by Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: 60th Session of Marine Environment Protection Committee
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-1910/10 (EN) by Stavros Lambrinidis (S&D) and Sophia in ‘t Veld (ALDE) to the Commission
Subject: Stakeholders’ meeting on copyright and privacy by DG MARKT
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1911/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Council (26 March 2010)
Subject: Falkland Islands
Answer from the Council (3 May 2010)

E-1912/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Sugar payments to Trinidad and Tobago
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-1913/10 (IT) by Guido Milana (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Emergency situation for the small coastal trawling sector
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-1914/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Council (26 March 2010)
Subject: Law on blasphemy in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-1915/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Law on blasphemy in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1916/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Conception of ‘organic product’ in agriculture and in the labelling of organic wine
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-1917/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: GMOs (genetically modified organisms), Solanum tuberosum (L. line EH92-527-1) and a new
GMO framework
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)
E-1918/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Support for the modernisation of the Douro railway line (Portugal)
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1919/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Textile, garment and footwear industry in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-1920/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Unfair competition in the EU textile sector
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

P-1921/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Somalia — seizure of oil tanker
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

P-1922/10 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Deportation of family members
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1923/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Genetically modified Amflora potato
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1924/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Humanitarian aid to Chile
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1925/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Darfur
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1926/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Human rights
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-1927/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Israeli proposal against Iran
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1928/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Turkey’s opposition to in vitro fertilisation
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)
E-1929/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Nigeria — attacks in Jos
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1930/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: The dangers of online gambling
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1931/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Ladies in White: fresh attacks and intimidation
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1932/10 (DA) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Export of tools of torture from EU countries
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-1933/10 (DE) by Jürgen Creutzmann (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Commission decision on state aid for Dortmund Airport
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1934/10 (EN) by Jürgen Creutzmann (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Human rights in Gilgit-Baltistan
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1935/10 (EN) by Ernst Strasser (PPE) and Carlos Coelho (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Google Street View and protection of privacy
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-1936/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Community funding for restoring a hydroelectric power station
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

P-1937/10 (SV) by Carl Haglund (ALDE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Access to a document of general interest
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-1938/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (26 March 2010)
Subject: Murder in Dubai of Mahmoud al-Madhouh by Mossad agents
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-1939/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Murder in Dubai of Mahmoud al-Mabhouh by Mossad agents
Joint answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)
E-1940/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Thessaloniki Metro, protection and promotion of archaeological finds
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1941/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Anti-competitive practices
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1942/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Trade and the External Action Service
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1943/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Child labour and alleged religious discrimination in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1944/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Financial assistance following the earthquake in Chile
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-1945/10 (EN) by Nicole Sinclaire (NI) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Asylum-seekers — costs and liabilities
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-1946/10 (FR) by Robert Rochefort (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Employment of young people and teacher training
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-1947/10 (SV) by Carl Haglund (ALDE) to the Commission (26 March 2010)
Subject: Aid for beekeeping
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1948/10 (CS) by Zuzana Roithová (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Abolition of the switch to summer time
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

P-1949/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Noise regulations in speedway
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1950/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Project to pipe water from the river Segura and its effect on species protected under the Habitats Directive (Murcia, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)
E-1951/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Plan to pipe water from the river Segura and its impact on SCI ES6200004 ‘Sierras y Vega Alta del Segura y ríos Alhárabe y Moratalla’ (Murcia, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1952/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Plan to pipe water from the river Segura and its impact on SPA ES0000266 Sierra de Moratalla (Murcia, Spain)
Joint answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1953/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Revision of current criteria for the European ecolabel for cleaning products
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-1954/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Revision of current criteria for the European ecolabel for cleaning products
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-1955/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Legality of minimum alcohol pricing under EU competition rules — the Scottish case
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1956/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) and Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Precautionary principle in the assessment of risks for human and animal health resulting from the placing on the market of products containing GMOs
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-1957/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Emissions Trading System: environmental fraud?
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1958/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Revision of Directive 2003/86/EC — the right to family reunification
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-1959/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Revision of Directive 2003/86/EC — the right to family reunification
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

P-1960/10 (LT) by Justas Vincas Paleckis (S&D) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: European Commission recommendation concerning the setting-up of a special body
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

P-1961/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Turkish ban on artificial insemination
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)
P-1962/10 (NL) by Daniël van der Stoep (NI) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Parliament v the Council C-133/06 and the proposal for a regulation on the multiannual financial framework
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-1963/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) and Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Information society — social networking sites and protection of users
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-1964/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Mobility of academic and research staff
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-1965/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Illegal immigration and healthcare
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1966/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: New technologies and Greek schools
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-1967/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Illegal online gambling in Greece and the rest of Europe
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-1968/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Diversion of the River Ebro
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1969/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Opening-up of public procurement markets in third countries
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-1970/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: 'Gruyère' as a protected designation of origin (PDO)
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-1972/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: EU 2020 Strategy and the territorial level
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-1973/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Education
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)
E-1974/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Setting up of a single platform for the auctioning of CO₂ emission allowances under the ETS Directive
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1975/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Financing of the SET-plan
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1976/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: European objective of reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-1977/10 (IT) by Patrizia Toia (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Alternative ways of financing development
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-1979/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Turkish ban on artificial insemination by a person other than the spouse
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1980/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Law to ‘protect the Turkish race’
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1981/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Sentencing of a cartoonist in Turkey, preventive censorship
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1982/10 (RO) by Sebastian Valentin Bodu (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Stamp duty on dispute settlement applications submitted to the European Court of Justice
Answer from the Commission (23 April 2010)

E-1983/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcàrs (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Free trade agreements with third countries, such as the recent agreement with South Korea
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-1984/10 (DE) by Angelika Niebler (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Payments between Germany and Lithuania
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-1985/10 (EN) by Roger Helmer (ECR) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Freedom of information
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)
E-1986/10 (EN) by Roger Helmer (ECR) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Spanish mobile phone law — unfair practice
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-1987/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Support for the creation of a Douro Coastal National Park
Joint answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-1988/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Support for conservation at the ‘Valongo’ (Portugal) Natura 2000 site
Joint answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-1989/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: ‘Vinho verde’
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-1990/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: R12 refrigerant gas
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-1991/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Community support for the Ria Formosa area (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (2 September 2010)

E-1992/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Support for shellfish producers in Ria Formosa (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-1993/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Support for certification of hake from Beirinha (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-1994/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Criteria for the reclassification of ‘less favoured areas’
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1995/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) and Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Aidesep projects in the Peruvian Amazon
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

P-1996/10 (DE) by Ismail Ertug (S&D) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Support for the open source software project for the European Train Control System ETCS
Answer from the Commission (19 April 2010)
E-1997/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Follow-up question to the reply to Question E-0524/10: quantifying 'massive investments'
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-1998/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Follow-up question to the reply to Question E-0524/10: Cost of adapting the Spanish gauge to the 'European' gauge for the Mediterranean corridor
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-1999/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Free trade agreements with third countries such as the recent agreement with South Korea
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2000/10 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE) and Christa Klaß (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of agriculture in a future EU climate policy
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2001/10 (EL) by Antigoni Papadopoulou (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Turkish flag on Mount Pentadaktylos
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-2002/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Wood pigeon hunting in Flanders
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2003/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Follow-up to Written Declaration P5_TA(2004)0277
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-2004/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Follow-up to Written Declaration P5_TA(2004)0277
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2005/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Interpretation and enforcement of the rights of airline passengers
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2006/10 (NL) by Daniël van der Stoep (NI) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Case C-133/06 (Parliament v Council) and the proposed regulation on the multiannual financial framework
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2007/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Eurozone: consolidation measures and sanctions suggested by the German government
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)
E-2008/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Eurozone: consolidation measures and sanctions suggested by the German government
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

P-2009/10 (FR) by Dominique Vlasto (PPE) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: The General Report on the Activities of the EU for 2009 and the Union for the Mediterranean
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

P-2010/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Recall of Turkish ambassadors in Washington and Stockholm
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2011/10 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Measures apparently being taken to combat corruption in Greece
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2012/10 (DE) by Britta Reimers (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Engine power of fishing vessels in the flatfish protection area
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

P-2013/10 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Price controls on basic consumer goods
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2014/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Services of general interest
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2015/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: EU trade agreement with Peru and Colombia
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2016/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Illegal trade in goods which could be used for torture
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2017/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Cost of fertility treatment in Greece
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2018/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Cooperation in the field of professional football in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)
E-2019/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Private tuition in Greece
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2020/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the regulation outlawing the trade in goods which could be used for torture
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2021/10 (EN) by Ashley Fox (ECR) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: The importation of ungulates into the EU
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-2022/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Forestry Management
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2023/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Use of injunctive relief
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2024/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of wild shellfish in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2025/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE) and Lena Ek (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: E-skills in the EU
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2026/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D), Corina Crețu (S&D) and Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to
the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Employees’ rights
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2027/10 (SV) by Carl Haglund (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Daytime running lights on cars
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2028/10 (SV) by Olle Schmidt (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Strengthening of R & D potential in border areas
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2029/10 (LV) by Inese Vaidere (PPE) to the Commission (22 March 2010)
Subject: Politically incorrect use of language in material distributed to the press by the Commission
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)
E-2030/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the new cabotage rules
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-2031/10 (DA) by Søren Bo Søndergaard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Follow-up to initiatives to stop the trade in tools of torture, Question E-5063/07
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2032/10 (EL) by Kyriakos Mavronikolas (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Loss of income of refugee farmers in Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2033/10 (EN) by Judith Sargentini (Verts/ALE), Jan Philipp Albrecht (Verts/ALE), Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE), Eva Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE), Christian Engström (Verts/ALE), Karima Delli (Verts/ALE), Franziska Keller (Verts/ALE), Yannick Jadot (Verts/ALE) and Sandrine Bélier (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Statements by Commission Vice-President Neelie Kroes concerning the negotiations on the ACTA agreement
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2034/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of South Korea; duty drawback system (DDB) and safeguard clause in future agreements
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2035/10 (FI) by Riikka Manner (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Use of methanol in windscreen washer fluids
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2036/10 (IT) by Giommaria Uggias (ALDE), Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) and Luigì de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Complaint about Italy’s ‘tax shield’ law
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2037/10 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Case of extradition from Italy to Romania
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-2038/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Purpose of unpaid IPA funds — funding for Turkey in 2008
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2039/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Turkish Prime Minister threatens to deport 100 000 Armenians
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2040/10 (NL) by Cornelis de Jong (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Application of the regulation on cross-border payments in the case of withdrawals from cash machines abroad
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)
E-2041/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Development of the Daphne programme
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2042/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Exclusion of pregnant drug addicts
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2043/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Measures to boost food consumption in the internal market
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2044/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Free Trade Agreement between the European Union and the Republic of South Korea; duty drawback system (DDB) and safeguard clause in future agreements
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2045/10 (BG) by Iliana Ivanova (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Free movement of workers — temporary restrictions affecting the new Member States
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-2046/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Construction of the Llanera-Avilés section of the AS-III motorway (Asturias, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2047/10 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Competitive disadvantages for German dealers of EU vehicles as a result of the amalgamation of main and exhaust tests
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2048/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Auditing by the Commission of reports in the context of structural funds
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2049/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of the Armenians
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2050/10 (EL) by Marietta Giannakou (PPE) and Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: A further case of Turkish harassment of a Greek Frontex helicopter
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-2051/10 (FI) by Liisa Jaakonsaari (S&D) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Problems with low-energy light bulbs
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)
E-2052/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Alcohol health warning labelling
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-2054/10 (EN) by Andrew Henry William Brons (NI) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Harmonisation of criminal law
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2055/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Balkanisation of Europe
Joint answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2056/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Multiculturalism as a way to dilute identities
Joint answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2057/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Indigenous peoples becoming minorities
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2058/10 (EN) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) and Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Infringements of EU legislation relating to the trade in ‘breeding cattle’ with Russia
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2059/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Pre-mixed caffeinated alcoholic drinks
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-2060/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Activity-based charging in hospitals
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2061/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Facebook and tags
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2062/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Corruption and professional football in Europe
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2063/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Very small number of rape charges resulting in trials in all the EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)
E-2064/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Introduction of a European education system
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2065/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Impact of the Morocco-EU Agreement on the citrus fruit sector
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2066/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Employment of nationals of the new Member States in EU institutions and agencies
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2067/10 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Contaminated cabin air in jet airliners
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2068/10 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Single European Sky II package
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2069/10 (DE) by Karl-Heinz Florenz (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Studies into the impact of aeroplane noise on health
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2070/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (7 April 2010)
Subject: EU’s procrastination on Iran
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

P-2071/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Pesticides and brain development
Answer from the Commission (29 April 2010)

P-2072/10 (DE) by Jörg Leichtfried (S&D) to the Council (25 March 2010)
Subject: Number of Members of the European Parliament following the entry into force of the Lisbon
Treaty
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

P-2073/10 (DE) by Evelyn Regner (S&D) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Number of Members of the European Parliament following the entry into force of the Lisbon
Treaty
Answer from the Commission (20 April 2010)

P-2074/10 (EL) by Maria Eleni Koppa (S&D) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Provocative behaviour by Turkey in the Aegean
Joint answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)
E-2075/10 (EL) by Maria Eleni Koppa (S&D) to the Council (7 April 2010)
Subject: Provocative behaviour by Turkey in the Aegean
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2076/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Approval of converted vehicles in the EU
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2077/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: The Danish payment card, Dankort, and the euro
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2078/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Simplification of rules must not result in deterioration of working environment
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2079/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: ACTA and its restrictions on fundamental rights
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2080/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Construction of a road in a protected area in Epirus
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2081/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Management of hospital waste in Attica
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

P-2082/10 (FR) by Patrice Tirolien (S&D) to the Commission (25 March 2010)
Subject: Impact of the trade agreement between the EU and Andean countries on rum producers from the EU and ACP countries
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-2083/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Agreement between the EU and Morocco on trade in agricultural goods
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2084/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Scams operated by European City Guide
Answer from the Commission (28 April 2010)

E-2085/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Burgeoning obesity problem in Europe
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)
E-2086/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Funding for energy efficient renovation
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-2087/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Missing children hotline number
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-2088/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Transportation of breeding cattle
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2089/10 (EN) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Illicit trade in tobacco products
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-2090/10 (IT) by Paolo Bartolozzi (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Chinese technical code for textile products for clothing and furnishings
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2091/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Business of torture: are EU bans adequate?
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

P-2092/10 (ES) by Luis Yáñez-Barnuevo García (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: EU protection and overseeing of the Ladies in White
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

P-2093/10 (ES) by Francisco Sosa Wagner (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Credit rating agencies
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

P-2094/10 (FR) by Kader Arif (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Implications of the trade agreement with Colombia and Peru for bananas and sugar
Joint answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

P-2095/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Ban on ammunition in hold baggage on aircraft
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-2096/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Council (7 April 2010)
Subject: Murder of Hamas member in Dubai
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)
E-2097/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Murder of Hamas member in Dubai
Joint answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2098/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Arms acquisition by Greece
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2099/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Emergency fund for non-eurozone countries
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2100/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Danube strategy
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2101/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: ‘Erased people’ in Slovenia
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

P-2102/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Representation of central and eastern European countries within the European External Action Service (EEAS)
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2103/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Call for jihad against Switzerland — reaction of the High Representative
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2104/10 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: State guarantees for railway undertakings
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-2105/10 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Inaccurate data collection for CO₂ fines imposed on car manufacturers
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2106/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Turkish violation of Greek airspace over the Aegean Sea
Joint answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2107/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Sale of the Hellenic Telecommunications Organisation (OTE) to Deutsche Telekom (DT)
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)
E-2108/10 (EN) by Jan Březina (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Czech Operational Programme Research and Development for Innovation — the 2007 allocation
Preliminary answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (9 September 2010)

E-2109/10 (EN) by Elizabeth Lynne (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Cruise vessel security and safety
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-2111/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE), Alexander Graf Lambsdorff (ALDE) and Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) to the Council (7 April 2010)
Subject: Reproductive rights in Turkey and abroad
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2112/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE), Alexander Graf Lambsdorff (ALDE) and Sophia in ’t Veld (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Reproductive rights in Turkey and abroad
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2113/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: IOC and trade agreements at Olympic venues
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2114/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Education
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2115/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Education
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2116/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Education
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2117/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Education
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2118/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Education
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2119/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Education
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)
E-2120/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Education  
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)  

E-2121/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Education  
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)  

E-2122/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Education  
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)  

E-2123/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Education  
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)  

E-2124/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Council (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Libya-Switzerland issue  
Joint answer from the Council (14 June 2010)  

E-2125/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Council (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Libya-Switzerland issue  
Joint answer from the Council (14 June 2010)  

E-2126/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Council (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Libya-Switzerland issue  
Joint answer from the Council (14 June 2010)  

E-2127/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Council (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Libya-Switzerland issue  
Joint answer from the Council (14 June 2010)  

E-2128/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Economic crisis  
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)  

E-2129/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Economic crisis  
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)  

E-2130/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)  
Subject: Economic crisis  
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)
E-2131/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Economic crisis
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2132/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Economic crisis
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2133/10 (EN) by David Casa (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Economic crisis
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

P-2134/10 (EN) by Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: EU public procurement rules
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

P-2135/10 (IT) by Carlo Casini (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Award of water management services in the Basilicata region
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

P-2136/10 (ES) by Esther Herranz García (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Olive oil
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-2137/10 (EN) by Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: SR Technics
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-2138/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (7 April 2010)
Subject: Responsibility of States for operation Atalanta escorts
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2139/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: 'Vacaciones en paz' (Holidays in peace) programme for Sahrawi refugee children
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2140/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Including bluefin tuna in CITES Appendix 1
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2141/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Kosovo’s chances of joining the EU
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)
E-2142/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Aid for fishing vessels carrying out illegal fishing activities
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2143/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Wind turbines hampering nature conservation
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2144/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Human rights in Afghanistan
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2145/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: World Water Day
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2146/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Internet piracy
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2147/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Possible funding for the building of a multipurpose centre in the municipality of Spoltore (PE)
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2148/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Rural housing and integrated farming project in the municipality of Tuscania (VT)
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2149/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Ethnic and religious clashes in central Nigeria
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-2150/10 (PL) by Lidia Joanna Geringer de Oedenberg (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Additional MEPs following the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2151/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Milk quotas
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2152/10 (RO) by Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Macro-region strategies
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)
E-2153/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Kashmir
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-2154/10 (EN) by Stephen Hughes (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Erasmus mobility
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-2155/10 (EN) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Cost of relief efforts in Haiti
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2156/10 (LT) by Vilija Blinkevičiūtė (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: European Union quality charter for traineeships
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2157/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Cost of projects to promote legal immigration
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

P-2158/10 (ES) by Rosa Estaràs Ferragut (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Port dues in Spain — incentives and exemptions
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

P-2159/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Fluoridation of drinking water in Southampton, UK
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2160/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Definition of sampling stations representative of groundwater aquifers
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2161/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Prohibiting Member States from importing products produced by children
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2162/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: EU strategy for youth
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2163/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Omega mesh gauge
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)
E-2164/10 (DE) by Nadja Hirsch (ALDE) and Britta Reimers (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Keeping of rabbits for fattening and breeding rabbits
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-2165/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: European auction platform for CO₂ rights
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2166/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Commission’s plans in relation to equality issues
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2167/10 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE) to the Council (7 April 2010)
Subject: Reported measures to fight corruption in Greece
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2168/10 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Setting up of the High Level Group on the Competitiveness of the Chemicals Industry in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2169/10 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of species in Italy
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2170/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: The creative sector in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2171/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of forests and their functions
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2172/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Fruit and vegetable sector in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-2173/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Nuclear energy
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-2174/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of consumers against the health risks posed by chicken contaminated by bacteria
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)
**E-2175/10** (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of Lake Paralimni in Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

**E-2176/10** (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Redevelopment of Eleftheria Square in Nicosia
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

**E-2177/10** (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Corruption in Somalia
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

**E-2178/10** (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Council (7 April 2010)
Subject: Incidents at the European Union’s southern borders
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

**E-2179/10** (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Incidents at the European Union’s southern borders
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

**E-2180/10** (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Continuing provocative behaviour by FYROM
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

**E-2181/10** (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Women’s rights in Yemen
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

**E-2182/10** (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: MON 810 transgenic corn
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

**E-2183/10** (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Assessment of lifelong learning programmes in Greece
Answer from the Commission (19 August 2010)

**E-2184/10** (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Second chance schools in Greece
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

**E-2185/10** (EL) by Kriton Arsenis (S&D) and Chrysoula Paliadeli (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Lack of transparency in contacts between the Commission and the German automobile industry during the drawing up of legislation on pollutant emissions from motor vehicles
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)
E-2186/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Indect project
Answer from the Commission (19 August 2010)

E-2187/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Administration of .eu registry
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2188/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the workplace directive
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2189/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Fire safety of furniture
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2190/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: The excise duty directive and the Structures directive
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2191/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Eritrea
Answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-2192/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Kurds in Syria
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2193/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Timeshare directives (Directive 94/47/EC and Directive 2008/122/EC)
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2194/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: 1997 baseline maps in relation to Article 17 of the Habitats Directive
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2195/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: The Anti-Counterfeit Trade Agreement Treaty
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2196/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Bacteria in chicken
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
E-2197/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Religious cults in Italy
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2198/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (7 April 2010)
Subject: Travel on official business by European officials at the Fundamental Rights Agency
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2199/10 (PL) by Joanna Katarzyna Skrzydlewska (PPE) and Artur Zasada (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Excluding speedway competitions from the scope of Directive 2002/49/EC
Joint answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2200/10 (PL) by Artur Zasada (PPE) and Joanna Katarzyna Skrzydlewska (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Public passenger transport services by rail and road
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-2201/10 (PL) by Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Support for tobacco growers in Poland in accordance with Article 68 of Council Regulation 73/2009
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2202/10 (PL) by Elżbieta Katarzyna Łukacijewska (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Recognition of the professional qualifications of Polish nurses and midwives in the EU
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2203/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: EU-US anti-terrorism cooperation following the rejection of the SWIFT agreement
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2204/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Environmental impact of the Nord Stream pipeline in the Baltic Sea
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2205/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of support programmes for children and young people at risk
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2206/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Less meat = less heat
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2207/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Improper use of Community funds intended for the poorest regions to finance projects in Lisbon
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)
E-2208/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Purchase of ‘Magalhães’ computers by the Portuguese Government
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2209/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Unemployment and job insecurity in Vale do Sousa and Baixo Tâmega
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2210/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Support for Algarve fishermen (boat dredge fishing)
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2211/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Quality and prices of electricity services in the Member States
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2212/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Funding for an international bone-lace event in Peniche
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-2213/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Sewerage system in Paredes
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2214/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Aid to water distribution cooperatives in the municipality of Paredes
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2215/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Closure of the Cofaco factory on Fayal Island
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2216/10 (RO) by Ioan Enciu (S&D) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Media deterioration in the current economic and financial crisis and possible repercussions on respect for citizens’ rights to freedom of expression and information
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2217/10 (FI) by Satu Hassi (Verts/ALE) and Heidi Hautala (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Concealed distribution of dividends by Teollisuuden Voima Oy
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-2218/10 (SV) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Homeopathy in Sweden
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)
E-2219/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Val di Susa high-speed rail project
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

P-2220/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: AIB restructuring plan
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2222/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Access to Commission buildings
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2223/10 (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the Water Framework Directive in Denmark
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-2224/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Spanish Coast Act
Joint answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

E-2225/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Armenian genocide — effects on EU-Turkey relations
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2226/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Council (9 April 2010)
Subject: Evaluation of the last ten years of the Bologna Process and future initiatives
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2227/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Evaluation of the resources used by the Solidarity Fund following the devastating fires in Greece
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2228/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: European initiatives for Down Syndrome
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2229/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Increase in racist phenomena in Greek schools
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2230/10 (EN) by Ana Gomes (S&D) to the Council (9 April 2010)
Subject: CIA flights-related investigation results not disclosed in Poland
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)
E-2231/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Vitamin D
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2232/10 (EN) by Claude Moraes (S&D) to the Council (9 April 2010)
Subject: The potential role of Spirulina in addressing malnutrition
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2233/10 (EN) by Claude Moraes (S&D) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: The potential role of Spirulina in addressing malnutrition
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2234/10 (EN) by Franziska Keller (Verts/ALE) and Thijs Berman (S&D) to the Council (9 April 2010)
Subject: Treaty for Exceptions and Limitations for the Visually Impaired
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2235/10 (EN) by Franziska Keller (Verts/ALE) and Thijs Berman (S&D) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Treaty for Exceptions and Limitations for the Visually Impaired
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2236/10 (FR) by Catherine Soullie (PPE) to the Council (9 April 2010)
Subject: European energy independence (the issue of Neodymium)
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2237/10 (FR) by Catherine Soullie (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: European energy independence (the issue of Neodymium)
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2238/10 (IT) by Sergio Gaetano Cofferati (S&D) and Pier Antonio Panzeri (S&D) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Closure of Maflow in Trezzano (Milan)
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2239/10 (IT) by Paolo Bartolozzi (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Cinema and television adverts promoting the Marche region
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2240/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Crisis in Greece and the weak euro
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2241/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Protecting trademarks from counterfeiting on the Web
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)
**E-2242/10** (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** RFID technology: a future turning point?
**Answer from the Commission** (25 May 2010)

**E-2243/10** (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Follow-up to the European Parliament resolution on social economy
**Answer from the Commission** (12 July 2010)

**E-2244/10** (PL) by Janusz Wojciechowski (ECR) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Genetically modified organisms (GMOs) grown without notification of the relevant national authorities
**Answer from the Commission** (25 May 2010)

**E-2245/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Malaria in Angola
**Answer from the Commission** (18 June 2010)

**E-2246/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Disappearance of native woodland in northern Portugal
**Answer from the Commission** (8 June 2010)

**E-2247/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Statements on type A flu by Wolfgang Wodarg
**Answer from the Commission** (25 May 2010)

**E-2248/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** ‘Green Cork’
**Answer from the Commission** (31 May 2010)

**E-2249/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Possibility of the Icesave case keeping Iceland out of the EU
**Answer from the Commission** (7 June 2010)

**E-2250/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Oncology in Portugal
**Answer from the Commission** (6 May 2010)

**E-2251/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** Frauds perpetrated on newly-arrived emigrants in France
**Answer from the Commission** (28 May 2010)

**E-2252/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
**Subject:** A tax on fast food
**Answer from the Commission** (28 May 2010)
E-2253/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Chinese threat to national bicycle industry
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-2254/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: ‘Operation Pollinator’
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2255/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Dangers of Bisphenol A
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2256/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Failure of the Copenhagen summit
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2257/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Reforestation without state aid
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2258/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Portuguese cork
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2259/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Climate change in southern Europe
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-2260/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Damage to the sum of EUR 40 million in western Portugal
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2261/10 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: False ‘Made in Israel’ labelling
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

P-2262/10 (BG) by Ivailo Kalfin (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Bulgarian Government decision on the independent mandate of the communications Regulatory Commission (CRC)
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

P-2263/10 (DA) by Emilie Turunen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Social clauses in public procurement
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)
P-2264/10 (DE) by Silvana Koch-Mehrin (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Digital dividend/Frequency auction in Germany
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

P-2266/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Provision of food information to consumers
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

P-2267/10 (FR) by Jean-Paul Gauzès (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Lighters
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

P-2268/10 (NL) by Kartika Tamara Liotard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Contracting-out by the Netherlands Food and Consumer Product Safety Authority (VWA) of meat inspections; follow-up question to Question E-1548/2008
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

P-2269/10 (PL) by Jarosław Kalinowski (PPE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Policy for the protection of environmental public goods
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-2270/10 (PT) by Luis Manuel Capoulas Santos (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Violation of the rights of Portuguese shipowners
Joint answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

P-2271/10 (FR) by Isabelle Durant (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Allocation of European funding for Burma/Myanmar
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-2272/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (9 April 2010)
Subject: Murder of three further human rights protesters opposed to Unión Fenosa’s activities in Guatemala
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2273/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Murder of three further human rights protesters opposed to Unión Fenosa’s activities in Guatemala
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2274/10 (ES) by Íñigo Méndez de Vigo (PPE) and Santiago Fisas Ayséla (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Hold the Champions League or Europa League final on 9 May
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2275/10 (CS) by Jiří Maštálka (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Checks at the German-Czech border
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)
E-2276/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Collection of vehicle tax in the EU
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2277/10 (DE) by Norbert Glante (S&D) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Contradiction between the water framework directive and the directive on energy from renewable sources
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2278/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of the ‘Prosecco’ brand
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2279/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreement between the EU and the Andean countries
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2280/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Protecting the environment and children’s health
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2281/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Provocative attitude shown by Turkey
Joint answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2282/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Airport baggage handling
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2283/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Agro-ecology
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-2284/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Sale of Cassandra Mines
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-2285/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (9 April 2010)
Subject: Suspension of co-financed activities of Environmental Education Centres in Greece
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2286/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: EU Code of Conduct on arms exports
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)
E-2287/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Posidonia oceanica in the Mediterranean
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-2289/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (6 April 2010)
Subject: Long-term plan to manage anchovy stocks
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

P-2290/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Age limit for airline pilots
Answer from the Commission (26 April 2010)

E-2291/10 (EL) by Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Support for short-distance shipping
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2292/10 (EN) by Vicky Ford (ECR) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Greece transport safety concerns
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2293/10 (EN) by Zuzana Roithová (PPE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Human rights in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2294/10 (EN) by Morten Løkkegaard (ALDE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Liberalisation of the European public transport market
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2295/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Job losses at Twinings, Hampshire, UK
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2296/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) and Carl Haglund (ALDE) to the Council
(12 April 2010)
Subject: The continuing process of deterioration of Hungarian minority rights in Slovakia; application of
Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-2297/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) and Carl Haglund (ALDE) to the Commission
(12 April 2010)
Subject: The continuing process of deterioration of Hungarian minority rights in Slovakia; application of
Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2298/10 (EN) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) and Monica Luisa Macovei (PPE) to the Commission
(12 April 2010)
Subject: Slovenian police question minister under suspicion of corruption
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)
P-2299/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Illegal use of destructive Danish seine nets in Greek waters
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2300/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with the Republic of Guatemala
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2301/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with the Republic of Guinea
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2302/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with the Republic of Guinea-Bissau
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2303/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with the Republic of Guyana
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2304/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with the Republic of Haiti
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2305/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Republic of Honduras
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2306/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with the Republic of India
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2307/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with the Republic of Indonesia
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2308/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Jamaica
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2309/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Jordan
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)
E-2310/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Kazakhstan
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2311/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Kiribati
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2312/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Kuwait
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2313/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Laos
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2314/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Lebanon
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2315/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Israel
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2316/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Japan
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2317/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Trade agreements with Kenya
Joint answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2318/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Disproportionate burden of climate change on southern EU Member States and support for their adaptation efforts from the future CAP
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2319/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Evaluation of knowledge dissemination and further training programmes for farmers and their continuing use in relation to coping with climate change
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2320/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Socioeconomic effects of climate change on the sustainability of the countryside and on social cohesion in the EU
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)
P-2321/10 (ES) by María Muñíz De Urquiza (S&D) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Pilar Juárez
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

P-2322/10 (EN) by Nicole Sinclaire (NI) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Impact of new legislation on SMEs
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

P-2323/10 (IT) by Matteo Salvini (EFD) to the Commission (6 April 2010)
Subject: Environmental impact of Parliament commuting to Strasbourg
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

E-2324/10 (CS) by Jan Březina (PPE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Activities of directory companies in the EU
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2325/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Council (12 April 2010)
Subject: Arms acquisition by Greece
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2326/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Development aid for African countries
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2327/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Genetically modified cotton
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-2328/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Family-friendly undertakings
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2329/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Precarious employment and ‘all-in’ contracts
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2330/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Paedophilia and prevention of sexual abuse
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2331/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: The fight against climate change is denied the southern EU’s ability to provide a public service in the form of carbon storage
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)
E-2332/10 (EL) by Georgios Stavrakakis (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Evaluation of the 112 emergency service telephone number
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2333/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: OECD estimates of youth unemployment in Greece
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2334/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Excessive delays in judging cases in Greece
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2335/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Informing young people about deadly viruses and diseases
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2336/10 (EN) by Evelyn Regner (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Mode 4 offers in EU trade negotiations
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2337/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) and Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Council
(16 April 2010)
Subject: Massacres of Berom Christians on the Jos Plateau, Nigeria
Joint answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2338/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) and Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission
(16 April 2010)
Subject: Massacres of Berom Christians on the Jos Plateau, Nigeria
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2339/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Replacement of the REPS Scheme by the Agri-Environment Scheme
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-2340/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of legislation relating to harvesting and sale of timber
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2341/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Free trade agreement with Ecuador
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2342/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Hungarian border authorities
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)
E-2343/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Selling radio components in the EU
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2345/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: EU Border Assistance Mission (BAM) Rafah
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2346/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: The environment and welfare of the Khanty people, Siberia
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2347/10 (EN) by Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE) to the Council (16 April 2010)
Subject: EU-LAC Summit of Heads of State and Government
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-2348/10 (EN) by Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE) to the Council (16 April 2010)
Subject: EU-LAC Summit of Heads of State and Government
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-2349/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Council (16 April 2010)
Subject: The EU’s ratification of the Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family Maintenance
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-2350/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: The EU’s ratification of the Convention on the International Recovery of Child Support and Other Forms of Family Maintenance
Answer from the Commission (29 April 2010)

E-2351/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Disposal of gypsum waste in Sweden
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2352/10 (EN) by Csaba Sándor Tabajdi (S&D), Zoran Thaler (S&D), Eva Lichtenberger (Verts/ALE) and Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Construction of a waste incinerator next to the Austrian-Slovenian-Hungarian border
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2353/10 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: The energy drink ‘Cocaine’
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2354/10 (IT) by Rita Borsellino (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Fixed-term employment contracts
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)
E-2355/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Allocation of financial subsidies in support of the music and film sectors
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2356/10 (IT) by Giommaria Uggias (ALDE) and Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) to the Commission
(16 April 2010)
Subject: Current status of the Structural Funds programming period 2007-13 in the Sardinia Region
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2357/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE), Elisabetta Gardini (PPE), Giovanni La Via (PPE), Antonio Cancian (PPE), Antonello Antinoro (PPE), Amalia Sartori (PPE) and Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission
(16 April 2010)
Subject: Difficulties in the fisheries sector in the Northern Adriatic
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2358/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Deteriorating conditions for freedom of worship in Pakistan — the case of Arshed Masih
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2359/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Council (16 April 2010)
Subject: The Council’s view of the sale of Mistral-type warships to Russia
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2360/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: The Commission’s view of the sale of Mistral-type warships to Russia
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2361/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: European External Action Service (EEAS)
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2362/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Murder of Russian journalists
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2363/10 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Geographical imbalance in the EU’s diplomatic service
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2364/10 (PL) by Konrad Szymański (ECR) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Service of procedural documents in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2365/10 (PL) by Slawomir Witold Nitras (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Rules for implementing consumer protection regulations
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)
E-2366/10 (PL) by Slawomir Witold Nitras (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Further information on the granting of state aid to the 'Police' chemical company
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2367/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Carbon tax
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2368/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Aid to, and vocational training measures in, the Vila D'Este housing development in Vila Nova de Gaia
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2369/10 (PT) by Maria do Céu Patrão Neves (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Protecting the interests of the fish-canning industry
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2370/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Aid to Metecno Portugal
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2371/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) and Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Code-sharing agreement between TAP and Brussels Airlines
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2372/10 (PT) by Edite Estrela (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Directive on fire prevention and management
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2373/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: ETA bases in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-2374/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Member States' three-year contribution of EUR 7 200 million
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-2375/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: INSA study
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2376/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Massacre in Nigeria
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)
E-2377/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Illegal hunting in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2378/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: School bullying
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2379/10 (RO) by Iosif Matula (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Cooperation between the EU and the Republic of Moldova in the field of education and youth
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2380/10 (RO) by Sebastian Valentin Bodu (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Possibility of a reciprocity clause in the free trade agreement between the EU and China
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2381/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Bees and genetically modified organisms
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2382/10 (RO) by Ramona Nicole Mănescu (ALDE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: The need to maintain the National Anti-Corruption Directorate in Romania
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2383/10 (RO) by Iosif Matula (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: The future of regions that are not set up as territorial administrative entities
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2384/10 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Council (16 April 2010)
Subject: Anti-PKK operations in the EU
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2385/10 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Management and control systems for operational programmes under the Structural Funds in Spain
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2386/10 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Low level of intermediate payments in Spain
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2387/10 (EL) by Antigoni Papadopoulou (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Desecration of the cultural heritage in occupied Cyprus: the twin churches of the Knights Hospitaller and St Francis’s church, Famagusta
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)
E-2388/10 (EL) by Antigoni Papadopoulou (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Illegal excavations of churches in occupied Cyprus
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2389/10 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Health claims for foods
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

E-2390/10 (EN) by Marian Harkin (ALDE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Article 9(7) of Directive 98/34/EC
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2391/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Council (16 April 2010)
Subject: Progress of the Europe for Citizens Programme
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2392/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Youth in Action Programme
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2393/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Harmful gases in containers
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2398/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Actions arising from the European Consumer Summit
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2399/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Bank account fees across the EU
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2400/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Consumer Rights Directive
Answer from the Commission (3 May 2010)

E-2401/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Derogations from Regulation (EC) No 1371/2007
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2402/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Failure of Ireland to implement Services Directive legislation
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-2403/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Irish agencies and air passengers’ rights
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-2404/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: EU-Ukraine association agreement
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2405/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Action taken by the Spanish Presidency to improve respect for human rights in Cuba
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

P-2406/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Healthy eating for European schoolchildren
Answer from the Commission (4 May 2010)

P-2407/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Animal welfare in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-2409/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Trade barriers on non-harmonised products in the motor vehicle sector
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2410/10 (EL) by Kriton Arsenis (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Proliferation of phytoplankton in northern Greece and compensation for fishermen
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2411/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Missing children’s helpline
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2412/10 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Environmental taxation
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2413/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Possible funding to support the ‘Ethic Box’ project
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2414/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Possible funding for a project to install the ‘Luft’ filter system on public buses in the Municipality of Rome
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)
**E-2415/10** (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Recognition of the profession of educationalist and establishment of the relevant professional register
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

**E-2416/10** (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Attacks by Turkey and Iran in Kurdish territory to the north of Iraq
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

**E-2417/10** (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Domino effect of the Greek crisis?
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

**E-2418/10** (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Anti-terrorism measures in the EU
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

**E-2419/10** (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Coupons and dividends of Lloyds Banking Group
Joint answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

**E-2420/10** (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: State aid commitment by Lloyds
Joint answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

**E-2421/10** (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Suspension of discretionary payments of coupons or dividends by Lloyds Banking Group
Joint answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

**E-2422/10** (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Attacks on Christians in the Indian state of Punjab
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

**E-2423/10** (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Attacks on Christians in the Indian state of Punjab
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

**E-2424/10** (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Raw materials for electric cars
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

**P-2425/10** (EN) by Cornelis de Jong (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Revision by the Commission of rules on the creation and functioning of expert groups under Framework C(2005)2817
Joint answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)
P-2426/10 (EN) by Diana Wallis (ALDE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)

Subject: Revision by the Commission of rules on the creation and functioning of expert groups under Framework C(2005)2817
Joint answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2427/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)

Subject: Christian burned alive in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2428/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE), Sergio Berlato (PPE) and Giovanni La Via (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)

Subject: Vineyard restructuring scheme in Romania
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2429/10 (FR) by Frédérique Ries (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)

Subject: Condemnation of human rights activists in Vietnam
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2430/10 (IT) by Erminia Mazzoni (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)

Subject: Fiat plant at Pomigliano d’Arco: possible breach of laws to protect workers and jobs
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2431/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)

Subject: Waste incinerators
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2432/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)

Subject: Icelandic whaling practices
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

P-2433/10 (FI) by Timo Soini (EFD) to the Commission (12 April 2010)

Subject: The Commission does not seek an order from the Court of Justice requiring Finland to comply fully with Directive 92/43/EEC, as required by case law
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

P-2434/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (12 April 2010)

Subject: Legality of mandatory body scans under Euratom Treaty provisions
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

P-2435/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)

Subject: IMF interference in the euro area
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2436/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Council (20 April 2010)

Subject: IMF and the euro area
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)
E-2437/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Facility for Member States to borrow from the European Central Bank for expenditure on social security and education
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2438/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Protection of geographical indications
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2439/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Competition in the energy sector
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2440/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: European arrest warrant and fundamental rights
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2441/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Refugees trapped in Greece
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2442/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Inquiry into corruption by the Daimler company in Greece
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2443/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Discriminatory Bulgarian land ownership laws
Joint answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2444/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Spurdog fishing
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2445/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Farm redevelopment
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2446/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Grants from Marco Polo Fund
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-2447/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Data roaming charges
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)
E-2448/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Request for Structural Funds update
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2449/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Distribution of single farm payment
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2450/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Self-regulation in the phone industry/universal phone charger
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2451/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Banning the sale of mephedrone in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (16 July 2010)

E-2452/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Criteria for mobilisation of European Globalisation Fund
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2453/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Expenditure in 2009 under Annex VII, Section 3 C, Article 8 of the Staff Regulations of Officials of the European Communities
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2454/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Expenditure in 2009 under Annex VII, Section 3 C, Article 8 of the Staff Regulations of officials of the European Communities
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2455/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Parliamentary questions to the Council in 2009
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2456/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Parliamentary questions to the Commission in 2009
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

E-2457/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Continuation of the European Transparency Initiative (ETI)
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2458/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Extent of the Commission’s knowledge of the costs of expert groups
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)
E-2459/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Promotion of content in the media
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2460/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Product or theme placement by the European Commission
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2461/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Income tax of EU officials
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-2462/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Transitional allowance for Commissioners and senior officials
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2463/10 (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) and Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Contractual relations between producers and retailers in the dairy sector
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2464/10 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Distortions of competition in the dairy sector
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2465/10 (EN) by Edward Scicluna (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Energy tariffs in Malta
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2466/10 (EN) by James Elles (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: EU funding for the South East region of England
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

P-2467/10 (EN) by Anna Záborská (PPE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Article 13 of Regulation (EC) 1924/2006 of 20 December 2006
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2468/10 (EN) by Judith A. Merkies (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Treatment of maritime shipping containers with toxic gases
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2469/10 (EN) by Pascal Canfin (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the Ruggie Framework in the EU and the activities of ArcelorMittal in South Africa
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)
E-2470/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Infringement of Community legislation in the river Castril (Granada, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2471/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Presentation of ambassadors’ credentials to the President of the European Council
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2472/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Presentation of ambassadors’ credentials to the President of the European Council
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2473/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Foreign study grants
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2474/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Securing employment by stepping up funding for small and medium-sized undertakings
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-2475/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: The legality of the actions taken at Rambouillet and in Kosovo
Answer from the Council (19 May 2010)

E-2476/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The legality of the actions taken at Rambouillet and in Kosovo
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2477/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Lead poisoning among children in West Africa from disused European television sets
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2478/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The implications of relocating outside the EU to reduce corporate tax liabilities
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2479/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The origins of changing weather patterns
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2480/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The financial Implications of EU legislation on local government
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)
E-2481/10 (EN) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Breach of rules on the single market in public sector information
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2482/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Update of Commission table
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2483/10 (EN) by Peter van Dalen (ECR), Louis Bontes (NL) and Johannes Cornelis van Baalen (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Palestinian schoolbooks
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2484/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Espionage threat in Brussels
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2485/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Difficult economic situation in southern Italy
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2486/10 (IT) by Andrea Cozzolino (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Creation of a landfill site for the disposal of solid urban waste inside the Vesuvius National Park, a site of Community importance
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2487/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Airsoft
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

P-2488/10 (DE) by Franziska Katharina Brantner (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Visa liberalisation and Bosnia and Herzegovina
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2490/10 (DE) by Franziska Katharina Brantner (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Bosnia and Herzegovina: uncoupling of the OHR and EUSR
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2491/10 (DE) by Franziska Katharina Brantner (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Hydroelectric power industry in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2492/10 (DE) by Franziska Katharina Brantner (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Selection of non-governmental organisations for the Eastern Partnership Civil Society Forum
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-2493/10 (EN) by Cecilia Wikström (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Consumer information regarding copyright levies
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2494/10 (FR) by Catherine Grèze (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Leader programme — Pays du Bassin d’Arcachon et du Val de l’Eyre
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2495/10 (FR) by Michel Dantin (PPE) and Christophe Béchu (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of Regulation (EC) No 1924/2006 on nutrition and health claims made on foods
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2496/10 (FR) by Michel Dantin (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Harmonisation of the maximum permissible laden mass of lorries
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2497/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Condition of Christian ‘Dalits’ in India and discrimination on grounds of religion
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2498/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Condition of Christian ‘Dalits’ in India and discrimination on grounds of religion
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2499/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Arrests of bishops, priests and Christian believers in India
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2500/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Arrests of bishops, priests and Christian believers in India
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-2501/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Freedom of movement for disabled people and car parking rights of disability parking card holders
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2502/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Mark of origin and rules on the protection of high-quality national products
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

P-2503/10 (EN) by Proinsias De Rossa (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Ireland’s National Development Plan and the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)
P-2504/10 (RO) by Silvia-Adriana Ţicău (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Support for people who have lost their jobs at public institutions as a result of the economic and financial crisis
Answer from the Commission (10 May 2010)

E-2505/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Articles on mental health
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2506/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB)
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2507/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Directive 96/74/EC
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2508/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Harmonised Individual Vehicle Approval (IVA)
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2510/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Flight time limitations and the Moebus Report
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2511/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Implementing rules concerning applications for authorisation of genetically modified food and feed
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2512/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Online book sales
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2514/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Problem of gambling addiction
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2515/10 (NL) by Louis Bontes (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The EU contribution to the Palestinian Authority
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2516/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Unlawful detention of M. Jaśkiewicz and W. Sebastianowicz by the Belarusian authorities
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)
E-2517/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Car emissions and changes to the test cycle
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-2518/10 (PL) by Janusz Władysław Zemke (S&D) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Completion of Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T) project
Answer from the Commission (30 April 2010)

E-2520/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Protecting jobs in the printing industry
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2521/10 (EN) by Mairead McGuinness (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Impact of the Animal By-Products Regulation on wool merchants in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2522/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Mélenchon (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Protecting bluefin tuna and tuna fishers
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-2523/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Long combination vehicles
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2524/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Progress of the Europe for Citizens Programme
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2526/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Disposal of parts of undertakings: Italy's infringement of Directive 2001/23/EC
Joint answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2528/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Aid for construction of the Sines Health Centre
Joint answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2529/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Aid for modernisation of the Santiago do Cacém Health Centre
Joint answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

E-2530/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Support for development in northern Alentejo
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)
E-2531/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Aid for new premises and plant for Serraleite
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2532/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Training courses for the unemployed
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2533/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Funding for a grain-drying investment project
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2534/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Slow approval of Proder projects
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-2535/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Incentives for young farmers
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2536/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Aid for cork oak groves
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2537/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Support for integrated territorial operations
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2538/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Support for the construction of the Pisão irrigation dam
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2539/10 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (S&D) and Linda McAvan (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Religious freedom in Nepal
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

P-2540/10 (EN) by Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: The European Citizens’ Initiative
Answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-2542/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Issues for consideration in Anglo Irish investigation
Joint answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-2543/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Mode of Anglo Irish investigation and third-party input
Joint answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2544/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE), Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) and Brian Crowley (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Quality of health and safety provisions and the cutting of red tape for enterprises
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2545/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Equality in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2546/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Actions against the Mexican Electricians' Union (SME) by the Mexican Government
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2547/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Unlawful detentions in Panama and the proposed EU-Central America Association Agreement
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2548/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Human rights dialogues with Latin American countries
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2549/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Links between the Arms Trade Treaty and sexual violence in the DRC
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2550/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Deteriorating human rights situation in Burma
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2551/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Discovery of mass grave in Western Sahara
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2552/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Situation in Guinea-Bissau
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2553/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Generic medicines
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)
E-2554/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The European Union and extradition
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2010)

E-2555/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Strategic planning and reality
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2556/10 (EN) by Fiona Hall (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Steel wall on Egyptian border
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2557/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Financing for the new Sines-Madrid rail link
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

P-2558/10 (EN) by Philip Bradbourn (ECR) to the Commission (12 April 2010)
Subject: Gliding and hot-air ballooning regulations from the EASA
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

P-2559/10 (HU) by János Áder (PPE) to the Commission (15 April 2010)
Subject: Proximity principle violated by the Austrian waste incineration plant planned for Heiligenkreuz industrial estate
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

P-2560/10 (NL) by Derk Jan Eppink (ECR) to the Commission (15 April 2010)
Subject: 2008 budget
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

P-2561/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (15 April 2010)
Subject: Confiscation of Andżelika Borys' property
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-2562/10 (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Legal status of interconnectors
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2563/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Abandoned children in Greece
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2564/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Homeless people in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)
E-2565/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) and Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Threat to the environment posed by household medicines past their sell-by-date
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2566/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Anti-dumping duties on Greek peach compote
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2567/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Tackling the crisis in agricultural sectors
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-2568/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Reduced ignition propensity cigarettes
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-2569/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Religious freedom in Nepal
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2570/10 (EN) by Catherine Stihler (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Diversity of culture
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2571/10 (FR) by Frédérique Ries (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Redhibitory defects in equine sales and trade
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2572/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The state of democracy and freedom of expression in Venezuela: the case of Oswaldo Álvarez Paz
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2573/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Zimbabwe and South Africa
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2574/10 (NL) by Ivo Belet (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: TV in cars
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

E-2575/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: European instrument for democracy
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)
E-2576/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Campylobacter and Salmonella contamination of chicken
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2577/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Impact of Bisphenol A (BPA) on public health
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2578/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Proposals on vitamins and minerals in food supplements
Joint answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-2579/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Vitamins and minerals in food supplements
Joint answer from the Commission (22 April 2010)

E-2580/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Impact of the proposed AIFM Directive
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2581/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Impact of AIFM Directive on trade
Joint answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2582/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Discussion of the impact of the proposed AIFM Directive
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2583/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Impact of AIFM Directive on balance of financial transactions
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2584/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Flight of capital and/or trade consequent upon implementation of the proposed directive on alternative investment fund managers (AIFM Directive)
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2585/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Wage dumping through exploitation of gang workers
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2586/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Workers in occupations involving driving — extension of rules on driving times and rest periods
Joint answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)
E-2587/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Uniform rules regardless of vehicle size  
Joint answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2588/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Directive on the retention of data  
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2589/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Agriculture and biofuels in the EU  
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2590/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Living and housing benefits in the EU  
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2591/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Chinese occupation in Tibet  
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2592/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Business aviation slot allocations  
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2593/10 (EN) by Glenis Willmott (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Registering cars across the EU  
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2594/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Europol criteria  
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2595/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Europol files  
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2596/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Europol’s definitions  
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

E-2597/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)  
Subject: Behavioural data  
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)
E-2598/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Europol
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2599/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Monet Professors
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2600/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Ultimate boundaries of the EU State
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2601/10 (FR) by Patrice Tirolien (S&D) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Free movement of persons between outermost regions and ACP countries of the Caribbean zone
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2602/10 (FR) by Patrice Tirolien (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Free movement of persons between outermost regions and ACP countries of the Caribbean zone
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2603/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: EU development aid for Uganda and death penalty for homosexuality
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2604/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Ukraine interrupts electricity supply to EU neighbour
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2605/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Mandatory labelling for goods from Israeli settlements
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-2606/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Increase in crime in the European District of Brussels
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2607/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Palm oil
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-2608/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Visas
Answer from the Commission (19 October 2010)
E-2609/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Compulsory wearing of helmets
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2610/10 (DE) by Werner Langen (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Lack of transparency in withdrawals from non-home bank ATMs
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2611/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) and Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Employment objective set by European Council (25-26 March 2010)
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2612/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Statement by French Finance Minister
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2613/10 (EN) by Roger Helmer (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: North Korean bank deposits in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2614/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2615/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Nepal and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2616/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Association Agreement between the EU, the Andean countries and the outermost regions
Joint answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2617/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Increase in cases of abandoned new-born babies
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2618/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Community action for EU airport network security as retards the use of body scanners
Joint answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2619/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Installation of body scanners in non-EU airports
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)
E-2620/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Installation of body scanners in non-EU airports
Joint answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2621/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (20 April 2010)
Subject: Use of body scanners in European airports, impact on passengers and regularity of air traffic
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2622/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Use of body scanners in European airports, impact on passengers and regularity of air traffic
Joint answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2623/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The situation of Tibetans entering the European Union
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2624/10 (PL) by Jarosław Leszek Wałęsa (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Reform of the common fisheries policy — trade aspects and market organisation
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

P-2625/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 April 2010)
Subject: Gender identity
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

P-2626/10 (DE) by Hannes Swoboda (S&D) to the Commission (15 April 2010)
Subject: Public consultation on the review of the Package Travel Directive
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2628/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Over-indebted households and lack of a borrowing culture
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2629/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Illegal shooting of migratory birds in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2630/10 (EN) by Judith A. Merkies (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Deforestation and forest degradation to tackle climate change
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-2631/10 (EN) by Marta Andreasen (EFD) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The costs of REACH
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)
E-2632/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Uganda — Counterfeit Goods Bill
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2633/10 (EN) by Isabella Lövin (Verts/ALE), Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), Jill Evans (Verts/ALE), Ivo Vajgl (ALDE), Francisco Sosa Wagner (NI), Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL), Ana Gomes (S&D) and Åsa Westlund (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Wishes of the Saharawi people
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-2634/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Possible funding for ‘Youniversity’ project
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2635/10 (IT) by Salvatore Tatarella (PPE), Barbara Matera (PPE), Raffaele Baldassarre (PPE), Aldo Patriciello (PPE) and Sergio Paolo Frances Silvestris (PPE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Environmental threat to the Tremiti islands
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2636/10 (EN) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: The European citizens’ initiative
Answer from the Commission (11 May 2010)

E-2637/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (20 April 2010)
Subject: Independence of the judiciary in Serbia
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

P-2638/10 (FR) by Sandrine Bélier (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (15 April 2010)
Subject: Harmful impact on Natura 2000 sites: plan to expand the Cerler ski resort (Aragon, Spanish Pyrenees)
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

P-2639/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (15 April 2010)
Subject: European Globalisation Fund and older workers
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2640/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Inspections of canned fish imported from third countries
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2641/10 (ES) by Francisco Sosa Wagner (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Commercial customs between Ceuta and Morocco
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2642/10 (DE) by Franziska Katharina Brantner (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Flood retention basins for Waldsee/Altrip/Neuhofen; implementation of EU directive
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-2643/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: Salaries of high-ranking officials not covered by the Staff Regulations of Officials of the European Communities
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2644/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Salaries of high-ranking officials not covered by the Staff Regulations of Officials of the European Communities
Answer from the Commission (10 August 2010)

E-2645/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: Agency for the operational management of large-scale IT systems
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2646/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Agency for the operational management of large-scale IT systems
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2647/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Costs of EU agencies’ management boards
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2648/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Eutelsat and the Georgian satellite broadcaster ‘Pjerwy Kawkaskij’
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2649/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: Paper consumption in the European institutions
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2651/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Development aid, humanitarian aid and other financial assistance to Somalia
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2652/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Revision of the Staff Regulations of Officials of the European Communities
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2653/10 (DE) by Hannes Swoboda (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Visiting rights for the wives and families of the ‘Cuban Five’ imprisoned in the USA
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2654/10 (DE) by Ulrike Rodust (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Application of Regulation (EC) No 1107/2006 with a view to providing on-board wheelchairs for disabled persons travelling by air
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)
**E-2655/10** (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: International seed industry
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

**E-2656/10** (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Evaluating and combating undeclared employment in the 27 Member States
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

**E-2657/10** (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Fixed-term contracts and excluded categories
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

**E-2658/10** (EN) by Andrew Henry William Brons (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Globalisation Adjustment Fund
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

**E-2659/10** (EN) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: The funding of projects to increase the population and improve the economies of mountainous and foothill regions
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

**E-2660/10** (FR) by Robert Rochefort (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Special certification schemes for accreditation of professional experience
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

**E-2662/10** (IT) by Mario Borghezio (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Criticism from the European Court of Auditors on the management of funds (EUR 6 billion) for Turkey
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

**E-2663/10** (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Aid for the textile and clothing sector
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

**E-2664/10** (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Defence of a universal postal service and jobs with rights
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

**E-2665/10** (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Disputes arising from the tariff classification of dicalcium phosphate
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

**E-2666/10** (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Fradão dam in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)
E-2667/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Changes to the ERDF and Cohesion Fund III regulation
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2668/10 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Language test to practise as a lawyer in Luxembourg
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2669/10 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Community aid for monastery tourism
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2670/10 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: White Paper on employment contracts in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2671/10 (ES) by Salvador Garriga Polledo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Code of commercial laws in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2672/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Investigations into crimes committed by dictatorships
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2673/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Ahead project
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2675/10 (EN) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Violation of air quality directive
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-2676/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Indirect land use change as a result of the objective of using renewable sources of energy for transport
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

P-2677/10 (FR) by Isabelle Durant (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Commission questionnaire on the protocol agreement between Belgium and GDF Suez on extending the lifetime of nuclear power stations
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

P-2678/10 (PL) by Róża Gräfin Von Thun Und Hohenstein (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Regulations of the motor vehicle sector — Block Exemption Regulation (BER)
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)
P-2679/10 (RO) by Ioan Enciu (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Action plan to promote online business opportunities for the unemployed
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2680/10 (DE) by Angelika Niebler (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Austrian standardisation rules causing distortion of competition
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2681/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Water supply and water market in the EU
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2682/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Schengen Information System — collection of biometric data
Answer from the Commission (16 July 2010)

E-2683/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Financial support for Kyrgyzstan for the period 2007-13
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2684/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Armenian genocide — impact on relations between Turkey and the EU
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2685/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Assessment of the Statute for a European Company (Societas Europea) in practice
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2686/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Population growth and world food requirements
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2687/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Clinical trials
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2688/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Widening of inequalities in the euro area
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-2689/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Training for Greek public servants in the use of new technologies
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)
E-2690/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: EU carbon emission tax
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2691/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of vessels emissions in the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS)
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2692/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Report of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) concerning the state of
food and agriculture in 2009
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2693/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Subsidies for illegal fishing vessels
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2694/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Enlargement of the Elefsina refinery for the production of diesel fuel and loan from the European
Investment Bank
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2695/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Access to education and combating child labour
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2696/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE), Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) and Brian Crowley (ALDE) to
the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: Cross-Border Health Care Directive
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2697/10 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Driving a quadricycle in France
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2698/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Malta and noise pollution
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2699/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Burden-sharing study
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2700/10 (EN) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Climate change programme funding: Yasuni-ITT (Ecuador)
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)
E-2701/10 (FR) by Dominique Riquet (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Control policy in the road transport sector
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2702/10 (IT) by Salvatore Iacolino (PPE) and Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: New anti-addiction strategy for 2013-20
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-2703/10 (IT) by Guido Milana (S&D) to the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: Individual transferable quotas
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2704/10 (IT) by Guido Milana (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Individual transferable quotas
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2705/10 (IT) by Luigi de Magistris (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Joint answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2706/10 (PL) by Artur Zasada (PPE) to the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: The problem of excessively quiet electrically-powered vehicles
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2707/10 (PL) by Artur Zasada (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: The problem of excessively quiet electrically-powered vehicles
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2708/10 (RO) by Corina Crețu (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Support for older workers
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2709/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Corrections of wrongly disbursed structural fund appropriations
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2710/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Statement on the actual savings resulting from the 2004 reform of the Staff Regulations
Preliminary answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (30 August 2010)

E-2711/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Lifelong learning: a basic instrument for growth, combating unemployment and strengthening social cohesion
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)
E-2712/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Imports of fruit and vegetables into the EU
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2713/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Bribes paid by the Ferrostaal-Thyssen Group and MAN in EU countries
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2714/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Euro-Turkish Affairs Offices housed in a Greek school
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

P-2715/10 (NL) by Saïd El Khadraoui (S&D) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Loan granted to Greece
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

P-2716/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (16 April 2010)
Subject: Effects of reduced tariffs on imports of South American bananas into the EU
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2717/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Designation of FRYOM as 'Macedonia' by an EU Commissioner
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2718/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Issue of Eurobonds to cover the Public Borrowing Requirements of Member States
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2719/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Religious freedom in Nepal
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2720/10 (EN) by Pilar del Castillo Vera (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Biofuels
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2721/10 (EN) by Pilar del Castillo Vera (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Biofuels
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2722/10 (EN) by Petru Constantin Luhan (PPE) to the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: Update of the Council CBRN and Bio Inventories
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)
E-2723/10 (EN) by Petru Constantin Luhan (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Development of the EU biodefence sector
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2724/10 (EN) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: The energy-saving potential of off-site processing
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2725/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Availability of EU funds for improving amenities in disadvantaged urban areas
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2726/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Investigating deaths of EU citizens in third countries
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2727/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Cash reward for those who reach 100
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2728/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Free travel for everyone over 66 years of age
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2729/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Headshops selling ‘legal highs’
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2730/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Migraine and chronic pain
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2731/10 (FR) by Dominique Riquet (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Repatriation of dead bodies within the EU
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-2732/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Assistance to the victims of sexual violence perpetrated during the war in Bosnia
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-2733/10 (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: CAP instruments for water resources management
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)
E-2734/10 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Galileo tendering procedure
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2736/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Commission proposal for European Capital of Culture programme
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2738/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Transposition of Directive 2008/115/EC into Member States' national law and formal measures by the Commission
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2739/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: European financial coalition to combat the trade in child pornography, and Greek participation in that coalition
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2740/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: European electronic early warning platform
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2741/10 (ES) by Gabriel Mato Adrover (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Traceability of fisheries products
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2742/10 (IT) by Salvatore Iacolino (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Fighting metabolic disturbances and food dependency through the Mediterranean diet in school-age children
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2743/10 (SV) by Carl Haglund (ALDE) to the Council (22 April 2010)
Subject: Assessment of the value of summertime
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-2744/10 (SV) by Carl Haglund (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Assessment of the value of summertime
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2745/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Money laundering in the EU
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2746/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Promoting Erasmus in the UK
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)
E-2747/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Detention of Wa’el Al-Faqeeh
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2748/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: European private law
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2749/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Supply of and demand for vocational skills in the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2750/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Prescriptive and proscriptive measures introduced to halt the spread of avian influenza
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

P-2751/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Council (16 April 2010)
Subject: Roma summit organised by the Spanish Presidency
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2752/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Presence of Commissioners and/or Commission officials at the Roma Summit in Córdoba
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2753/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Roma conference under the auspices of the Commission
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2754/10 (IT) by Carlo Fidanza (PPE), Roberta Angelilli (PPE), Vito Bonsignore (PPE), Marco Scurria (PPE), Salvatore Tatarelli (PPE), Sergio Paolo Frances Silvestris (PPE), Erminia Mazzoni (PPE), Paolo Bartolozzi (PPE), Iva Zanicchi (PPE), Giovanni Collino (PPE), Potito Salatino (PPE) and Raffaele Baldassarre (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Marketing of the BASF GMO potato further to Commission Decisions 2010/135/EU and 2010/136/EU
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2755/10 (IT) by Roberta Angelilli (PPE), Gianni Pittella (S&D), Mario Mauro (PPE), Francesco Enrico Speroni (EF), David-Maria Sassoli (S&D), Niccolo Rinaldi (ALDE) and Carlo Casini (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Linguistic discrimination in competitions to select European Union staff
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2756/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Creeping introduction of Sharia law in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2757/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Advertising for baby food
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)
E-2758/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Domestic violence against women in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2759/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Confiscation of pirated products
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2760/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: International cooperation by local action groups
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2761/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Compliance with the law and protection of policy holders in the event of the suspension of insurance companies' operations
Answer from the Commission (30 July 2010)

E-2762/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Migraine and social inclusion
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

P-2764/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: Ban on transport by air of ammunition for shooting sports or hunting tourism
Joint answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-2766/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Criticism of DG Environment's allocation of funds
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-2767/10 (EN) by Christofer Fjellner (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Proposal amending the Dutch law on opening hours
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-2768/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Systematic exploitation of child labour
Joint answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2769/10 (EN) by Michael Cashman (S&D), Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE), Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), Sirpa Pietikäinen (PPE) and Marije Cornelissen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Commission action with regard to mob violence in Surabaya, Indonesia
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2770/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Long-range missile testing by Iran
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)
E-2771/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Currency of São Tome and Principe
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2772/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Excessive bureaucracy in the allocation of national strategic reference framework (NSRF) funds
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2773/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Body scanners
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2774/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Cash withdrawals requiring advance notice in writing
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-2775/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Genetic engineering and allergies
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2776/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: Accountability of board members and managers
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

P-2778/10 (EN) by Catherine Bearder (ALDE) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: Inclusion of tar sands in EU-Canada Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

P-2779/10 (EN) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: European Commission report on the promotion of voluntary unpaid blood donations by Member States
Answer from the Commission (12 May 2010)

P-2781/10 (IT) by Debora Serracchiani (S&D) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: Disabled people and those with reduced mobility
Answer from the Commission (6 May 2010)

P-2782/10 (PT) by Maria da Céu Patrão Neves (PPE) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: Cod supplies originating in Russia
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-2783/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Electricity supply sector and compensation for users affected by blackouts
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)
E-2784/10 (ES) by Carmen Fraga Estévez (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Inspections of tuna processing plants in Thailand
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2785/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Designation of SPAs in Catalonia
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2786/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Council (23 April 2010)
Subject: Harassment
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-2787/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Harassment
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2788/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Security in the city of Brussels
Answer from the Commission (12 July 2010)

E-2789/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: European benchmarks in education and training
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2790/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Uncontrolled sale and trade in fireworks in the EU
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2791/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Domestic violence
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2792/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: European tourist exchange programme
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2793/10 (EL) by Niki Tzavela (EFD) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Child pornography alarm
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2794/10 (EN) by Carl Schlyter (Verts/ALE) to the Council (23 April 2010)
Subject: The upcoming Conference on the Non-proliferation Treaty
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)
E-2795/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Compliance of new Nepalese Constitution with ICCPR obligations
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2796/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) and Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Sahrawi human rights defenders and political prisoners on hunger strike — need for urgent EU intervention given the relations between the EU and the Kingdom of Morocco
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2797/10 (EN) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) and Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (23 April 2010)
Subject: Sahrawi human rights defenders and political prisoners on hunger strike — need for urgent EU intervention given the relations between the EU and the Kingdom of Morocco
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-2798/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Freedom of religion in Vietnam and the situation of the monks of Bat Nha
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2799/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: What will be the follow-up to the Greek crisis?
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

P-2801/10 (EN) by Martin Häusling (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: Imports of cloned animals and their offspring
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)

P-2802/10 (PL) by Rafał Trzaskowski (PPE) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Answer from the Commission (20 May 2010)

P-2803/10 (RO) by George Becali (NI) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: State of implementation of the Fruit School Scheme
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

E-2804/10 (CS) by Zuzana Roithová (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Ecological disposal of metallurgical waste
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-2805/10 (DE) by Peter Jahr (PPE) and Daniel Caspary (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Application of Spain’s Coastal Protection Law (Ley de Costas)
Joint answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

E-2806/10 (EL) by Georgios Koumoutsakos (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Establishment of framework for electric vehicles
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)
E-2807/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Irish Government derogations to the Habitats Directive
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2808/10 (EN) by Baroness Sarah Ludford (ALDE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Collection by Spain of API data concerning UK air travellers
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2809/10 (EN) by Markus Pieper (PPE), Véronique Mathieu (PPE), Hans-Peter Mayer (PPE) and Martin Kastler (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Transport of ammunition in hold baggage
Joint answer from the Commission (27 April 2010)

E-2810/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Rural housing guidelines
Answer from the Commission (9 June 2010)

E-2811/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Council (23 April 2010)
Subject: Humanitarian situation in Gaza
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2812/10 (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Humanitarian situation in Gaza
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-2813/10 (FR) by Françoise Grossetête (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Woodcock shooting
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-2814/10 (LT) by Vilija Blinkevičiūtė (S&D) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Encouraging youth entrepreneurship
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2815/10 (LT) by Vilija Blinkevičiūtė (S&D) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Violence against children
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2816/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Subsidies for the Roma
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2817/10 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Aid for national parks in the DR Congo
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)
E-2818/10 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Support for local and presidential elections in the DR Congo
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

E-2819/10 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Belgium's treatment of Zübeyir Aydar and Remzi Kartal
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2820/10 (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Council (23 April 2010)
Subject: EU terror list
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

P-2821/10 (PL) by Andrzej Grzyb (PPE) to the Commission (19 April 2010)
Subject: Regulation of the motor vehicle sector
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2822/10 (DE) by Jens Geier (S&D) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Construction of the Betuwe line
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2823/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Ammunition — Regulation (EU) No 185/2010 on aviation security
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2824/10 (EL) by Takis Hadjigeorgiou (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Condemnation of human rights activist Leyla Zana to three years in prison
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2825/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Preferential trade agreements concluded by the EU and the US
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-2826/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of CAP ‘health check’
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2827/10 (DE) by Ulrike Rodust (S&D) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Approach of the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) in connection with the authorisation of genetically modified seed, for example the maize variety MON 863
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2828/10 (NL) by Frank Vanhecke (NI) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: The agricultural sector in developing countries
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)
E-2829/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Auctioning of more than 1 000 antiquities by the UK Government
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2830/10 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Digital terrestrial television in the UK
Answer from the Commission (17 May 2010)

E-2831/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Safety standards of Chinese exports
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2832/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Organised begging and mutilation of children by Romanian gypsies
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2833/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Commissioners holding office in political parties
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2834/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Medi-Fake operation
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2835/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: Obligations of operators who place timber and timber products on the market
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

P-2836/10 (EN) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (21 April 2010)
Subject: Human rights in North Korea
Answer from the Commission (7 May 2010)

E-2837/10 (DE) by Herbert Reul (PPE) to the Commission (23 April 2010)
Subject: ‘Green’ jobs
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

P-2838/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (21 April 2010)
Subject: 20 % reduction in energy demand by 2020 through a competitive market in energy services to improve the energy efficiency of buildings
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

P-2839/10 (EN) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (21 April 2010)
Subject: Plane crash in Smolensk
Answer from the Commission (21 May 2010)
E-2840/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Transport infrastructure networks and energy efficiency
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2841/10 (EN) by Ádám Kósa (PPE) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Ratification of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities and its Optional Protocol
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-2842/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE), James Elles (ECR), Julie Girling (ECR) and Martin Callanan (ECR) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Authorisation of food health claims by EFSA
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2843/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative in Turkmenistan
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-2844/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) and Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Measures to develop innovative ways of producing energy in the outermost regions
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2845/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Alternative dispute resolution procedures in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-2846/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: New powers for the European Union following the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2847/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Failure to answer questions on the exclusion of political parties from the 2009 elections in Mozambique
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2848/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Failure to answer question concerning 'Magalhães' computers (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2849/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Payment deadlines for rural development measures
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2850/10 (EN) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Revolution in Kyrgyzstan
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)
E-2851/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: ‘Voiturettes’ illegally modified to make them faster
Joint answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-2852/10 (FR) by José Bové (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (21 April 2010)
Subject: Detection and traceability of genetically modified crops in Europe
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-2853/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Economic crisis — credit rating agencies — systematic threat to the financial system
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-2854/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Economic crisis — credit ratings agencies — systematic threat to the financial system
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

P-2855/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (21 April 2010)
Subject: Destruction of natural habitats and biodiversity in the municipality of Palau-solità i Plegamans: follow-up to Written Question E-5892/09
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

P-2856/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (22 April 2010)
Subject: What has happened to Italian?
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-2857/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Vatican’s stigmatisation of homosexuality
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2858/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Visa Waiver Programme
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2859/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Students dropping out of higher education owing to financial difficulties
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2860/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Extreme reactions by children addicted to electronic games
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2861/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Strengthening European economic governance
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)
E-2862/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Food and drinks industry
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2863/10 (EN) by Brian Simpson (S&D) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: IMO Polar Code
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2864/10 (EN) by Carlos Coelho (PPE) and Ernst Strasser (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Data protection — Google Maps Street View
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2865/10 (EN) by Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Human rights of girls and women in Yemen
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2866/10 (FR) by Marian-Jean Marinescu (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Routine passport checks for passengers flying with TAROM
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2867/10 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Destruction of Armenian heritage in Azerbaijan
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2868/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Alleged violation by Portugal of Regulation (EC) No 1698/2005 and of National Decree No 229-B/2008 (Portugal) of 6 March 2008 — permanent grazing, biodiversity-related permanent grazing and fodder crops
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2869/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Assessment of the Portuguese stability and growth programme
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-2870/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Implementation of Regulation (EC) No 1069/2009 on animal by-products
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2871/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Cuba: state of health of Juan Carlos Herrera Acosta and state of play regarding the political prisoners sentenced in the ‘Black Spring’ of March 2003
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-2872/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Cuba: the world’s third largest prison for journalists
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)
E-2873/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Toy safety
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2874/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Arbitrary executions in Sinaloa
Joint answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-2875/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Arbitrary executions in Sinaloa
Joint answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2876/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Indigenous women in Mexico convicted on false charges
Joint answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-2877/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Indigenous women in Mexico convicted on false charges
Joint answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2878/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Impunity for sexual crimes committed by Mexican police officers
Joint answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-2879/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Impunity for sexual crimes committed by Mexican police officers
Joint answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2880/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Need for suitable careers guidance
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2881/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Threat of terrorist attacks at the football World Cup
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2882/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Forensic findings and their impact on criminal justice
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2883/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Somalia’s fate
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)
E-2884/10 (RO) by Iosif Matula (PPE) to the Council (29 April 2010)  
Subject: EU-Ukraine cooperation  
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-2885/10 (EN) by James Nicholson (ECR) to the Commission (29 April 2010)  
Subject: EEC pensions  
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-2886/10 (EN) by Struan Stevenson (ECR) to the Commission (29 April 2010)  
Subject: Potatoes  
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-2887/10 (IT) by Mario Mauro (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)  
Subject: World water crisis  
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-2888/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)  
Subject: Streamlining financial rules and accelerating budget implementation (SEC(2009)477)  
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

P-2889/10 (PT) by Paulo Rangel (PPE) to the Commission (21 April 2010)  
Subject: Structural reforms  
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-2890/10 (FR) by Robert Rochefort (ALDE) to the Council (29 April 2010)  
Subject: Sale of instruments of torture and implementation of Regulation (EC) No 1236/2005  
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

E-2891/10 (FR) by Robert Rochefort (ALDE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)  
Subject: Sale of instruments of torture and loopholes in Regulation (EC) No 1236/2005  
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2892/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)  
Subject: Off-budget bank accounts of the former ‘Economat’  
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-2893/10 (IT) by Paolo De Castro (S&D), Salvatore Caronna (S&D), David-Maria Sassoli (S&D), Gianluca Susta (S&D), Spyros Danellis (S&D) and Iratxe García Pérez (S&D) to the Commission (29 April 2010)  
Subject: Crisis in the hazelnut sector  
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

P-2894/10 (IT) by Matteo Salvini (EFD) to the Commission (21 April 2010)  
Subject: Situation of the entertainment industry and the audiovisual sector in Milan and Lombardy  
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)
E-2895/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Discriminatory law in Bulgaria
Joint answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2896/10 (EN) by Judith A. Merkies (S&D) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Hunting of birds (quail and turtle doves) in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-2897/10 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (ECR) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Detention of Birtukan Mideksa
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-2898/10 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (ECR) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Detention of Birtukan Mideksa
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2899/10 (DE) by Christian Ehler (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Uniform standards in the field of internal security / Implementation of the Stockholm Programme
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2900/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Amount of housing expenditure covered by the ERDF to the benefit of socially excluded communities under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2901/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in the Czech Republic under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2902/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Cyprus under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2903/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Malta under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2904/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Bulgaria under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)
E-2905/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Estonia under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2906/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Latvia under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2907/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Poland under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2908/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Lithuania under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2909/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Romania under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2910/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Slovakia under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2911/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Slovenia under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2912/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Use of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) in Hungary under Article 7(2) of Regulation (EC) No 1080/2006
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2913/10 (IT) by Paolo De Castro (S&D), Salvatore Caronna (S&D), Iratxe García Pérez (S&D), Spyros Danellis (S&D) and Stéphane Le Foll (S&D) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Prevention and management of the crisis in the fruit and vegetable sector
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2914/10 (RO) by Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Harmonisation of legislation on animal protection and welfare
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-2915/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Trafficking of animals within the Community
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2916/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Danish compulsory education and the EU
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-2917/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Trade in ivory
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-2918/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: CITES Convention — meeting in Qatar
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2919/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Industry declares ‘war’ on furniture from Asia
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2920/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Biomind
Answer from the Commission (30 July 2010)

E-2921/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Direct support regimes for farmers — deadline for administrative and on-the-spot checks — Regulations (EC) Nos 1122/2009 and 73/2009
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-2922/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Update on the situation regarding wastewater at Los Lances beach (Tarifa)
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2923/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Further question on the Algarrobo
Answer from the Commission (19 July 2010)

E-2924/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Development of a wetland protected under Directives 97/62/EEC and 92/43/EEC in Quadro de Santiago (Benicàssim, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-2925/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Environmental infringement in the Maestrazgo area
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)
E-2926/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Campo de Gibraltar planning document (POCG)
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2927/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: The role of local government in drawing up and implementing cohesion policy
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2928/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (29 April 2010)
Subject: Financial incentives dependent on agro-environmental performance
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2930/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Council (29 April 2010)
Subject: Evaluation of the Lisbon objectives regarding insufficient reading and writing skills
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

E-2931/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA)
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2932/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Soil and marine pollution in a protected area coming from a pig farm
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-2934/10 (PL) by Bogusław Sonik (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Nutrition and health claims made on foods
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2935/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Combating counterfeiting
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-2936/10 (IT) by Cristiano Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: European red squirrel in danger of extinction
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-2937/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EEA Family Permit
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2938/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development and the Roma and Sinti communities
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)
E-2939/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: European Regional Development Fund and the Roma and Sinti communities
Joint answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2940/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: European Social Fund and the Roma and Sinti communities
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2941/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Youth in Action Programme and the Roma and Sinti communities
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-2942/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance and the Roma and Sinti communities
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2943/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Progress programme and the Roma and Sinti communities
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

P-2944/10 (FR) by Nicole Kiil-Nielsen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Water quality in Brittany
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2945/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Further to Written Question E-4999/09 on the high-speed train in the vicinity of the Sagrada Familia
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2946/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Sanctions for failure to comply with CO₂ emission limits
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-2947/10 (RO) by Petru Constantin Luhan (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Funding for the EU Strategy for the Danube
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2949/10 (PL) by Pawel Robert Kowal (ECR) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Persecution of Christians
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-2950/10 (IT) by Elisabetta Gardini (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Problems in the university student rental sector
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)
E-2951/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Maritime transport in the Ría de Vigo (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2952/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Compliance with the European Charter for minority languages in Navarre
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2953/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: European Protection Order
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-2955/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Europol reports
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-2956/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Common position on Cuba
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-2957/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Common position on Cuba
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2958/10 (DE) by Jutta Steinruck (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EU presence in the Gulf region
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-2959/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Impact of the volcanic eruption on EU agriculture
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-2960/10 (EN) by Hélène Flautre (Verts/ALE), Ana Gomes (S&D), Rui Tavares (GUE/NGL) and Gabriele Zimmer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Revision of the Cotonou Agreement
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2961/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Accession of Israel to the OECD
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2962/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: The carriage of breathing apparatus and safety on board aircraft
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-2963/10 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Construction of road between Kato Pyrgos and Limnitis
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2965/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Supplementary question to Written Question P-0845/10 on taxes on alcoholic beverages
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2966/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Impact of volcanic ash on world health
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-2967/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: eCall
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-2968/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Trends in international trade in 2010
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-2969/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Benchmarking of higher education systems and systems governing access to higher education in EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-2970/10 (EN) by Caroline Lucas (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Lyme disease
Answer from the Commission (5 May 2010)

P-2971/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: The Commission's international trade policy with regard to fisheries
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2972/10 (DE) by Thomas Ulmer (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Implementation of the EU eel regulation
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2973/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Fishing of undulate ray
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2974/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Dangerous 'choking game' becoming more widespread among teenagers
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-2975/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: The security problem in Brussels
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

E-2976/10 (IT) by Iva Zanicchi (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: The security problem in Brussels
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2977/10 (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: GMOs or alternative agricultural methods of in Africa
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-2978/10 (PL) by Joanna Senyszyn (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Commission Work Programme — violence against women
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-2979/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Co-funding for transport in connection with aid to Haiti
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2980/10 (EL) by Spyros Danellis (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Impact of the volcanic eruption on the tourist industry
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-2981/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Homosexuality and Burundi
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-2982/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Extraordinary aid to European airlines affected by the volcano Eyjafjallajökull
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-2983/10 (PL) by Sławomir Witold Nitras (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Relations with Armenia in the context of deepening cooperation with the European Union
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

P-2985/10 (EL) by Sylvana Rapti (S&D) to the Council (27 April 2010)
Subject: Safety of test flights following the suspension of air transport services in Europe because of volcanic ash from Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland
Answer from the Council (2 June 2010)

E-2986/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Mobile data price ceiling
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)
E-2987/10 (EN) by Judith Sargentini (Verts/ALE), Malika Benarab-Attou (Verts/ALE), Franziska Katharina Brantner (Verts/ALE), Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE), Heidi Hautala (Verts/ALE), Nicole Kiil-Nielsen (Verts/ALE), Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE) and Hélène Flautre (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Entry into force of Israeli military orders allowing the mass expulsion of West Bank residents
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2988/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Living conditions in Senegal’s Koranic schools
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2990/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Moratorium on new authorisations of genetically modified organisms (GMOs)
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-2991/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Safeguarding environmental certification procedures under the EMAS Regulation
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-2992/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Rail link Kryoneri-Messolonghi-Agrinio
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-2993/10 (PT) by Maria do Céu Patrão Neves (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Recovery plan for Southern hake and Norway lobster — delay in submitting the report
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2994/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Adaptation of EU legislation against risk factors leading to musculoskeletal disorders
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-2995/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Adoption of ex ante reference criteria for the free allocation of emissions allowances for plants emitting CO₂, pursuant to Directive 2009/29/EC
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-2996/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Revision of the list of priority substances under the water framework directive
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

P-2997/10 (SV) by Olle Schmidt (ALDE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Sulphur content of marine fuels
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)
E-2998/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: The Hague Convention and the role of the Jugendamt (German Child Welfare Office) (2)
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-2999/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Economic repercussions of the Eyjafjalla volcano crisis
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-3000/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Repercussions for employment of the Eyjafjalla volcano crisis
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3001/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Repercussions for the freight sector of the Eyjafjalla volcano crisis
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3002/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Coordination during the crisis caused by the eruption of Eyjafjalla
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3003/10 (DE) by Franziska Katharina Brantner (Verts/ALE) and Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Cost estimates for the European External Action Service (EEAS): staff and buildings
Answer from the Commission (12 July 2010)

E-3004/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Laying Hens Directive
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3005/10 (FR) by Robert Goebbels (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Research grants for The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), India
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-3006/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Medical treatment for Hu Jia, Sakharov Prize winner
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3007/10 (RO) by Corina Creţu (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Rise in some Member States’ debt levels and desirability of creating warning and support mechanisms in respect of insolvency
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3008/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Credit cards for Commissioners and Commission officials — rules in force governing application for reimbursement of travel and entertainment expenses
Answer from the Commission (30 July 2010)
E-3009/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Aid to Califa — Artalabel industry, SA
Joint answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3010/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Protecting jobs and supporting firms in the motor industry
Joint answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3011/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Findings with regard to European structural assistance
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3012/10 (PL) by Joanna Senyszyn (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Women in Polish science
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3013/10 (ES) by Francisco José Millán Mon (PPE) and Íñigo Méndez de Vigo (PPE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Status of Spanish in the European External Action Service
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

E-3014/10 (ES) by Francisco José Millán Mon (PPE) and Íñigo Méndez de Vigo (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Status of Spanish in the European External Action Service
Answer from the Commission (19 July 2010)

E-3015/10 (RO) by Cătălin Sorin Ivan (S&D) and Daciana Octavia Sârbu (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Policing of health information accessible on the Internet
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

P-3016/10 (PT) by Regina Bastos (PPE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Prohibition of use of the drug Avastin for treating metastatic breast cancer in Portugal
Joint answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

P-3017/10 (FI) by Sirpa Pietikäinen (PPE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Proper implementation in Finland of the Environmental Impact Assessment Directive in connection with the Savonlinna bypass
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)

E-3018/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Specific EU standard for emergency vehicles needed in Europe
Answer from the Council (14 June 2010)

E-3019/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Specific EU standard for emergency vehicles needed in Europe
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)
E-3020/10 (ES) by Agustín Díaz de Mera García Consuegra (PPE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Political prisoners in Cuba
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3021/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Ancillary irrigation in SPAs close to the Segarra-Garrigues canal
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3022/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Judicial systems to deal with juvenile delinquency
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3023/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Green waterways
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-3024/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Illegal betting
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3025/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Children and passive smoking
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3026/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Transport of shooting sports ammunition on aeroplanes
Joint answer from the Commission (18 May 2010)

E-3027/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Habitats Directive — Sruwaddacon estuary
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3028/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding to Albania
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3029/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding to Bosnia and Herzegovina
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-3030/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding to Montenegro
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)
E-3031/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding to Serbia
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3032/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding to the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3033/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding to Croatia
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3034/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: The case of the Syrian dissident Haythana Al-Maleh
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3036/10 (FR) by Anne Delvaux (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: European Commission strategy to curb biodiversity loss
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3037/10 (IT) by Gianni Pittella (S&D) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Equal treatment for men and women in matters of employment
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3038/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: EC-Bosnia and Herzegovina Stabilisation and Association Agreement and visa liberalisation
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3039/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: EC-Bosnia and Herzegovina Stabilisation and Association Agreement and visa liberalisation
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3040/10 (PL) by Joanna Senyszyn (S&D) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Commission Work Programme for 2010 — violence against women
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3041/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: POCERAM workers’ rights
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

P-3043/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Meeting of transport ministers and the lifting of flight restrictions
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)
E-3044/10 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Health risks posed by bleed air in aircraft cabins
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3045/10 (DE) by Michael Cramer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Single wagonload traffic in the EU internal market
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-3046/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Safety of nanotechnology products and regulating their use in consumer products
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3047/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Statements by Commissioner Michel Barnier
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3048/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Damas de Blanco: ban on march
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3049/10 (EN) by Christian Engström (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Lack of international cooperation and real action in shutting down sites with child pornography
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

P-3050/10 (FR) by Marc Tarabella (S&D) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Compensation of air passengers adversely affected by the cloud of ash from Iceland
Answer from the Commission (25 May 2010)

E-3051/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Safeguarding Europe’s cultural heritage: Valldigna Monastery
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-3052/10 (ES) by Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE) and Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Outrageous spying activity by the Colombian Government’s Secret Service (DAS) against the European Parliament, the UN, Colombian opposition politicians and others
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3053/10 (PL) by Paweł Robert Kowal (ECR) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Russia’s purchase of French helicopter carriers
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3055/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Assistance for conversion to irrigated land in the Alqueva river irrigation area
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)
E-3056/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Construction and reinforcement work on Aveiro river dykes and dams
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3057/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Assistance for the preservation of areas of ecological interest and the promotion of development in the coastal areas of Alentejo
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-3058/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Effects of industrial emissions on the general population and on workers
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3059/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Adapting milk production to EU technical requirements
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3060/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Support for the rehabilitation of the waterfront of Figueira da Foz (Portugal) and for sporting and recreational nautical activities
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-3061/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Support for rehabilitation of the fishing port of Figueira da Foz (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3062/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Restoration of housing units in the Lameirinhas quarter of Albergaria-a-Velha (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3063/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Water supply and drainage systems in Galveias, Ponte de Sor (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3064/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Drainage of dairy production residues in the municipality of Ovar (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3065/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Employees of the Subercentro company and situation in the municipality of Ponte de Sor (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3066/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Support for the creation of a river crossing to link the banks of the river Mondego (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)
P-3067/10 (ES) by Teresa Riera Madurell (S&D) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Social dimension of the ERA
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

P-3068/10 (DE) by Jörg Leichtfried (S&D) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Role of large investment banks in the financial crisis
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

P-3069/10 (DE) by Holger Krahmer (ALDE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Problem of nuisance odours in the Free State of Saxony, Germany, caused by the petrochemical plant in Litvinov, Czech Republic
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-3070/10 (EN) by Chris Davies (ALDE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: CCS demonstration projects
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

E-3071/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Attracting foreign students to Greek universities
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3072/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Mobility of Greek students
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3073/10 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Commission’s traineeship rules and more particularly Article 2.3 in connection with prior employment
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3074/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Use of the drug Avastin in first-line treatment of lung cancer
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3075/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Use of the medicinal product Avastin in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer
Joint answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3076/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Excessive delays in testing medicines intended exclusively for hospital use
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3077/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Checks on grants awarded to European NGOs
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)
P-3078/10 (ES) by Catherine Grèze (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Outrageous spying activity by the Colombian Government’s Secret Service (DAS) against the European Parliament, the UN, Colombian opposition politicians and others
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

P-3079/10 (DE) by Renate Sommer (PPE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Dangers of bisphenol A
Answer from the Commission (19 May 2010)

P-3080/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Iran’s bid to join the UN Human Rights Council on 13 May
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3081/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE) and Alexander Graf Lambsdorff (ALDE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Iran’s bid to join the UN Human Rights Council on 13 May
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

P-3082/10 (FR) by Frédéric Daerden (S&D) to the Council (27 April 2010)
Subject: Notional interest and company profits
Answer from the Council (7 June 2010)

P-3083/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Operation of Icross charity which received EU grants
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

P-3084/10 (NL) by Corien Wortmann-Kool (PPE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: Regulation 261/2004 and assistance to air passengers in view of the exceptional circumstances involving the suspension of air traffic resulting from the volcanic ash cloud
Answer from the Commission (26 May 2010)

E-3085/10 (NL) by Jeanine Hennis-Plasschaert (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Guidelines on state aid for ports
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3086/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Fund for Orderly Bank Restructuring (FROB) in Spain: competition issues
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

E-3087/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Fund for Orderly Bank Restructuring (FROB) in Spain: competition issues
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-3088/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Spanish customers and consumers left unprotected against banking malpractice; breach of the MiFID Directive
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)
E-3089/10 (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Elections in Sudan
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3090/10 (IT) by Claudio Morganti (EFD) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Directive 2006/123/EC and the preservation of local cultural traditions
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3091/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Statements by Joseph Stiglitz
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-3092/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (3 May 2010)
Subject: Disappearance of Óscar Flores, member of the Frente Nacional de Resistencia Popular in Honduras
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3093/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (3 May 2010)
Subject: Disappearance of Óscar Flores, member of the Frente Nacional de Resistencia Popular in Honduras
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

P-3094/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (27 April 2010)
Subject: The Eyjafjallajökull eruption obligations on re-routing passengers
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

P-3095/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Massive recall of automobiles and negligence by the Commission in investigating allegations of concealment by manufacturers
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-3097/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Border checkpoint cabins between Spain and France
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3098/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Cypriot legal and property rights
Answer from the Commission (3 July 2010)

E-3099/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Protection of sharks
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3100/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Community list of permitted health claims
Answer from the Commission (1 June 2010)
E-3101/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Liberalisation of postal service
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3102/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Lobbying register
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3105/10 (FR) by Robert Rochefort (ALDE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Youth mobility for training purposes in Europe
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3106/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Reform of antitrust proceedings
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3107/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (6 May 2010)
Subject: Serious situation of Sahrawi human rights activists on hunger strike
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3108/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Serious situation of Sahrawi human rights activists on hunger strike
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3109/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Electronic books: VAT rates
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3110/10 (CS) by Milan Cabrnoch (ECR) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Completion of the final section of the D8 motorway
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3111/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Cohesion Fund and take-up rate of resources by Greece
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3112/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Cycle paths in Attica
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3113/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Cycle path network in Greece
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)
E-3114/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: AIFM Directive — credit
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3115/10 (EN) by Nick Griffin (NI) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Arrest of Dimitris Papageorgiou
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3116/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Aid for the rehabilitation of the Santo André lagoon (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (10 August 2010)

E-3117/10 (PT) by Regina Bastos (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: European statute for mutual societies and associations
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2010)

P-3118/10 (EN) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Disabilities and ICT
Answer from the Commission (28 May 2010)

P-3119/10 (FR) by Estelle Grelier (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Pooling of services among local authorities on an intercommunal level
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3120/10 (EL) by Maria Eleni Koppa (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: TRIPS agreement and access to medicines
Answer from the Commission (26 July 2010)

E-3121/10 (RO) by Elena Băsescu (PPE) to the Council (6 May 2010)
Subject: Development of the partnership between the EU and the US
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3122/10 (RO) by Elena Băsescu (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Development of the partnership between the EU and the US
Answer from the Commission (7 September 2010)

E-3123/10 (DE) by Horst Schnellhardt (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Infringement proceedings relating to the calculation of veterinary fees on the basis of Regulation (EC) No 882/2004
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3124/10 (DE) by Horst Schnellhardt (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
**E-3125/10** (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Digital Agenda — open standards and interoperability
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

**P-3126/10** (DE) by Ulrike Lunacek (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Protection of European citizens in Colombia following the scandal involving the secret service, answerable to the President
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

**P-3127/10** (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Israel Association Agreement — possible upgrade of relations
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

**P-3128/10** (FI) by Riikka Manner (ALDE) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Promoting the use of renewable materials in building
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

**E-3129/10** (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Workers with silicosis in Valle de Valdeorras, Orense (Galicia, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

**E-3130/10** (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Gran Canaria airport business park (Canary Islands, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

**E-3131/10** (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Construction of third runway at Gran Canaria airport (Canary Islands, Spain)
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

**E-3132/10** (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Use of antibiotics in agriculture
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

**E-3133/10** (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Language rules of health insurance schemes
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

**E-3134/10** (DE) by Jan Philipp Albrecht (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Public access to EU documents
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

**E-3135/10** (DE) by Jens Geier (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Cross-border mobility
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)
E-3136/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Guaranteed minimum income for those in flexible employment
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3137/10 (EN) by Gay Mitchell (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Heritage Training Fund
Joint answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3139/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Sixth VAT Directive (2006/112/EC)
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3140/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Europe paralysed by Icelandic ash cloud
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3141/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Wave energy in the North Sea
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-3142/10 (NL) by Kathleen Van Brempt (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Storage and passing on of Internet data
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-3143/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Closure of the Valença walk-in clinic
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3144/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: VAT reimbursement
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3145/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Measures to prevent further natural disasters in Madeira
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-3146/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) and João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Support for afforestation and farmers in the Serra do Buçaco (Portugal)
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3147/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Impact on consumer health of products containing nanoparticles
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)
E-3148/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Council (6 May 2010)
Subject: Increasing decision-making transparency in the EU institutions; mandatory registration of interest groups in a common register
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

E-3149/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Increasing decision-making transparency in the EU institutions; mandatory registration of interest groups in a common register
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3150/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (6 May 2010)
Subject: Council President’s position on the prosecution of the judge Baltasar Garzón
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

P-3151/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Passenger reimbursement by European airline companies
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3152/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Bulgarian corruption accusations
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3153/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Romanian social health centres
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3154/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: The counterfeit medicines market
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3155/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Measures to combat the proliferation of messages inciting religious hatred on the Internet
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3156/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Development aid and disbursement of contributions by Member States
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3157/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Council (6 May 2010)
Subject: Linguistic integration of the Turkish minority in German schools and universities
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

E-3158/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Linguistic integration of the Turkish minority in German schools and universities
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)
E-3159/10 (DE) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Greece
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3160/10 (ES) by Íñigo Méndez de Vigo (PPE) to the Council (6 May 2010)
Subject: Christians expelled from Morocco
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3161/10 (ES) by Íñigo Méndez de Vigo (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Christians expelled from Morocco
Joint answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-3162/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: UK e-Borders requirements for compulsory Advanced Passenger Information (API) and EC law
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-3163/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Order Regarding Prevention of Infiltration and Order Regarding Security Provisions in the West Bank
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3164/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Need for product traceability in the interests of consumer protection
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3165/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Council (6 May 2010)
Subject: Inconsistencies regarding the implementation of Directive 2007/23/EC
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-3166/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Inconsistencies regarding the implementation of Directive 2007/23/EC
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3167/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Delay by the Greek Government in adopting and implementing policies for the homeless
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3168/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Under-capacity functioning of sewage treatment plant in the municipality of Verria
Preliminary answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)
Supplementary answer from the Commission (6 August 2010)

E-3169/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Isolation of young people in a digital environment
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)
E-3170/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Addiction to gambling
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3171/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Digital divide between Greeks
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

P-3172/10 (ES) by Francisco José Millán Mon (PPE) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Morocco readmission agreement
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-3173/10 (ES) by Francisco José Millán Mon (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Algeria readmission agreement
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3174/10 (ES) by Francisco José Millán Mon (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Morocco Agreement on liberalising trade in services and the right of establishment
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3175/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Common working language for rail transport in the EU
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3176/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Double taxation agreements between EU Member States
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-3177/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Standardised European Rules of the Air (SERA)
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3178/10 (FR) by Stéphane Le Foll (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Violation of human rights in Djibouti
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

P-3179/10 (DE) by Evelyne Gebhardt (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Risks for children wearing cycle helmets and lanyards
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

P-3180/10 (EN) by Judith A. Merkies (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Immediate threat of damage to two vulnerable Natura 2000 sites in Poland (infringement procedure — Łomislawice mining project)
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)
P-3181/10 (IT) by Alfredo Antoniozzi (PPE) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Legal framework for minicars at EU level and changes to road safety rules
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-3182/10 (LT) by Viktor Uspaskich (ALDE) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Implementation of Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

P-3183/10 (LT) by Justas Vincas Paleckis (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Security at the EU’s external borders
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3184/10 (DA) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Interpretation of Regulation (EC) No 1107/2006
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3185/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Mayer (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Regulation (EC) No 589/2008
Joint answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3186/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Problems with the use of electronic signatures in Poland
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-3187/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Mafia in Europe
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3188/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Banking supervision
Answer from the Commission (15 July 2010)

E-3189/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Council (7 May 2010)
Subject: EU holiday pay for low wage earners
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-3190/10 (DE) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Indect — Article 8 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3191/10 (DE) by Alexander Alvaro (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Indect — Article 45 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)
E-3192/10 (DE) by Holger Krahmer (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Article 4 of Regulation (EC) No 1924/2006 on nutrition and health claims made on foods
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-3193/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Sustainable management of water resources in agriculture
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3194/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Civil protection and the seventh framework programme for research
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3195/10 (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Safety and health at work as an essential element of a sustainable and competitive European
social economy
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3196/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Protection of Greece’s western borders
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3197/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Release of climate change data
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3198/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: The Dongria Kondh tribal people and bauxite deposits in Orissa, India
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3199/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Use of the blasphemy law in Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3200/10 (EN) by Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: The plight of homeless children in Honduras
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3201/10 (EN) by Ioan Mircea Pașcu (S&D) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Romanian ITC companies selected by the Commission as lead partners for EU framework contracts during January 2007-April 2010
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3202/10 (EN) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE), Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) and Anja Weisgerber (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Vitamin D deficiency
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)
E-3203/10 (EN) by Gesine Meissner (ALDE) to the Council (7 May 2010)
Subject: COM(2002)0064: VAT proposal concerning travel agents
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3204/10 (EN) by Gesine Meissner (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: COM(2002)0064: VAT proposal concerning travel agents
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-3205/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Funding for the Nile Institute
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-3206/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Wheelchair access in Europe
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3207/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Eurogroup Presidency
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3208/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Religious Freedom in Nepal
Joint answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-3209/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Black market trade in dog meat
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3210/10 (EN) by Syed Kamall (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: New proposed EU customs legislation
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3211/10 (EN) by Ashley Fox (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: South African street children
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3212/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Very serious environmental situation of Lake Vico
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-3213/10 (LT) by Vilija Blinkevičiūtė (S&D) to the Council (7 May 2010)
Subject: 'Youth in action' programme (2007-13)
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)
E-3214/10 (NL) by Bart Staes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Schengen agreements and protocols as an excuse for refusing to allow foot-passengers and cyclists on the ferry between Belgium and the UK
Answer from the Commission (23 July 2010)

E-3215/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Negotiations on the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement
Answer from the Commission (23 July 2010)

E-3216/10 (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Intervention on behalf of Siargej Kavalenka
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3217/10 (PL) by Tadeusz Cymański (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Alternatives to animal testing
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3218/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Discrimination against a Portuguese worker in Germany
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-3219/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Cervical cancer
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3220/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (11 May 2010)
Subject: EU climate policy following the Copenhagen summit: carry-over of assigned amount units under the Kyoto Protocol
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3221/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Council (7 May 2010)
Subject: Spain and the European Union Code of Conduct on arms exports
Answer from the Council (18 June 2010)

E-3222/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Spain and the European Union Code of Conduct on arms exports
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3223/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Deleting data — Facebook et al.
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3224/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Council (7 May 2010)
Subject: Unfair tax competition within the EU and activation of the aid mechanism to support the Greek economy
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)
E-3225/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Unfair tax competition within the EU and activation of the aid mechanism to support the Greek economy
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-3226/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Solving the chronic productivity gap problem between the US and the EU by removing entry barriers in innovating sectors
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3227/10 (EL) by Theodoros Skylakakis (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Energy saving and proper transposition into national law of Directive 2002/91/EC on the energy performance of buildings
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3228/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Proportion of civil servants in the total active workforce in Europe
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3229/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: The crime of usury in Europe
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3230/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Record number of new drugs
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

E-3231/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Support for young entrepreneurs in Greece
Answer from the Commission (3 July 2010)

E-3232/10 (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Partnership agreements between the EU and ACP countries
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2010)

P-3233/10 (EN) by John Attard-Montalto (S&D) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Volcanic eruption in Iceland
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-3234/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Airport compensation for volcanic ash disruption
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

E-3235/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Production of public goods by European agriculture
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)
E-3236/10 (EN) by Emma McClarkin (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Bullfighting subsidies
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3237/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Unfair contract terms in airline tickets
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3238/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3239/10 (EN) by Geoffrey Van Orden (ECR) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding for Zimbabwean Constitutional drafting process
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3240/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (11 May 2010)
Subject: Action to combat vitamin D deficiency
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3241/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Quality of water in the EU
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

P-3243/10 (FR) by Gaston Franco (PPE) to the Commission (4 May 2010)
Subject: Sustainability criteria for palm oil
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3245/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Council (7 May 2010)
Subject: 2010 Burmese elections
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3246/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: 2010 Burmese elections
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3247/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Implications of Rio Tinto-Chinalco deal for the people of Guinea
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-3248/10 (EN) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Thirty-six Asian migrants rescued from slavery on fishing boats in Costa Rica
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)
E-3249/10 (EN) by Jelko Kacin (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Western Balkans: full cumulation
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3250/10 (EN) by Brian Crowley (ALDE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Problems with property investments in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3251/10 (EN) by David Martin (S&D) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Export of breeding cattle from the EU
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-3252/10 (EN) by Reinhard Bütikofer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Interconnectivity of electricity networks
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3253/10 (CS) by Jan Březina (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Construction of the D8 motorway linking Prague with Germany
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3254/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Report on sectors of the economy under threat following the volcanic eruption in Iceland
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3255/10 (DA) by Morten Messerschmidt (EFD) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Possibility of an EU travel guarantee fund
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-3256/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Mayer (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Export refunds for poultrymeat in the EU Member States and scope of the associated checks
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3257/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Cross-border pension entitlements in Austria and Germany
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3258/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Budget for the Erasmus, Erasmus Mundus and Leonardo da Vinci Programmes
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3259/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: External programme evaluations
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)
E-3260/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Commission contracts awarded to the 'Big Four' auditing firms
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3261/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Studies by external service providers
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3263/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: HIDE — A lobbying platform under the guise of data protection
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3264/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (10 May 2010)
Subject: Financial Transparency System of the Council
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3265/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Description of professional skills
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3266/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Unguarded level crossings in Greece
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3267/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Evaluation of European universities
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-3268/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Council (10 May 2010)
Subject: Protection of intellectual property rights and economic development
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-3269/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Chernobyl — contaminated metals returned to European markets
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3270/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Additional costs to firms of origin marking
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3271/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: The Goldman Sachs mega-fraud and the new speculation
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)
E-3272/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** G20 meeting in Washington and the financial crisis  
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3273/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** European Union measures to promote teleworking  
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-3274/10 (ES) by Antolín Sánchez Presedo (S&D) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Independence and governance of credit rating agencies  
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2010)

E-3275/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** EFSA — European Food Safety Authority  
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3276/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Appropriations for children’s day-care centres in 2010  
Answer from the Commission (23 August 2010)

E-3277/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Appropriations for vehicle costs in 2010  
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2010)

E-3278/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Appropriations for missions and representation in 2010  
Answer from the Commission (24 September 2010)

E-3279/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Problems of overgrazing on the island of Ikaria, Greece  
Answer from the Commission (13 July 2010)

E-3280/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Measures to save indigenous crop varieties  
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3281/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Ill-treatment of the students Ferhat Tüzer and Berna Yılmaz by the Turkish authorities  
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3282/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Chountis (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 May 2010)  
**Subject:** Question concerning activation of Solidarity Fund  
Preliminary answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)  
Supplementary answer from the Commission (18 October 2010)
E-3283/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) and Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Denial of freedom of association in Uzbekistan
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-3284/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) and Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Pine nematode disease II
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3285/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Bogus democracy in Cuba
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3286/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Illegal doctors in the Portuguese emergency services
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3287/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: M-Cat: authorities on the alert about a new drug
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3288/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: News reports about the serious financial situation in Portugal
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3289/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Special customs arrangements for Pakistan
Answer from the Commission (23 July 2010)

E-3291/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Airlines and consumer rights
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-3292/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Functional air space blocks
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3293/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE) to the Council (10 May 2010)
Subject: Youth unemployment in the EU
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3294/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Youth unemployment in the EU
Answer from the Commission (19 July 2010)
E-3295/10 (IT) by Aldo Patriciello (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Europe without Italian
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3296/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Protection against noise pollution
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

P-3297/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Liberalisation of the technical inspection of vehicles
Answer from the Commission (27 May 2010)

P-3299/10 (RO) by Silvia-Adriana Ţicău (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Financing of the TEN-T sector
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

E-3300/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Andalusia’s receipt of ERDF funding after 2013
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3301/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Subsidies for social contacts between staff
Answer from the Commission (20 August 2010)

E-3302/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (10 May 2010)
Subject: Subsidies for social contacts between staff, particularly the EU Golf Club and the CNCE
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-3303/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Spending on restaurants and canteens in 2010
Answer from the Commission (11 August 2010)

E-3304/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: OLAF investigations in connection with the Structural Funds
Joint answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

E-3305/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: OLAF investigations in the agricultural sector
Joint answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

E-3306/10 (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Cost of the emergency programme for Greece
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)
**E-3307/10** (DE) by Hans-Peter Martin (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Financial corrections in Greece
Joint answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

**E-3308/10** (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Use of mobile telephones and possible medical problems
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

**E-3309/10** (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Enhanced role for Eurostat
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

**E-3310/10** (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Virus threat to online transactions
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

**E-3311/10** (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Stevia, a plant-based sweetener
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

**E-3312/10** (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: A European lex sportiva
Answer from the Commission (16 July 2010)

**E-3313/10** (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Chapter on agriculture in accession negotiations with Croatia
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

**E-3314/10** (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Water supplies for Iraklion and Agios Nikolaos from the Aposelemi reservoir
Answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

**E-3315/10** (EN) by Vittorio Prodi (S&D) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Wound care
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

**E-3316/10** (SV) by Eva-Britt Svensson (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Transfers from the European Social Fund to the European Globalisation Fund
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

**E-3317/10** (EN) by Struan Stevenson (ECR) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Implementation of hen welfare legislation
Joint answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)
E-3318/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (11 May 2010)
Subject: SMEs and support at international level
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3319/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: SMEs and the CIP programme for 2007-13
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3320/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Energy efficiency and saving energy
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-3321/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Polygamy in Europe
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3322/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Categories of vertical agreements and concerted practices in the motor vehicle sector
Joint answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3323/10 (IT) by Debora Serracchiani (S&D) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Airport restrictions
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-3324/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Euronews broadcasts supported by the Commission
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

E-3325/10 (NL) by Barry Madlener (NI) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Possibility that assistance to Greece may substantially increase
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3326/10 (NL) by Dirk Sterckx (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Use of tractors on public roads and protection of vulnerable road users
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3327/10 (RO) by Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Cohesion policy and demographic changes
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3328/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Use of brain research findings to manipulate consumer behaviour
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)
E-3329/10 (FI) by Satu Hassi (Verts/ALE) and Sirpa Pietikäinen (PPE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Legal action to curb wolf poaching in Finland
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3330/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (10 May 2010)
Subject: Yemen and Huthi Rebels
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3331/10 (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) and Charles Tannock (ECR) to the Council (10 May 2010)
Subject: Yemen and Al-Qaeda
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3332/10 (EN) by Marina Yannakoudakis (ECR) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Food supplements directive
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-3333/10 (IT) by Niccolò Rinaldi (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Temporary unqualified teachers
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3334/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Per capita investments in education and training
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

P-3335/10 (DA) by Søren Bo Søndergaard (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Provision of postal services
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

P-3336/10 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Financial aid to subcontractors in the air transport sector
Answer from the Commission (31 May 2010)

P-3337/10 (PT) by Luis Manuel Capoulas Santos (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Request for Madeiran farmers to be exempted from checks in the wake of the natural disaster
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

P-3338/10 (DE) by Barbara Lochbihler (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: European measures against human rights abuses by the Colombian secret service DAS
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

E-3339/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Council (12 May 2010)
Subject: Journalists’ travel expenses
Answer from the Council (3 July 2010)
E-3340/10 (DE) by Martin Ehrenhauser (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Journalists’ travel expenses
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3341/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Environmental time-bomb in the Gulf of Mexico
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3342/10 (EL) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Carbon footprint of biofuels
Joint answer from the Commission (11 October 2010)

E-3343/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Air pollution caused by the Zmeyovo military test field near Stara Zagora, Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3344/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Dangerous hospital waste in Sofia, Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3345/10 (EN) by Michail Tremopoulos (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Closing and recultivation of the Tsalapitsa waste depot near Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3347/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Safety procedures while playing indoor sports
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3348/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Working and living on the UK-Irish border
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3349/10 (EN) by John Attard-Montalto (S&D) and Véronique Mathieu (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Hunting and trapping in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (26 July 2010)

E-3350/10 (FR) by Christine De Veyrac (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Reform of competition rules in the motor vehicle sector
Joint answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3351/10 (GA) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Protecting European heritage and traditional skills
Joint answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)
E-3352/10 (GA) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Trans-EU transport information
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3353/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Translation of the Charter of Fundamental Rights into verse
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3354/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Famagusta, assessment of state of infrastructure
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3355/10 (NL) by Philip Claeys (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Arrest and expulsion of human rights activist in Turkey
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3356/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Erasmus for officials at regional and local level
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

P-3357/10 (EN) by John Attard-Montalto (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Hunting and trapping in Malta
Joint answer from the Commission (26 July 2010)

P-3358/10 (EN) by Thijs Berman (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: EU-India free trade agreement — generic medicines and IPRs
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3359/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Council (12 May 2010)
Subject: European protection order
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3360/10 (ES) by Izaskun Bilbao Barandica (ALDE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: European protection order
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3361/10 (ES) by Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Acknowledging insularity in European regional policy
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3362/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Authorisation procedure in agro-genetic technology
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)
E-3363/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Brazilian beef imports
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3364/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Funding to airlines in the wake of the volcanic ash cloud crisis
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3365/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Irish Government’s investment in Anglo Irish Bank
Joint answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3366/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Water Framework Directive and water charges
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-3367/10 (EN) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Setting of nutrient profiles in Regulation (EC) No 1924/2006 on the nutrition and health claims made on foods
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-3368/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Waste and mismanagement in hospitals
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3369/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Volcanic ash incidents and air passenger rights
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3370/10 (IT) by Claudio Morganti (EFD) and Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Council (12 May 2010)
Subject: Searches of European ships by Iranian authorities in the Persian Gulf
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3371/10 (IT) by Claudio Morganti (EFD) and Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Searches of European ships by Iranian authorities in the Persian Gulf
Answer from the Commission (20 August 2010)

P-3372/10 (DE) by Jörg Leichtfried (S&D) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Harmonising safety vests in Europe
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

P-3373/10 (DE) by Sabine Wils (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: European subsidies for relocating jobs in the dairy company Campina
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)
P-3374/10 (SV) by Olle Schmidt (ALDE) to the Commission (6 May 2010)
Subject: Freedom of movement for patients
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3375/10 (EN) by Jim Higgins (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: European Commission’s information note of 27 April 2010 ‘The impact of the volcanic ash cloud crisis on the air transport industry’
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3376/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Harmonisation of procedures for checks on road-haulage drivers
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3377/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Transposition of Directive 2006/123/EC on services in the internal market and the implications of its application to local (street) markets and street traders in Italy
Answer from the Commission (3 July 2010)

E-3378/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Rules for submitting funding applications in relation to certain measures under Romania’s national programme for rural development
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-3379/10 (RO) by Rareş-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Reallocation of funds under Romania’s national programme for rural development
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

P-3380/10 (ES) by Francisco José Millán Mon (PPE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Agreement between the EU and Morocco on trade in agricultural products, processed agricultural products and fish
Answer from the Commission (8 June 2010)

P-3381/10 (EN) by Reinhard Bütikofer (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Knowledge gap in respect of volcanic ash
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3382/10 (IT) by Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Council (14 May 2010)
Subject: Ban on full-body concealment and mandatory requirements regarding identifiability in the 27 EU Member States
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-3383/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Council (12 May 2010)
Subject: Shareholdings by Member State authorities in arms manufacturing companies
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3384/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Hygiene control in Greek slaughterhouses
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)
E-3385/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Assessing the quality of drinking water in Greece
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3386/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Council (12 May 2010)
Subject: Aid plan for Greece
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3387/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Aid plan for Greece
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3388/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Future of cohesion policy after 2013
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3389/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Implementing citizens’ initiatives
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-3390/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Industrial policy as part of the Europe 2020 strategy
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3391/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Promoting clusters and centres of competitiveness as part of the Europe 2020 strategy
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3392/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: EU responsibility for sport
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3393/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: ERDF financing in Brittany
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3394/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Regional authorities’ involvement in cohesion policy
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3397/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Curtailing water wastage
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)
E-3398/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Gigaliners
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3399/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Nickel content
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3400/10 (EN) by Marietje Schaake (ALDE) and Alexander Graf Lambsdorff (ALDE) to the Council
Subject: Iran elected to UN Commission on women’s rights
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-3401/10 (EN) by George Lyon (ALDE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Land qualifying for Single Farm Payments (SFP)
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-3402/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Council (14 May 2010)
Subject: Frequent and continual infringements of European rules on waste management and disposal
Answer from the Council (28 June 2010)

E-3403/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Frequent and continual infringement of European rules on waste management and disposal
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3404/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Council (14 May 2010)
Subject: Clearing of travellers’ camps by Italian authorities in breach of human and children’s rights
Answer from the Council (8 September 2010)

E-3405/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Clearing of travellers’ camps by Italian authorities in breach of human and children’s rights
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3406/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Violence against women as a cultural phenomenon and pressing need for European laws to control and prevent it
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3407/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Restricted access to education for children from outside the Community in breach of European rules on non-discrimination
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)
E-3408/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Violation of basic rights in detention centres for illegal immigrants in Italy
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3409/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Infringement of European rules on access to environmental information and breach of democratic principles
Answer from the Commission (12 July 2010)

E-3411/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Presumed failure to comply with EU legislation in the construction of an incinerator in Cà del Bue
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-3412/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: The 'Italtel' case and the disastrous employment situation in Sicily
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3413/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Independent scientific opinions to obtain authorisation to place GMO products on the European market
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3415/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Crime of enslavement, committed in Italy in 2010
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3416/10 (IT) by Sonia Alfano (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: LNG terminals in the Gulf of Trieste
Answer from the Commission (29 July 2010)

E-3417/10 (PL) by Ryszard Antoni Legutko (ECR) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Outlook for EU cohesion policy
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3418/10 (PL) by Jaroslaw Leszek Wałęsa (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Croatia’s accession negotiations — Chapter 13 — Fisheries
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3419/10 (ES) by Willy Meyer (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Reopening of the investigation into the assassination of Olof Palme
Answer from the Commission (4 June 2010)

E-3420/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Economic crisis and shift towards lower product quality
Answer from the Commission (3 July 2010)
E-3421/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: ‘Fruit in school’ programme
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3422/10 (EN) by Simon Busuttil (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Action on misleading directory companies
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3423/10 (EN) by Graham Watson (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: European Baccalaureate
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3424/10 (EN) by Anneli Jäätteenmäki (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: The precautionary principle with regard to mobile networks
Answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

E-3425/10 (EN) by Bill Newton Dunn (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Differing aircraft safety rules
Answer from the Commission (3 June 2010)

E-3426/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Worsening chaos in Greece
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-3427/10 (IT) by Lorenzo Fontana (EFD) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Environmental condition of Lake Vico (Italy) and deterioration of its water quality
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-3428/10 (RO) by Elena Oana Antonescu (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Reduction of salt consumption to fight hypertension and cardiovascular illnesses
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

P-3429/10 (DE) by Barbara Lochbihler (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (7 May 2010)
Subject: Danube Strategy to the east of Vienna
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3430/10 (NL) by Cornelis de Jong (GUE/NGL), Jaromír Kohlíček (GUE/NGL), Sabine Wils (GUE/NGL) and Jacky Hénin (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Threat to small cross-border inland water transport operators
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)

E-3431/10 (NL) by Cornelis de Jong (GUE/NGL), Jaromír Kohlíček (GUE/NGL), Sabine Wils (GUE/NGL) and Jacky Hénin (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: National obstacles to cross-border transport by small inland waterway operators
Answer from the Commission (21 June 2010)
E-3432/10 (NL) by Frieda Brepoels (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Economic consequences of the disruption of European airspace
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3433/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Creation of a European rating agency
Joint answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

P-3434/10 (ES) by Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: The erroneous transposition of Directive 2006/123/EC by the Spanish Government
Answer from the Commission (11 June 2010)

E-3435/10 (DE) by Evelyn Regner (S&D) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Deregulation of package sizes
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3436/10 (DE) by Evelyn Regner (S&D) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Translated EU documents used by Google to develop its language software
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3437/10 (DE) by Ulrike Rodust (S&D) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Collecting statistical data in agriculture
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3438/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Concealed mobile telephone antennas
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3439/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Closed circuit television in schools
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3440/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Level of vigilance in Europe with regard to environmental disaster risks in the form of oil slicks
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3441/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Take-up of NSRF funding by Greece
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3442/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Research funding based on results
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)
E-3443/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Increase in the flow of migrants as a result of the international economic crisis
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3445/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Council (14 May 2010)
Subject: European diplomatic corps: reality or utopia?
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3446/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: European diplomatic corps: reality or utopia?
Answer from the Commission (31 August 2010)

E-3447/10 (IT) by Antonio Cancian (PPE) and Lara Comi (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Amendments to Directive 2004/18/EC
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

P-3448/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Council (10 May 2010)
Subject: Geographic balance in the European External Action Service
Answer from the Council (15 September 2010)

E-3449/10 (DE) by Paul Rübig (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: EURO-Dat-Life research project
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3450/10 (EL) by Ioannis A. Tsoukalas (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Infringements of Community law
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3451/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: EU energy independence — case of CEGH
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3453/10 (FR) by Alain Cadec (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Role of the structural funds in the Europe 2020 strategy
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3455/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Meningitis: emerging strains
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3456/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Community imports of birds other than poultry
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)
E-3458/10 (PL) by Jarosław Kalinowski (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Safety at work
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3459/10 (RO) by Rareș-Lucian Niculescu (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Standards compliance of certain types of medicine for children
Answer from the Commission (2 June 2010)

P-3460/10 (DA) by Christel Schaldemose (S&D) to the Commission (10 May 2010)
Subject: Misleading air fares and lack of cancellation option
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3461/10 (IT) by Sergio Berlato (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Inacceptable child abuse in nursery schools
Answer from the Commission (25 June 2010)

E-3462/10 (IT) by Guido Milana (S&D) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Bluefin tuna
Answer from the Commission (18 August 2010)

E-3463/10 (PL) by Filip Kaczmarek (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Directive on manning conditions for passenger and ferry services
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3464/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: EU–USA agreement on trade in bananas
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3465/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Biofuels and greenhouse gas emissions
Joint answer from the Commission (11 October 2010)

E-3467/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: EU subsidies of insurance schemes
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3468/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Licensing of genetically modified organisms
Answer from the Commission (3 July 2010)

E-3469/10 (PT) by João Ferreira (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Hydraulic hook-and-line fishing
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)
E-3470/10 (PT) by Maria Da Graça Carvalho (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Cohesion Policy — Portugal
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

P-3471/10 (EN) by Alyn Smith (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (11 May 2010)
Subject: EU border checks and Foot and Mouth Disease (FMD)
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

E-3473/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3474/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Council (17 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3475/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-3476/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Council (17 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba Relations
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3477/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

E-3478/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Council (17 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Council (5 July 2010)

E-3479/10 (ES) by Pablo Arias Echeverría (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: EU-Cuba relations
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3480/10 (DA) by Britta Thomsen (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Baltic Pride
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3481/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Possible new food crisis
Answer from the Commission (16 July 2010)
E-3482/10 (IT) by Crescenzio Rivellini (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Teleafircare project
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3483/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) and Tomasz Piotr Poręba (ECR) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Supplies of Azerbaijani gas for the Nabucco pipeline
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)

E-3484/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Expulsion of European citizens from Israel
Answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

E-3485/10 (ES) by Raül Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Rescue plan for Greece
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3486/10 (DE) by Franz Obermayr (NI) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Blue Card — EU immigration policy — Admission of highly qualified workers
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3487/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Single-parent families and the financial crisis
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3488/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Schools’ access to the Internet
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3489/10 (EN) by Thijs Berman (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: ACP-EU Water Facility
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3490/10 (EN) by Corina Crețu (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Short-term measures and basic measures to secure development assistance
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3491/10 (FR) by Dominique Baudis (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Single European Sky and SESAR programme
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3493/10 (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) and Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: CAP reform and aids for the cereal sector
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)
**E-3494/10** (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD), Oreste Rossi (EFD) and Mara Bizzotto (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Banning the full Islamic veil
Answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

**E-3495/10** (IT) by Giancarlo Scottà (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Recent attacks in the north-eastern Democratic Republic of Congo
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

**E-3496/10** (IT) by Patrizia Toia (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Disabled access to European stadia
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

**E-3498/10** (RO) by Rovana Plumb (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Targets proposed by the Commission as part of the EU-2020 strategy
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

**E-3499/10** (DE) by Bernd Lange (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Action by the Colombian secret service in the European Parliament
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

**E-3500/10** (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Nepal: general strike
Answer from the Commission (20 July 2010)

**E-3501/10** (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Environmentally disastrous offshore oil spill
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

**E-3502/10** (IT) by Oreste Rossi (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: India: New Delhi terror alert
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

**E-3504/10** (LT) by Justas Vincas Paleckis (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Patient safety in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)

**E-3505/10** (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Council (17 May 2010)
Subject: Farm murders in South Africa
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

**E-3506/10** (EN) by Fiorello Provera (EFD) to the Council (17 May 2010)
Subject: Racial strife in South Africa
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)
E-3507/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: European air passengers' rights
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3508/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: European air passengers' rights
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3509/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Organic farming subsidies under the CAP
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3510/10 (IT) by Cristiana Muscardini (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Greek crisis and spending controls
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3511/10 (CS) by Hynek Fajmon (ECR) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Speeding up the review of the project to complete the D8 motorway
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3512/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Commission's account keeping
Answer from the Commission (18 June 2010)

E-3513/10 (EL) by Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Management of water resources
Answer from the Commission (5 August 2010)

E-3514/10 (EN) by Marije Cornelissen (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Human rights and rule of law in Moldova
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3515/10 (RO) by Ioan Enciu (S&D) to the Council (17 May 2010)
Subject: Increasing cases of racism, discrimination and exclusion affecting Roma
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3516/10 (RO) by Ioan Enciu (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Discriminatory and xenophobic acts against Roma
Answer from the Commission (24 June 2010)

E-3517/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Milk quotas
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)
E-3518/10 (DA) by Ole Christensen (S&D) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: Terms of employment for teachers in adult education in Denmark  
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-3519/10 (DE) by Ulrike Rodust (S&D) to the Commission (12 May 2010)  
Subject: Negotiation of a new Fisheries Partnership Agreement with Morocco  
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-3520/10 (EL) by Kyriacos Triantaphyllides (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: EU funding for electricity supply in the Gaza Strip  
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

E-3522/10 (EN) by Adina-ioana Vălean (ALDE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: Raw materials  
Answer from the Commission (16 July 2010)

E-3523/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: Impact of Chernobyl on Greece  
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3524/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: Children at risk through early exposure to television  
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3525/10 (EL) by Georgios Papanikolaou (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: High abortion rate  
Answer from the Commission (29 June 2010)

E-3526/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: Funding Turkey  
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3527/10 (EN) by William (The Earl of) Dartmouth (EFD) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: Britain’s contribution to indicative allocations to Turkey  
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3528/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)  
Subject: Construction permit for wind turbines  
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)
E-3529/10 (PT) by Nuno Melo (PPE) to the Commission (17 May 2010)
Subject: Sustainable pesticide use
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-3530/10 (ES) by Rosa Estarás Ferragut (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: EU judicial assistance in Rwanda
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-3531/10 (EN) by Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: Rules governing motorsport licences in Ireland
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

P-3532/10 (DE) by Daniel Caspary (PPE) to the Commission (12 May 2010)
Subject: European Schools' budget
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3533/10 (DE) by Reimer Böge (PPE) and Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: European Schools' budget
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3534/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Thermal power station projects in Alange
Joint answer from the Commission (2 August 2010)

E-3535/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Assessment of the environmental impact of the Alange thermal power station project
Joint answer from the Commission (2 August 2010)

E-3536/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Thermal power stations in Mérida (Extremadura): impact on water resources and the atmosphere
Joint answer from the Commission (2 August 2010)

E-3537/10 (ES) by Raúl Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Thermal power stations in Mérida (Extremadura): socioeconomic impact
Joint answer from the Commission (2 August 2010)

E-3538/10 (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Castration of slaughter pigs
Answer from the Commission (28 July 2010)
E-3539/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: EU funding for school buildings
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3540/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Demolition of Ottoman-era residential district recently restored with the help of EU grants
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3541/10 (DE) by Ingeborg Gräßle (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: EU payments to the Belene nuclear power station in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3542/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Technical adjustment to support cohesion on the basis of the interinstitutional agreement on budgetary discipline and sound financial management
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3543/10 (EL) by Georgios Papastamkos (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Funding and financial factors in agricultural commodity markets
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

E-3544/10 (EN) by Joe Higgins (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (27 May 2010)
Subject: Referendum in Southern Sudan
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3545/10 (FR) by Marielle De Sarnez (ALDE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Sugar — agreements with Peru and Colombia
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3546/10 (PL) by Artur Zasada (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Minors and air transport
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3547/10 (PL) by Michał Tomasz Kamiński (ECR) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Persecution of the Orthodox minority in the Republic of Kosovo
Answer from the Commission (15 July 2010)
**E-3548/10** (PL) by Marek Henryk Migalski (ECR) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Seizure of property of the Polonica firm
Answer from the Commission (28 July 2010)

**E-3550/10** (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Prespa national park in Greece
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

**E-3551/10** (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: The Tøndermarsken Natura 2000 reserve
Joint answer from the Commission (13 July 2010)

**E-3552/10** (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Biodiversity in the EU
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

**E-3553/10** (DA) by Dan Jørgensen (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Sows with pressure sores
Answer from the Commission (2 July 2010)

**E-3554/10** (EN) by Liam Aylward (ALDE) and Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) to the Commission (27 May 2010)
Subject: Equality Directive
Answer from the Commission (23 July 2010)

**E-3555/10** (EN) by John Bufton (EFD) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Proposed prohibition of anticoagulant rodent controls
Answer from the Commission (6 August 2010)

**P-3556/10** (PL) by Bogdan Kazimierz Marcinkiewicz (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Agreement with Russia on gas deliveries to Poland
Answer from the Commission (7 June 2010)

**E-3559/10** (ES) by Raul Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE), Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE), Santiago Fisas Ayxela (PPE), Rosa Estarás Ferragut (PPE), Maria Badia i Cutchet (S&D) and Raimon Obiols (S&D) to the Council (25 May 2010)
Subject: Minimum size of the European anchovy
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

**E-3560/10** (ES) by Raul Romeva i Rueda (Verts/ALE), Oriol Junqueras Vies (Verts/ALE), Ramon Tremosa i Balcells (ALDE), Santiago Fisas Ayxela (PPE), Rosa Estarás Ferragut (PPE), Maria Badia i Cutchet (S&D) and Raimon Obiols (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Minimum size of the European anchovy
Answer from the Commission (12 July 2010)

**E-3561/10** (EL) by Konstantinos Poupakis (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Protection of consumers from misleading credit advertising
Answer from the Commission (3 July 2010)
E-3562/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Funding Available for Companies in the Renewable Energy Sector
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-3563/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Applications for European Tourist Destinations of Excellence
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2010)

E-3564/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Ibar Golf and Country Club development (Dolna Banya, Bulgaria)
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3565/10 (EN) by Alan Kelly (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: TSE Roadmap and BSE testing
Answer from the Commission (5 July 2010)

E-3566/10 (EN) by Seán Kelly (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Services Directive — car hire
Answer from the Commission (14 July 2010)

E-3567/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Uniformity of divorce legislation
Answer from the Commission (1 July 2010)

E-3568/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Contingency plan for volcanic ash
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3569/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Specific European policy on mountains
Answer from the Commission (9 July 2010)

E-3570/10 (EN) by Nessa Childers (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Funding for former Quinn workers
Answer from the Commission (22 June 2010)
E-3571/10 (FR) by Gilles Pargneaux (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Complaints against the Irish airline Ryanair
Answer from the Commission (15 June 2010)

E-3572/10 (FR) by Robert Rochefort (ALDE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Compliance with European law in connection with the European elections in Malta
Answer from the Commission (20 July 2010)

E-3573/10 (PL) by Zbigniew Ziobro (ECR), Mirosław Piotrowski (ECR), Konrad Szymański (ECR) and Jacek Olgierd Kurski (ECR) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Organisation of the working time of drivers in the EU
Answer from the Commission (14 June 2010)

P-3574/10 (PT) by Maria do Céu Patrão Neves (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: POSEI and the European Fisheries Fund
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

P-3575/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Council (14 May 2010)
Subject: Situation in Honduras
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3576/10 (CS) by Jan Březina (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Obstacles to the free movement of goods within the EU — national certification monopolies
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

E-3579/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Development aid
Answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

E-3580/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Suspension of structural fund payments to countries which fail to meet their obligations
Answer from the Commission (12 July 2010)

E-3581/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Sanctions against countries which fail to meet obligations
Answer from the Commission (16 July 2010)

E-3582/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Credit rating agencies: transparency criteria in relation to methodology
Answer from the Commission (10 August 2010)

E-3583/10 (PT) by Diogo Feio (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Statements by Commissioner Almunia
Answer from the Commission (23 July 2010)
E-3584/10 (PT) by Ilda Figueiredo (GUE/NGL) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Aid to small cheese producers in Rio de Moinhos (Borba municipality)
Answer from the Commission (7 July 2010)

P-3585/10 (CS) by Miroslav Ouzký (ECR) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Completion of the D8 motorway
Joint answer from the Commission (28 June 2010)

P-3586/10 (EN) by Brian Crowley (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Eel Conservation Plans
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

P-3587/10 (EN) by Claude Turmes (Verts/ALE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Carbon leakage in the power sector
Answer from the Commission (16 June 2010)

P-3588/10 (EN) by Anna Záborská (PPE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Kenya: EU meddling with the ongoing constitutional debate
Answer from the Commission (10 June 2010)

P-3589/10 (EN) by Csaba Sándor Tabajdi (S&D) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Complete ban on the use of cyanide mining technologies in the European Union
Answer from the Commission (23 June 2010)

E-3590/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Internet blocking and copyright filters
Answer from the Commission (12 July 2010)

E-3591/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Ecological usefulness of biofuels
Joint answer from the Commission (11 October 2010)

E-3592/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: ArW — Investment scam and price manipulation
Answer from the Commission (6 July 2010)

E-3593/10 (DE) by Andreas Mölzer (NI) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Corporate CO\textsubscript{2} awareness
Answer from the Commission (27 July 2010)

E-3594/10 (EN) by Angelika Werthmann (NI) and Nikolaos Salavrakos (EFD) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Properties in Cyprus
Answer from the Commission (10 August 2010)
E-3595/10 (GA) by Liam Aylward (ALDE), Pat the Cope Gallagher (ALDE) and Brian Crowley (ALDE) to the Council (25 May 2010)
Subject: EU trade negotiations and human rights in Colombia
Answer from the Council (19 July 2010)

E-3596/10 (NL) by Esther de Lange (PPE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Legality of payment of agricultural funding in Bulgaria
Answer from the Commission (8 July 2010)

E-3597/10 (RO) Vasilica Viorica Dăncilă (S&D) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: Rural development loans
Answer from the Commission (30 June 2010)

E-3598/10 (FR) by Jean-Luc Bennahmias (ALDE) to the Commission (25 May 2010)
Subject: New Commission and Statute for a European Association
Answer from the Commission (22 July 2010)

P-3599/10 (EN) by Lena Ek (ALDE) to the Commission (14 May 2010)
Subject: Link between the Europe 2020 Strategy, the Budget Review and the SET-Plan
Answer from the Commission (17 June 2010)